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Foreword
This manuscript is submitted for obtaining the Habilitation to Direct Research at Institut National
Polytechnique Toulouse. It describes the research activities that I have carried out since I started
as a CNRS Researcher in January 2012 at IRIT. My postdoctoral worksI conducted at Purdue
University between the defense of my doctoral thesis at ENS Lyon in 2008 and my professional
activity at IRIT are also briefly outlined.

This manuscript is organized in two parts. The first part contains my detailed curriculum vitae
and the complete list of my publications. The second part provides a summary of my research
activities and is organized in several chapters. The first five chapters are dedicated to what I
consider to be the primary thread of my research works, which mainly concerns the assessment
and use of information on the pointwise regularity of data in signal and image processing, and
is entitled “Multifractal analysis and Bayesian estimation for univariate and multivariate images”.
These chapters draw on a variety of contributions to several important problems in multifractal
analysis. The first chapter provides a brief introduction and a review of my PhD thesis work. The
second chapter discusses the problem of reliable parameter estimation for multifractal models in
a Bayesian framework. The third chapter is devoted to a generalization of multifractal analysis to
new pointwise regularity exponents. The fourth chapter adresses the case of multifractal analysis
for multivariate data, the estimation of nonconcave multifractal spectra and the assessment of non
Gaussian multiscale statistics. The fifth chapter discusses some applications of these contribu-
tions to the analysis of Human Heart Rate Variability. The manuscript ends with an outlook on
the research I plan to conduct in the coming years, followed by an appendix in which I give a brief
overview over the research and contributions that have not been covered in the previous chapters.
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1.1 Curriculum Vitæ

1.1.1 Personal status

1.1.1.1 Personal status

– Name: Herwig WENDT
– Born: 4 September 1979, Steyr, Austria
– Nationality: Austrian

– Situation: Researcher (Chargé de recherche, Classe normale)
National Council for Scientific Research (CNRS)

– Affectation: Informatics Research Institute of Toulouse (IRIT)
University of Toulouse

– Team: Computational Imaging and Vision Research Group (MINDS)
– Address: 2 rue Camichel, B.P. 7122, 31071 Toulouse cedex 7, France
– Phone: +33 (0)5 34 32 22 35

– Email: herwig.wendt@irit.fr

– Web: www.irit.fr/∼Herwig.Wendt/
– Identifiers: ResearcherID D-6474-2019

ORCID 0000-0001-6930-3083
SCOPUS 16069703800

1.1.2 Positions and employment
– since 2012: Researcher (Chargé de recherche, Classe normale) Toulouse, France

CNRS, Institute of Information Sciences
Informatics Research Institute of Toulouse (IRIT), U. Toulouse

– 2008-2011: Postdoctoral Research Associate West Lafayette, IN, USA
Department of Mathematics, Purdue University

– 2005-2008: Allocataire de Recherche Lyon, France
SISYPHE team, Ecole Normale Supérieure de Lyon

– 2005-2008: Moniteur de l’Education Nationale Lyon, France
Physics Department, Ecole Normale Supérieure de Lyon

1.1.3 Academic formation
09/2008: PhD – Ecole Normale Supérieure de Lyon Lyon, France

Major: Signal Processing and Physics Manuscript (.pdf)
with honors

Subject: Contributions of Wavelet Leaders and Bootstrap to Multifractal Analysis.
Jury: Patrice ABRY

Directeur de thèse, Directeur de Recherche, CNRS

Stéphane JAFFARD
Professeur, Université de Paris 12

Jean-François PINTON
Président, Directeur de Recherche, CNRS

http://www.cnrs.fr/index.php
https://www.irit.fr/?lang=en
http://www.univ-toulouse.fr
https://www.irit.fr/-Equipe-MINDS-?lang=fr
https://www.irit.fr/~Herwig.Wendt/
http://researcherid.com/rid/D-6474-2019
https://www.scopus.com/authid/detail.uri?authorId=16069703800
http://www.cnrs.fr/index.php
https://www.irit.fr/?lang=en
http://www.univ-toulouse.fr
https://www.math.purdue.edu
https://www.purdue.edu
https://www.irit.fr/~Herwig.Wendt/data/ThesisWendt.pdf
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François G. SCHMITT
Rapporteur, Directeur de Recherche, CNRS

Jean-Yves TOURNERET
Rapporteur, Professeur, Institut National Polytechnique de Toulouse

Abdelhak ZOUBIR
Rapporteur, Professeur, Technische Universität Darmstadt

04/2005: Master Degree – Vienna University of Technology Vienna, Austria
Major: Electrical Engineering

Signal Processing and Telecommunications Manuscript (.pdf)
with honors

Subject: Support Vector Machines for Regression Estimation and their application to Chaotic
Time Series Prediction.

– 2003: Master Program, Chalmers University of Technology
Digital Communication Systems and Technology Gothenburg, Sweden

1.2 Teaching and pedagogic responsibilities

I was responsible (design, teaching, exercises, grading) for the following Master courses (M2):
– 2012-2019: Master course Estimation and Detection (M2, 25h) ENSEEIHT - INP Toulouse
– 2012-2019: Master course Inverse Problems (M2, 25h) ENSEEIHT - INP Toulouse

From 2012-2018, I in addition taught exercises in Statistics and Probability (1st year of
Engineering studies at ENSEEIHT - INP Toulouse, ∼10h on average)

1.2.1 Internship supervision
04/2021-07/2021: Léna Osu

Cursus: Master 1, U. Tours
Subject: Eigen-wave analysis of multifractal potentials

06/2020-10/2020: Gildas Cherrier

Cursus: Master 1, ENSEEIHT, INP Toulouse
Subject: Bivariate multifractal image analysis

05/2020-09/2020: Tanguy Samelor

Cursus: Master 1, UPS
Subject: Numerical study of wave propagation through a multifractal potential: appli-

cation to tumor detection in biomedical images

06/2019-08/2019: Isabela Azevedo

Cursus: Master 1, ENSEEIHT, INP Toulouse
Subject: Deconvolution study for multifractal analysis of ultrasound images

04/2019-08/2019: Alois Duguet

Cursus: Master 1, UPS
Subject: An expectation-maximization algorithm for multifractal image analysis

https://publik.tuwien.ac.at/files/pub-et_9604.pdf
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04/2019-08/2019: Youssef Zmarou

Cursus: Master Thesis, ENSEEIHT, INP Toulouse
Subject: Machine learning for anomaly detection in multivariate telemetry time series.

04/2019-08/2019: Edouard Villain

Cursus: Master Thesis, UPS
Subject: Multifractal tissue characterization in ultrasound imaging.
Publications 1 conference paper

04/2018-08/2018: Edouard Villain

Cursus: Master 1, UPS
Subject: Multifractal analysis of ultrasound images of skin.

02/2017-07/2017: Maha Säıdi

Cursus: Master Thesis, INSA Toulouse
Subject: Supervised and unsupervised classification methods for the optimization of

secured communication.

05/2016-09/2016: Maël Valais

Cursus: Master Thesis, ENAC, Univ. Toulouse III
Subject: Optimization of Dictionaries Structured as Convolutional Trees for Sparse

Image Representation.

03/2013-06/2013: Sébastien Combrexelle

Cursus: Master Thesis, ISAE-ENSICA, Toulouse
Subject: Statistical model for fractal connectivity in multivariate Gaussian time series.

1.2.2 PhD supervision
10/2022-10/2025: Jihanne El Haouari

Institution INP de Toulouse
Funding Co-funding CNES-TAS
Co-direction 50%, with Jean-Yves Tourneret and Christelle Pittet (CNES)
Subject: Machine Learning for inverse problem based instrument parameter estima-

tion.

10/2020-10/2023: Charles-Gérard Lucas

Institution ENS Lyon
Funding DGA Grant
Co-direction 50%, with Patrice Abry
Subject: Multivariate self-similarity for signals and images: multivariate multiscale

representations and large dimensions.
Publications 5 conference papers [CI93,CI89,CI88,CI83,CN12]

10/2019-12/2022: Lorena Leon

Institution INP Toulouse
Funding ANR grant MUTATION
Co-direction 50%, with Jean-Yves Tourneret
Subject: Multifractal analysis for multivariate and non-homogeneous data and appli-

cation to quantitative ultrasound imaging
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Publications 1 journal paper and 5 conference papers [JI34], [CI95,CI94,CI92,CI85,CN13]

10/2014-10/2017: Matthieu LeGoff

Institution INP Toulouse
Funding IRT Saint Exupéry, Toulouse
Co-direction 25%, with Jean-Yves Tourneret, Mathias Ortner
Subject: Machine and deep learning applied to remote sensing images
Publications 2 conference papers [CI31,CI42]
Notes Now Data Scientist / Deep learning researcher at Airbus.

10/2013-10/2016: Sébastien Combrexelle

Institution INP Toulouse
Funding Funding DGA - DSTL France - UK
Co-direction 50%, with Jean-Yves Tourneret, Stephen McLaughlin
Subject: Multifractal analysis for multivariate data with applications to remote sensing

and biomedical imaging.
Publications 3 journal papers, 11 conference papers [JI6,JI9,JI19]

. [CI29,CI32,CI37,CI39,CI43,CI45,CI46,CI50,CI54,CI55,CN3]
Notes Now Deep Learning Scientist for the Startup Another Brain.

Laureat of Léopold Escande Thesis Award.

10/2012-10/2015: Olivier Chabiron

Institution INP Toulouse
Funding LabEx CIMI
Co-direction 30% (year 2 and 3 only), with Jean-Yves Tourneret, François Malgouyres
Subject: Learning convolutional trees for sparse representations.
Publications 1 conference paper [CI54]
Notes Now developper at Serious Game Research Lab.

1.3 Research projects

1.3.1 PI
2018-23: ANR Project “MUTATION” Principal Investigator

Funding: ANR JCJC (ANR-18-CE45-0007) Success rate: 14.0%
Subject: Multidimensional multifractal analysis: Theory and applications in ultrasound imag-

ing of pancreatic cancer.
Partners: Individual Research Grant

2016-18: PICS Project “MATCHA” Principal Investigator

Funding: PICS CNRS Success rate: 22.0%
Subject: Multiscale analysis for clinical Heart rate variability assessment.
Partners: Educational Physiology Laboratory, University of Tokyo

Graduate School of Engineering Science, Osaka University

2014-15: Bilateral Research Grant Principal Investigator

Funding: SMI, INP Toulouse
Subject: Hankel operators and ADMM for frequency estimation.
Partners: Math Dept., Lund University, Sweden

https://www.airbus.com
https://anotherbrain.ai/fr/
https://www.irit.fr/felicitations-aux-deux-laureats-irit-du-prix-leopold-escande-2016/
https://www.univ-jfc.fr/equipesrecherche/serious-game-research-lab
https://anr.fr/Project-ANR-18-CE45-0007
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2013-15: Young Researcher Grant GALILEO Co-Principal Investigator

Funding: GdR-ISIS Success rate: 30.4%
Subject: Segmentation of images based on local scale invariance analysis.
Partners: Laboratoire de Physique, ENS Lyon

2013-15: BQR Project AMNISTIE Principal Investigator

Funding: INP Toulouse
Subject: Multifractal analysis based statistical image processing
Partners: Individual Research Grant

1.3.2 Member
2016-21: ANR Project “MULTIFRACS” Participant, Responsible for Partner IRIT

Funding: ANR (ANR-16-CE33-0020) Success rate: 11.6%
Subject: Multifractal theory and methods for large size multivariate systems. Applications

to scale free analysis of brain dynamics.
Partners: Laboratoire de Physique, ENS Lyon; PI: P. Abry

LAMA, UPEC, Paris
CEA-NeuroSpin, Saclay

2020-23: National Project “GREAT” Participant, Responsible for Partner IRIT

Funding: Spanish Ministry for Science and Innovation (PID2019-110977GA-I00)
Subject: Beyond Graph Neural Networks: Joint graph topology learning and graph-based

inference for computer vision.
Partners: Inst. Robotics Indust. Informatics - CSIC, UPC, Barcelona, Spain; PI: M. Dimiccoli

1.4 Industrial contracts
2021: R&D Contract CNES Toulouse

Subject: Algorithms for the estimation of spectrally variable instrumental spectral response
functions (TRL4 - Lab Validated).

2019: R&D Contract CNES Toulouse

Subject: New algorithms for the in-flight estimation of instrumental spectral response func-
tions (TRL4 - Lab Validated).

2018: R&D Contract Thales Alenia Space / CNES

Subject: Network trafic prediction techniques for improving QoS for satellite telecommuni-
cation systems (TRL3 - Proof-of-concept).

2017: R&D Contract Thales Alenia Space / CNES

Subject: Techniques for the optimization of secured communications (TRL2 - Application
Validated).

2015: R&T Contract CNES Toulouse

Subject: Bayesian data mining for satellite communication (TRL2 - Application Validated).

http://www.agence-nationale-recherche.fr/Project-ANR-16-CE33-0020
https://www.iri.upc.edu/project/show/247
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2012: R&D CLS / CNES

Subject: Complementary algorithms for detection and correction of spurious strobes in
MADRAS instrument data (TRL5 - Real Environment).

2012: R&D CLS / CNES

Subject: Algorithm for detection and correction of spurious strobes in MADRAS instrument
data (TRL4 - Lab Validated; French Patent 13 55645).

1.5 Dissemination and scientific outreach

1.5.1 Communications to the non-specialist audience
Fall 2015 Giant fresco. Contribution to 134m large fresco, conceived by CNRS and RATP

(Paris public transport authority) and displayed in the corridor of the Paris Montpar-
nasse subway station www

03/2015 Interview with the Scientific Magazine “Paul Sabatier”

08/2014 Press communique of the Physics Institute of CNRS

1.6 Editorial, review and evaluation activities

MEMBER OF EDITORIAL BOARD (Associate Editor), Journal Signal Processing (Elsevier)

JOURNAL REVIEW IEEE Signal Process. Magazine
IEEE Trans. Image Process.
IEEE Trans. Signal Process.
IEEE Signal Process. Letters
Applied Comput. Harmonic Analysis (ACHA)
Elsevier Signal Process.
Elsevier Pattern Recognition
Elsevier J. Adv. Signal Proces.,
Elsevier Digital Signal Process.
Elsevier Image and Vision Computing Journal

CONFERENCE REVIEW IEEE Int. Conf. Acoustics, Speech and Signal Process. (ICASSP)
IEEE Int. Conf. Image Process. (ICIP)
IEEE Stat. Signal Process. Workshop (SSP)
European Signal Process. Conf. (EUSIPCO)
Int. Workshop on Biosignal Interpretation (BSI)
Colloque GRETSI

PROJECT REVIEW UPS - COFECUB

PHD THESES Meriem DJEDDI (2015, INPT, Toulouse)
Thomas KLEYNTSSENS (2019, U Liège, Belgium)

1.7 Animation of research

SINCE 2021 Head of Team
MINDS team (6 permanents, 3 associated researchers, 12 PhD, 2 ATER)

2018-21 Head of Team
Component INPT of Team MINDS (2 out of 6 permanents, 4 PhD)

http://www.cnrs.fr/fr/multimedia/expo/couloir-temps/index.html
https://www.journals.elsevier.com/signal-processing/editorial-board
https://www.journals.elsevier.com/signal-processing/
http://www.univ-paris13.fr/cofecub-ecos/cofecub
https://www.irit.fr/MINDS/site/
https://www.irit.fr/MINDS/site/
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SINCE 2022 Member of Program Committee of Colloquium GRETSI
Groupe de Recherche et d’Etudes de Traitement du Signal et des Images

SINCE 2022 Member of ELLIS
European Laboratory for Learning and Intelligent Systems

2018-20 Member of Open Science Committee (CoSO)
Collège “Europe and International”

SINCE 2018 Member of Technical Area Committee (TAC)
Theoretical and Methodological Trends in Signal Processing
European Association for Signal Processing (EURASIP)

SINCE 2014 Affiliate member
Signal Processing Theory and Methods (SPTM) Technical Committee
(IEEE Signal Processing Society)

2021 Co-organisation of Special Session Machine learning for biomedical signal & image
processing (with L. Chaari)
EURASIP European Signal Proces. Conf. (EUSIPCO), Dublin, Ireland

2019 Co-organisation of Special Session Scale-free and nonlinear, multivariate signal &
image analysis (with P. Abry)
IEEE Int. Workshop CAMSAP, Guadeloupe, France.

2016 Co-organisation of Special Session Multivariate statistical signal modeling and anal-
ysis (with P. Abry)
IEEE Stat. Signal Process. Workshop (SSP), Palma de Mallorca, Spain

2015 Co-organisation of Special Session Recent advances in multifractal analysis and ap-
plications (with P. Abry)
EURASIP European Signal Proces. Conf. (EUSIPCO), Nice, France

2013 Co-organisation of Thematic School on Image Processing (Labex CIMI, with A. Crouzil,
D. Kouamé, F. Malgouyres, J.-Y. Tourneret, P. Weiss), Saint-Lary, France

2013 Member of Organizing Committee of the International Workshop Optimization and
Statistics in Image Processing (Labex CIMI), Toulouse, France

1.8 Scientific collaborations

Following is a selection of my most important international / national / local collaborators (all co-
authors of one or several published Journal and/or Conference papers):

FREDRIK ANDERSSON ETH Zürich, Switzerland

RICCARDO BARBIERI Dept. Elect., Inform. & Bioeng., Politecnico di Milano, Italy

MARCUS CARLSSON Dept. Math., Lund U., Sweden

GUSTAVO DIDIER Dept. Mathematics, U. Tulane, New Orleans, United States

MARIELLA DIMICCOLI IRII-CSIC, Polytechnical U. Barcelona (UPC), Spain

MAARTEN V. DE HOOP Comput. Appl. Math. Earth Sci., Rice U., United States

KEN KIYONO Div. Bioengineering, Osaka U., Toyonaka, Japan

STEPHEN MCLAUGHLIN. Engin. Phy. Sci., Heriot-Watt U., Edinburgh, Scotland

GAETANO VALENZA Bioeng. Robot. Research Centre, University of Pisa, Italy

YOSHIHARU YAMAMOTO Educational Physiology Lab., U. of Tokyo, Japan

PATRICE ABRY Physics Lab., ENS de Lyon, France

PHILIPPE CIUCIU CEA NeuroSpin, Saclay, France

http://gretsi.fr
https://ellis.eu
https://www.ouvrirlascience.fr/europe-et-international/
https://www.eurasip.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=146&Itemid=1145
http://signalprocessingsociety.org/sites/default/files/uploads/get_involved/TC/affiliates/SPTM.pdf
https://eusipco2021.org/special-sessions/
https://eusipco2021.org/special-sessions/
https://camsap19.ig.umons.ac.be/special-sessions.php
https://camsap19.ig.umons.ac.be/special-sessions.php
http://ssp2016.tsc.uc3m.es/program/special-sessions/multivariate-statistical-signal-modeling-and-analysis-patrice-abry-herwig-wendt/
http://ssp2016.tsc.uc3m.es/program/special-sessions/multivariate-statistical-signal-modeling-and-analysis-patrice-abry-herwig-wendt/
http://www.eusipco2015.org/content/special-sessions#SS19
http://www.eusipco2015.org/content/special-sessions#SS19
http://www.irit.fr/imagetrimester/school.html
http://www.irit.fr/imagetrimester/workshop.html
http://www.irit.fr/imagetrimester/workshop.html
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STÉPHANE JAFFARD LAMA, U. Paris-Est - Créteil, Paris, France

NELLY PUSTELNIK Physics Lab., ENS de Lyon, France

STÉPHANE SEURET LAMA, U. Paris-Est - Créteil, Paris, France

ADRIAN BASARAB IRIT, U. of Toulouse, France

LOTFI CHAARI IRIT, U. of Toulouse, France

DENIS KOUAME IRIT, U. of Toulouse, France

JEAN-YVES TOURNERET IRIT, U. of Toulouse, France

1.9 Honors and distinctions

SINCE 2019 IEEE Senior Member diploma

2017 Early Career Award www — diploma
of the European Association for Signal Processing (EURASIP)

2016 Best Paper Award for reference [CI39] diploma
European Signal Processing Conference (EUSIPCO), Budapest, Hungary

2014 Top 10% Paper Award for reference [CI59] www
IEEE Int. Conference on Image Processing (ICIP), Paris, France

2009 Finalist of the ASTI PhD thesis price

1.10 Publications and scientific productions

– Scientific Publications: .

total ’22 ’21 ’20 ’19 ’18 ’17 ’16 ’15 ’14 ’13 ’12 ’11 ’10 ’09 ’08 ’07 ’06 ’05
JI 35 2 2 1 5 3 4 5 3 3 2 2 3 2

JN 1 1
CI 93 6 5 5 14 9 6 12 10 6 5 2 1 3 3 1 3 2

CN 13 2 1 1 4 2 2 1
Ch 7 1 3 2 1

JI = International Journal, JN = National Journal
CI = International Conference, CN = National Conference, Ch = Book Chapter

H-index 22 — i10-index 51 — Citations 2242
(source GoogleScholar 08.2022)

– Patent: Method for automatic detection and/or correction of errors in multiplexed data stream,
French Patent 13 55645, published 19/12/2014, delivered 17/02/2017.

– Software: Open source Toolboxes (∼5000 anonymous downloads since 2014)
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2.1 Multifractal Analysis based on Wavelet Leaders

The part of my work that I will present in this manuscript focusses on the development of statistical
and numerical methodologies for multifractal analysis, a mathematical tool originating in functional
analysis. The purpose of multifractal analysis is to study the analytical properties of functions: it
describes the fluctuations of the pointwise regularity of a function along time or space. This is
achieved geometrically via the multifractal spectrum, the central theoretical object of study in mul-
tifractal analysis. At the same time, multifractal analysis has over the last decades matured into
a robust signal and image processing tool that models the dynamics of signal or image ampli-
tudes as intertwined sets of singularities of varying strengths, and has found many successful
applications in a large variety of contexts.

We will highlight some of our contributions in this context in the following chapters. For conve-
nience and clarity of presentation, we choose to present this section and also most of our contri-
butions for the case of d = 1 dimensions, without loss of generality; all definitions and concepts
extend naturally to d > 1 dimensions. To highlight our own contributions and to avoid redundancy,
references to our own works are given using my list of publications in Section 1.10, and all other
references are given in alphabetical style in the Bibliography at the end of this manuscript.

2.1.1 Multifractal analysis

2.1.1.1 The geometric picture: pointwise regularity and the multifractal spectrum

Let f(x) : x ∈ R→ f ∈ R denote a function in d = 1 dimension. To study the analytical properties
of f , it is necessary to fix the notion of pointwise regularity, or smoothness, of f at each point x
via the definition of a pointwise regularity exponent hf (x). The most commonly used notion for
local regularity is the Hölder exponent, which is defined for (locally) bounded functions as follows.

Definition 2.1: Hölder exponent [Jaf04]. Let f(x) : x ∈ R → f ∈ R be a locally bounded
function, x0 ∈ R and let γ ≥ 0; f belongs to Cγ(x0) if there exist C > 0, R > 0 and a
polynomial P of degree less that γ such that

if |x− x0| ≤ R, then |f(x)− P (x− x0)| ≤ C|x− x0|γ .

The Hölder exponent of f at x0 is

hf (x0) , sup{γ : f is Cγ(x0)}. (2.1)

When the Hölder exponents lie between 0 and 1, the polynomial boils down to P (x− x0) = f(x0)
and Cγ(x0) becomes standard Hölder continuity; in that case, the definition of the Hölder exponent
heuristically describes a cusp singularity |f(x) − f(x0)| ∼ |x − x0|hf (x0) at position x0. Several
alternative definitions for regularity exist, each being tied to different assumptions on f and leading
to different analytical and function space embedding characterizations for f , as we will see later.

Now that we can measure pointwise regularity, we need to represent this information in an
appropriate and meaningful way. Indeed, it is of little interest to merely transform the function f(x)
into another function hf (x). Instead, the focus is put on how the regularity exponents fluctuate
along x. Some functions display smooth or constant regularity exponents, but for most functions
hf (x) is extremely irregular: it jumps from one point to the other, and the points that share the
same Hölder exponent form fractal sets. By measuring the sizes of these fractal iso-Hölder sets,
the so-named multifractal spectrum provides an efficient global geometric summary of the fluctu-
ations of hf (x).
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Definition 2.2: Multifractal spectrum [Jaf04]. Let hf be the pointwise regularity exponents
of the function f . The multifractal spectrum (or spectrum of singularities) of f is the function

Df (h) , dimH(Ef (h)), (2.2)

where Ef (h) are the iso-regularity sets Ef (h) , {x0 : hf (x0) = h} and dimH denotes the
Hausdorff dimension [Fal04]; by convention, dimH(∅) = −∞.

Thus, the ultimate goal of multifractal analysis is the estimation of the multifractal spectrum Df (h)
for f . But up to this point, it remains a purely mathematical object based on dimensions that
cannot be computed in a stable way for real signals or images.

Definition of Hölder exponent and multifractal spectrum
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of the definition of the Hölder exponent hf (x0) (left plot), of the iso-Hölder set
Ef (h) (center plot) and of the multifractal spectrum Df (h) (right plot).

2.1.1.2 A dual view: the scaling function

There are, however, two equivalent descriptions of the multifractality of a function: via the spec-
trum of singularities Df (h) we just defined, and via the scaling function ηf (q) characterizing cer-
tain moments q of multiscale or multiresolution1 coefficients. The two representations are related
through a Legendre transform. We will see that this relation is the cornerstone for the construction
of robust estimation algorithms for the multifractal spectrum Df (h).
Scale invariance and scaling function. The scaling function has its origins in the statistical
analysis of empirical data and describes the deformation of the probability distributions of multi-
scale analysis coefficients µf (a, x) under a change of dilation (scale) a. The seminal historical
example are the lag a increments, µf (a, x) = f(x + a) − f(x), of the velocity field f(x) in fully
developed turbulence [Kol41, Man74, Fri95]: The moments of order q of their magnitudes were
found to behave as power laws

Sf (a, q) , 〈µf (a, x)q〉x ∼ aηf (q) (2.3)

for a certain range of scales a, a phenomenon coined scale invariance. These power laws are
fully characterized by the scaling function ηf (q). Mathematically, the scaling function is defined as

ηf (q) , lim inf
a→0

log (Sf (a, q))

log(a)
. (2.4)

Multiscale coefficients and pointwise regularity. Unsurprisingly, the choice of multiscale
quantity µf (a, x) is crucial in the analysis of scale invariance, and many different definitions have
been used in the past. Each choice of multiscale quantity leads to a different scaling function with

1The mathematical term of multiresolution analysis is more restrictive than we use it here. It is fulfilled by discrete
wavelet transform that we will define below and make use of in the following.
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its distinct mathematical properties. Two notions are of interest here. On the one hand side, it can
be shown that scaling functions can be given a function space interpretation for f .

On the other hand side, it can be shown that certain definitions for µf (x) allow us to recover
pointwise regularity exponents hf (x) via their decay rate

hf (x0) = lim inf
a→0

log (µf (a, x(x0)))

log(a)
. (2.5)

The pairs (µf , hf ) that satisfy (2.5) are termed compatible couples. Again, different definitions
for µf (a, x) are tied to different definitions of regularity exponents. Several examples are given in
Section 2.1.2.1 below.
Scaling and multifractals. Equations (2.3-2.5) reveal the deep relation between the scaling
function and the pointwise regularity of f : If (2.5) holds, the scaling function is related to the
Legendre transform of the multifractal spectrum as 2

ηf (q) ≤ inf
h

(1−Df (h) + hq). (2.6)

Indeed, following the original heuristic arguments of Parisi and Frisch [PF85], (2.4) roughly means
that Sf (a, q) ∼ aηf (q), and (2.5) that µf (a, x) ∼ ah; about aDf (h) coefficients are needed to cover
the points of Ef (h), and their contribution to Sf (a, q) is roughly ada−Df (h)ahq = a(d−Df (h)+hq).
When a → 0, the dominant contribution stems from the smallest exponent (the others being
exponentially smaller), yielding the relation (2.6).

2.1.1.3 The viewpoint of data dynamics: Scale invariant and multifractal model processes

A third way to look at scale invariance and multifractality is via the temporal dynamics that gen-
erate and control these properties in different models. A large variety of definitions have been
proposed for the modeling and understanding of scale invariance and multifractal properties that
are empirically observed on data. These include deterministic constructions (Weierstrass, Rie-
mann, Cantor), and stochastic processes. For the modeling of real-world data, it is especially
the sample paths of the latter that are useful. Roughly, they can be categorized into two classes
of processes: random walk type, additive constructions (such as fractional Brownian motions,
Levy, α-stable, . . . ) and constructions with multiplicative structure (most importantly, multiplicative
cascades and variations thereof). The deep difference in nature explains why practitioners, for
real-world applications, are often eager to distinguish between these two classes of models. We
will exemplify them with the most seminal definitions, which will also be used for our numerical
simulations and illustrations; for more details, the interested reader is referred to, e.g., [RCRB99].
Fractional Brownian motion (fBm). The celebrated fractional Brownian motion (fBm), BH(x),
is the most prominent and widely used example of an additive random walk construction. It
is defined as the only Gaussian process with stationary increments that is self-similar [Kol40,
MVN68], where self-similarity is defined as equality of all finite-dimensional distributions (fdd)
under any dilation a > 0 : {BH(x)}x∈R fdd

= {aHBH(x/a)}x∈R [ST94]. The parameter H is named
self-similarity parameter and is confined to the interval (0, 1] by the assumptions of stationary
increments and finite variance. When H = 0.5, BH boils down to ordinary Brownian motion, with
independent zero mean Gaussian increments, when H > 0.5 (H < 0.5) the increments of fBm are
strongly (anti)correlated. Self-similarity and stationary increments together imply that the scaling
exponents of fBm are a linear function ηf (q) = qH for all finite moments q ∈ {p : E|X(1)|p < ∞
[ST94]. The Hölder exponents of the sample paths of fBm are equal to hf (x) = H everywhere,
and their spectrum of singularities is given by Df (h) = 1 for h = H and Df (h) = −∞ for h 6= H;
illustrations for sample paths and spectra are given in Figure 2.2. Fast synthesis algorithms based
on the circulant embedding method make fBm also a feasible model for large scale data.

2Equality can be shown to hold for the large deviation spectrum, see [AJW15,BG11,Ven02] for details and the precise
relation with Df (h).
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Sample paths and multifractal spectra of synthetic model processes

Figure 2.2: Sample paths (black, and increments in red) for fBm (left) and MRW (right) with their
respective multifractal spectra Df (h), illustrating the increasing global regularity of the sample paths
with increasing H, and stronger intermittent fluctuations and multifractality for larger values for λ.

Multiplicative cascades. Experimental scaling exponents computed on real data are often
found to be nonlinear - by construction concave - functions of q, ηf (q) 6= qH, for q in an interval
containing the value zero. For such data, the fBm model is not flexible enough. As alterna-
tive stochastic models, numerous variations of multiplicative cascades have been proposed (cf.
e.g., [Fri95, RCRB99]). For the simplest definition, starting from the unit interval, a cascade is
constructed as the repetition of the following split-and-multiply procedure (c being an arbitrary
integer): At iteration j, each of the cj−1 sub-intervals obtained at iteration j− 1, is split into c inter-
vals Ij,k of the same length c−j ; a unit mean positive random variable wj,k, drawn independently
and with identical distribution, is associated with each sub-interval. After an infinite number of
iterations, the cascade W (x) is defined as the limit (in the sense of measures) of the products∏
j≤J, x∈Ij,k wj,k of all random variables associated with intervals containing the point x, and can

be shown to converge under mild conditions on the distribution of the multipliers w (cf. [KP76]).
The law of the multipliers controls the scale invariance and multifractal properties of the cascade.
Common choices are log-normal and log-Poisson [SL94], with parabolic and asymmetric spectra
of singularities, respectively. Variations of the cascade construction replace the fixed geometry
(m-ary tree) by random constructions (e.g., Compound Poisson cascades [BM02b], Infinitely Di-
visible Distributions [Nov94,BM03,CRA05]) or compose fBm with cascades as a multifractal time
subordination [BS09]. However, the numerical synthesis of sample paths of such constructions
typically involves the approximation and costly numerical discretization of integrals.

Alternatives that can be defined in discrete time but mimic the multifractal properties of multi-
plicative cascades are the multifractal random walk (MRW) [BM02a], and the closely resembling
Markov Switching Multifractal (MSM) model [CF08,SMHS11], both defined in the context of finan-
cial markets (asset return modeling). MRW is a discrete time process with stationary increments
that is defined as [BM02a] X(k) =

∑n
k=1GH(k) exp(ω(k)). Here GH(k) are increments of fBm

with parameter H > 1/2 and ω is a zero mean Gaussian process that is independent of GH
and has correlation that mimics the logarithmic decay observed for the logarithm of multiplicative
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cascades

cov(ω(k1), ω(k2)) = λ log

(
L

|k1 − k2|+ 1

)
, |k1 − k2| < L,

and equals 0 beyond the decorrelation length L known as integral scale; the parameter λ > 0
controls the degree of intermittency of the process (see [CRV10] for a 2D extension). The scaling
exponents and multifractal spectrum of MRW equal those of cascades with log-Normal multipliers;

they are parabolic and given by ηf (q) = c1q+ c2
2 q

2 for |q| ≤
√
−2/c2 and Df (h) = 1+ c2

2

(
h−c1,ν
c2

)2

for h ∈ [c1 −
√−2c2, c1 +

√−2c2] where c1 = H + λ2, c2 = −λ2. The synthesis of sample paths
of MRW can again be performed efficiently in the Fourier domain using circulant embedding;
illustrations are given in Figure 2.2. 2D extensions have been studied in, e.g., [CRV10].

2.1.1.4 Multifractal analysis in signal and image processing

Data dynamics, geometry and statistics. From a data analysis and modeling point of view,
the above discussions show that multifractal analysis provides the mathematical tools to access
a rich set of information that is related to three different notions: geometry, statistics, and dynam-
ics. These notions are not independent. The interplay between them can be describe as follows:
The dynamic notion of constructive procedures of functions (e.g., split/multiply for multiplicative
cascades) result in geometrical properties; these can be theoretically characterized with the geo-
metrical notion of dimension; upon averaging, these dimensions control the power law behaviors
that are characteristic of the statistical notion of scale invariance.

However, in practice, only the latter can be measured directly on data, and related to dimen-
sions via (2.6). Outside of a parametric model, the inverse problem of identifying the precise
nature of the dynamics from dimensions is ill-posed and cannot be achieved. Nevertheless, for
many applications it is enough to pragmatically use the rich intrinsic information carried by the
parameters Df (h) and ηf (q) for performing standard signal/image processing tasks such as clas-
sification, detection, . . . , without explicit reference to their dynamic origins.
Multifractal formalism. Since it is not possible to estimate the iso-regularity point sets and their
Hausdorff dimensions involved in the definition of Df (h) in a numerically stable way for data, one
needs to take an alternative route. The multifractal formalism makes use of the hallmark relation
(2.6) to obtain an estimate for Df (h) from the scaling function ηf (q), which can be computed for
data in a robust way as the power law exponents of empirical moments. If the function Df (h)
was concave and equality would hold in (2.6), it could be recovered from ηf (q) by inverting the
Legendre transform, which is involutive for concave functions. There is, however, no a priori
reason for Df (h) to be concave, and equality does not in general hold. Yet, one can nevertheless
invert the Legendre transform and use the so-obtained concave upper hull of Df (h), the Legendre
spectrum Lf (h), as an upper bound estimate for Df (h)

Df (h) ≤ Lf (h) , inf
q

(1− ηf (q) + hq). (2.7)

This formula yields the numerically stable estimation algorithms that have driven the successes
of multifractal analysis in applications. The generic validity of the multifractal formalism has been
proven in [Fra07]. The precise range of models for which the inequality in (2.7) turns out to be an
equality, relies heavily on (2.5) and thus on the choice of multiscale quantities, and its determi-
nation is one of the main open mathematical problems in multifractal analysis; the formalism with
largest range is based on wavelet leaders and will be revisited in more detail in the next section.

Applications of multifractal analysis. Multifractal models and analysis have been success-
fully applied in a vast variety of contexts and for signals of very different natures. To give an
idea, we list here a small selection of prominent areas of application, to some of which we
have contributed ourselves.
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Hydrodynamic turbulence is the field that gave birth to multifractal analysis, where scale in-
variance and multifractality are used to model the cascade of energy from coarse scales (in-
jection) to fine scale (dissipation) [Kol41,Yag66,Obu62,Kol62,Man74,MS87,Fri95,PMC18].
The study of physiological signals is another prominent example, ranging from the study of
human heart rhythm [KM82, AGU+81, YH94, IAG+99, INAG+01, NKW+16, Dut10], to spon-
taneous and evoked brain activity (fMRI, EEG, MEG) [CARW09, LB09, CVA+12, He14] and
human gait [HPP+96], and to medical imaging (ultrasound [S+19, VWBK19], bone structure
[BPL+01], mammography [KLSJA01b,KLSJA01a], see [LB09] for a review). Other important
fields of application include geophysics (weather and climate [SL87, LS18], clouds [ARD02],
. . . ), astrophysics (stellar plasmas [SMB98], interstellar medium [CS01]), geography (popu-
lation repartition [Dau11, Fra97, FTVH18]). Scale invariance and multifractality was also ob-
served and widely successfully used for the study of man-made signals such as network traffic
[LTWW94,PW00, ABF+02], financial markets [CFM97,Man99a, CF08, JXZS19] or Art (paint-
ings, drawings, historic photographic paper, . . . ) [MDC05, CERW08, AJW13] for which an
example is sketched in Figure 2.3.

Multifractal analysis of Art work
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Figure 2.3: Multifractal analysis of a painting from the Princeton experiment (see Section 2.5.2.1 for
more details): original (left), copy (center) and estimated multifractal spectra (right) for the patches
indicated by red rectangles. (Reproduced from [AJW13])

2.1.2 Wavelet leader multifractal formalism

2.1.2.1 Multiresolution coefficients: from increments to wavelet leaders

Increments and oscillations. Multiresolution coefficients are computed by comparing the
function or signal under analysis with a localized reference pattern that is translated to different
positions x and dilated to different scales a. The historical examples - the lag a increments we
already mentioned, and size a box aggregates that can be defined as the increments of the func-
tion’s primitive - have soon been recognized to suffer from a number of theoretical and practical
limitations for multifractal analysis. In particular, they can in general not be related to the Hölder
exponent as in (2.5) and hence cannot be theoretically linked to Df (h), they are not robust to data
corruptions such as smooth trends, and the scaling function is not defined for negative moments.
This lead to the study of a number of alternative definitions. One of the simplest ones, the os-
cillations, are based on increments and defined as the supremum of all increments of lag a′ ≤ a
contained in the width a interval centered at x0. This definition partially addressed the above is-
sues: oscillations satisfy (2.5) for the Hölder exponent, but only for the limited range 0 < hf < 1;
concerning robustness, they are also sensitive to smooth additive perturbations.

Along a different line, several variants of multifractal extensions of detrended fluctuation anal-
ysis (MFDFA) have been proposed [KZKB+02]: In a heuristic attempt to make the analysis robust
to trends and remove the limitation hf < 1, polynomials are locally fit to the data, and the analysis
coefficients are defined as the box aggregated quadratic variations of the data upon subtraction of
these polynomials. This empirical tool had been heuristically associated with the Hölder exponent
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and is widely popular in, e.g., biomedical and financial applications [LWA+16]. However, because
of the local polynomial fit, MFDFA lacks a solid theoretical basis and is difficult to extend to higher
dimensions in practice.
Wavelet transforms. The continuous and discrete wavelet transforms were early on recog-
nized as ideal tools for studying scale invariance and pointwise regularity properties. The wavelet
transform modulus maxima (WTMM) method uses the local maxima of the continuous wavelet
transform coefficients’ moduli at each scale and connects them across scales to form maxima
lines [AAD+02]. This definition can be shown to be connected with the weak scaling expo-
nent [Mey98], and the use of maxima makes it possible to estimate the scaling function also
for negative moments, q < 0, and thus to estimate also the decreasing part of the multifractal
spectrum. However, it also makes it necessary to fix a number of technical details that are out of
scope of multifractal analysis and difficult to extend to higher dimensions [ADKR03] or the analysis
of multivariate signals.

The discrete wavelet transform (DWT) is a convenient mathematical tool for multifractal anal-
ysis with many desirable theoretical and practical properties. It is defined by a mother wavelet
ψ0(x), an oscillating reference pattern that is chosen such that its critically sampled translations
and dilations to discrete dyadic scales a = 2j , j ∈ Z, 2−j/2ψ0(2−jx − k), form an orthonormal
basis3 of L2. Further, ψ0(x) is characterized by its number of vanishing moments Nψ: the (L1

normalized) DWT coefficients defined by

dj,k , 2−j
∫

R
f(x)ψ0(2−jx− k)dx

are zero for polynomials up to degree Nψ; this lends the transform robustness to smooth additive
trends and also means that knowledge of the Taylor polynomial in Definition 2.1 is not required
[Jaf04]. For precise definitions, properties and more details on wavelet transforms, the reader is
referred to [Mal09,AMVA04].

The massive use of DWT for scaling analysis was triggered by the seminal work of Flandrin
that showed the favorable statistical properties for the analysis of fBm [Fla92]. To date, the state
of the art for analysing self-similarity and estimating the parameter H is based on DWT. The
wavelet scaling function informs us also on many properties of f that are important for signal
analysis and modeling, including the embedding in Lp spaces, or bounded variation models used
in image processing [RO92]; it can also be used to asses the assumption that f is locally bounded
that appears, e.g., in the definition of the Hölder exponent. Nevertheless, for multifractal analysis
purposes, DWT suffers from limitations: it is easy to find mathematical counterexamples to the
validity of the relation (2.5) for the Hölder exponent; independently of that, only the estimation
of ηf (q) for q > −1, thus of the increasing part of Df (h) and only of the small portion of its
decreasing part that corresponds with these admissible negative values for q, is possible. These
issues limit the usefulness of DWT for the estimation of D(h). They have been resolved by other
multiresolution quantities that are derived from DWT coefficients, the wavelet leaders, which are
defined next.

2.1.2.2 Multifractal formalism based on wavelet leaders

Wavelet leaders are defined as local suprema of the moduli of discrete wavelet transform coeffi-
cients at all finer scales.

Definition 2.3: Wavelet leaders [Jaf04]. Let f be a locally bounded function. The wavelet
leaders of f are defined as

`j,k = `λ , sup
λ′⊂3λ

|dλ′ | (2.8)

where λ = λj,k denotes the dyadic interval [k2j , (k + 1)2j [, 3λ denotes the interval with same
center and three times wider, and d are the discrete wavelet coefficients of f .

3upon closure with a dual pattern, the scaling function φ(x), yielding a single approximation coefficient
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Just like DWT, wavelet leaders can be computed with linear computational complexity and have
a natural extension to higher dimensions. In view of pointwise regularity characterization, they
also inherit many desirable theoretical robustness properties from DWT: as long as Nψ is large
enough, the scaling function is independent of the wavelet basis, invariant to smooth additive
trends, invariant under smooth change of variables, etc. [Jaf04, JAW15]. The wavelet leader
scaling function can, for q > 0, be given a function space interpretation in the framework of
oscillation spaces, bearing connections with Besov spaces [Jaf05,Jaf98], and bounded quadratic
variation. To avoid confusion in the following, we will use the notation ηf (q) for the wavelet scaling
function and ζf (q) for the leader scaling function of f(x).

Beyond that, several theoretical properties that are crucial for multifractal analysis can be
shown for wavelet leaders4: First, wavelet leaders are tied to the Hölder exponent for hf > 0 by
relation (2.5) and not limited to hf < 1. Second, the leader scaling function ζf (q) is well defined
also for q < 0, thus making it possible to estimate the increasing as well as the decreasing part of
the multifractal spectrum - thus, all of it. Third, (2.7) holds as long as f is locally bounded, without
further assumptions on f . Finally, the inequality in (2.7) turns out to be an equality for large
classes of models used in signal and image processing, such as fBm or multiplicative cascades.

Altogether, this makes the wavelet leader multifractal formalism the state-of-the-art tool for per-
forming the multifractal analysis of signals and images based on the Hölder exponent. The price
to pay with respect to DWT based analysis is that the statistical properties (e.g., joint distributions)
of wavelet leaders are more intricate and difficult to study.

An illustration for the definition of wavelet leaders is given in Figure 2.4 (bottom right), together
with illustrations for several different multiresolution quantities used in multifractal analysis.

Multiresolution coefficients used for multifractal analysis
Increment / difference Aggregation / average Wavelet / difference of average
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Figure 2.4: Illustration of several multiresolution quantities proposed over 7 decades for multifractal
analysis, from the historical increments (top left, [Kol41]) to the definition of wavelet leaders (bottom
right, [Jaf04]).

4Strictly speaking, the statements require further technical assumptions on the mother wavelet ψ0, e.g., it belonging to
the Schwartz class.
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2.1.2.3 Log-cumulant expansion of the multifractal spectrum

It is convenient to summarize the function D(h) with a small number of meaningful parameters
that can be estimated within the multifractal formalism. This is of specific interest for practitioners,
whose focus in applications is often not the precise knowledge of the dimension of the fractal
set associated with one specific exponent h, but instead the use of the multifractal spectrum for
standard signal processing tasks such as, e.g., classification. The log-cumulants cr defined in the
seminal work of Castaing1993 [CGM93] precisely fit this programme: Since the wavelet leader
scaling function ζf (q) is well defined for positive as well as negative values for q, further assuming
sufficient smoothness at the origin, a standard generating function expansion argument about
q = 0 yields a relation between the finite moments E`qj,k < ∞ of wavelet leaders at scale j and
the the cumulants of order r of their logarithm lj,k , log(`j,k), denoted Cr(j) , Cumrlj,k,

Lq(j) , log(E`qj,k) = logEeq log(`j,k) =

∞∑

r=1

Cr(j)
qr

r!
. (2.9)

Assuming ergodicity, scale invariance then implies a specific form of scale-dependence

Cr(j) = c0r + crj log(2), (2.10)

which can be seen by substituting (2.3) in (2.9). Therefore, the so-called log-cumulants cr can
be directly estimated from Cr(j) in a robust way. Moreover, this implies ζf (q) =

∑
r≥1 cr

qr

r! .
On condition that c2 6= 0, this expansion can be translated to the multifractal spectrum via the
Legendre transform (2.14), leading to the approximation [WRAJ09,Wen08]

D(h) ≤ 1 +
c2
2!

(
h− c1
c2

)2

+
−c3
3!

(
h− c1
c2

)3

+ . . . (2.11)

The leading order log-cumulants thus provide a meaningful and efficient summary for D(h): The
parameter c1 indicates the position of the maximum of D, which corresponds to the most frequent
regularity exponent of f (mathematically, the exponent that can be found almost everywhere in
the signal); for self-similar processes such as fBm, it coincides with the Hurst parameter, c1 = H.

The parameter c2 quantifies to leading order the amount of pointwise regularity fluctuations.
Since ηf (q) is a concave function, c2 ≤ 0 by construction. Moreover, if c2 = 0, then all higher
order cumulants are also zero and ηf (q) is linear in q at the origin; in particular, this is the case for
self-similar processes, c2 = 0 (and thus ∀r ≥ 2 : cr = 0), while for constructions with multiplicative
structure, such as multiplicative cascades, c2 < 0. For this reason, c2 is termed the intermittency
or multifractality parameter and plays a central role in applications: it permits to distinguish be-
tween these two classes of models in practice [WA07, WAJ07]. In Figure 2.2 (right), we already
provided an illustration for these two situation: while for self-similar fBm, c2 = 0 and the multifrac-
tal spectrum degenerates to a single point, the value of c2 for multifractal MRW correlates with
the width of the multifractal spectrum and with the degree of intermittent regularity fluctuations.
It is worth noting that the power spectral densities (or any other 2nd order quantity) for MRW
increments in these examples are all identical and cannot quantify this type of information.

The higher order cumulants c3, c4, . . . yield further, refined information on the skewness, kurto-
sis, etc., of the pointwise regularity fluctuations [Man72]. In applications, their accurate estimation
and thus use is, however, limited to situations where very long and clean measurements can be
obtained (e.g., for hydrodynamic turbulence, where the value of c3 can be used to decide if the
classical log-Normal or the She-Levêque model [SL94] better fit the data).

2.1.2.4 Estimation of multifractal parameters in practice

The arguments that have led us to the definition of the wavelet leader based multifractal formalism
build on a mathematical idealization that cannot be met in practice: The function f(x) can be
analyzed down to infinitely fine scales aj : j → −∞. This can be satisfied for the study of
theoretical objects such as functions, but it is not realistic for data such as discrete signals or
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images for which no information at scales finer than the level of discretization of x is available in
the data. The solution taken for applications is pragmatic: one makes use of the available scales
j, j1 ≤ j ≤ j2 say, to compute the scaling exponents ζf (q) as in (2.3), and assumes that the
observed scale invariance continues down to all finer, unobservable scales as in (2.4). In other
words, the solution boils down to fitting the multifractal model to available data, assuming that
the model holds. Moreover, given N samples of a real-world signals, the range of scales over
which scaling as in (2.3) is observed is often narrower than the theoretically available scales,
j1 > 1 and j2 < log2(N), due to, e.g., corruptions by noise, sensor response functions, or physical
cut-off scales5. As suggested by (2.4), the estimation of ζf (q) is thus in practice performed by
linear regressions of the empirical moments Sf (j, q) of the wavelet leaders `j,k against scales
j1 ≤ j ≤ j2. An estimate for Df (h) is then computed by numerically evaluating the Legendre
transform6 (2.7) for a large range of positive and negative values for q. An equivalent programme
is to estimate the log-cumulants by linear fit of the r-th order sample cumulants Cr of the log-
leaders lj,k.

Multifractal formalism for discrete data f(k). Assuming that power law scaling is ob-
served for the wavelet leaders of f for analysis scales j1 ≤ j ≤ j2, the scaling function and
log-cumulants can be estimated as

ζ̂f (q) =

j2∑

j=j1

wj log2

(
〈`qj,k〉k

)
, (2.12)

ĉr =
1

log(2)

j2∑

j=j1

wjCr (lj,k) , (2.13)

respectively, where lj,k = log(`j,k), Cr are the sample cumulants of order r and wj are suitably
chosen linear regression weights [VA99,WAJ07]. The multifractal spectrum D(h) is estimated
via the Legendre spectrum of the scaling function ζ̂f (q)

L̂(h) , inf
q

(1− ζ̂f (q) + hq) = 1 +
ĉ2
2!

(
h− ĉ1
ĉ2

)2

+
−ĉ3
3!

(
h− ĉ1
ĉ2

)3

+ . . . (2.14)

2.1.3 Summary of PhD thesis work
My thesis was entitled “Contributions of Wavelet Leaders and Bootstrap to Multifractal Analysis:
Images, Estimation Performance, Dependence Structure and Vanishing Moments. Confidence In-
tervals and Hypothesis Tests.” The overall objectives were to study the wavelet leader multifractal
formalism for signal and image processing, and to develop complementary tools for the statistical
assessment of multifractal parameters.
Validation and characterization of the wavelet leader multifractal formalism. At the onset
of my thesis, the wavelet leader multifractal formalism had just been theoretically introduced, and
a first proof-of-concept 1D algorithm had been applied to discrete synthetic and real data to put
to test the theoretically predicted regularity characterization capabilities. The first main goal was
therefore to study and document in detail the properties of the wavelet leader based multifractal
formalism, with focus on three crucial issues for the analysis of signals: validation of the theo-
retical tool for data analysis (robustness to discretization and quantization); study of statistical
models for wavelet leaders; study of estimation performance for multifractal parameters. These

5Several approaches have been proposed in the literature to evaluate goodness of fit of the model, and to automatically
select scales over which scaling is observed, see, e.g., [VA99,VAT03,LTA14b]

6It is also possible to express and estimate the Legendre spectrum more conveniently directly in parametric form
L̂f (q), ĥ(q) using linear regressions of empirical moments [CMJS89,Wen08].
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numerical and analytical studies demonstrated the robustness and state-of-the-art performance
of this novel tool. At the same time, they revealed that the statistical properties are difficult to
describe analytically even for the simple model case of white Gaussian noise.
Wavelet leader multifractal analysis for images. The second main goal of my thesis was
the extension of wavelet leader based multifractal analysis to images. While this is conceptually
and algorithmically straightforward, a new theoretical question appears: can the characterization
of image texture actually be performed with the same tools as that of signals? It turned out
that this is only partially the case because many images do not satisfy the local boundedness
assumption, can thus not be modeled with (positive) Hölder exponents, and wavelet leaders are
undefined. Our solution to this problem consisted of two parts: first, a wavelet based analysis
tool for the actual assessment of this minimum regularity assumption; second, a modification of
the formalism that artificially increases the minimum regularity by fractional integration of order s
in the wavelet domain, at no extra computational cost. Together, these two contributions make
it possible to compute the multifractal spectrum corresponding to the fractional integral of the
texture. However, the exact theoretical link to the multifractal spectrum of the original texture can
only be made in the case of simple cusp-type singularities.

Wavelet leader multifractal analysis of synthetic images

Part I: Scaling & Irregularity – From 1/f spectra to Multifractals
Model 2: Multifractal !Estimation

Illustrations: 2D

Scaling Wavelet Transform Self-similarity and wavelets Multifractal Wavelet Leaders Applications/Conclusions

Multifractal formalism at work : 2D
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Figure 2.5: Wavelet leader multifractal analysis for synthetic self-similar and multifractal images: fBm
(left column), MRW (center column) and multiplicative cascade with log-Poisson multipliers (right col-
umn). Top row: sample paths (plotted as image and surface). Center row bottom rows theoretical (blue
dashed) and estimated (black) scaling exponents ηf (q), multifractal spectra Df (h) and log-cumulants
cr with 95% confidence intervals computed using wavelet domain time-scale block bootstrap. (Repro-
duced from [JAW15])

Confidence intervals and statistical tests for multifractal parameters. The fact that little
can be said theoretically about the statistical performance of the analysis procedures is a strong
limitation in practice because confidence in parameter estimates or statistical tests cannot be
assessed. The third contribution of my thesis addressed this problem. Our methodology was in-
spired by nonparametric wavelet domain bootstrap. In order to cope with the strong dependence
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arising from model constructions with multiplicative structure and the use of wavelet leaders, we
designed a procedure built on resampling of blocks of wavelet leader in the time-scale plane. We
studied the use of this approach for the construction of confidence intervals and statistical tests
for multifractal parameter values, and for the assessment of their stationarity, and quantified the
confidence interval accuracy and test performance with numerical simulations. In Figure 2.5, we
illustrate wavelet leader based analysis with bootstrap confidence intervals for single realizations
of self-similar and multifractal images. The key issue in the theoretical validation of our boot-
strap turned out to be the characterization of the dependence of wavelet leaders for multiplicative
cascade processes. Our analysis showed that, as is the case for fBm [Fla92], the number of
vanishing moments of the wavelet does indeed in general reduce the correlation among wavelet
coefficients, yet unlike the commonly accepted intuitions arising from this result for fBm, it does
not affect or control their dependence.
Applications to real-world signals and images. Our theoretical and practical developments
have been illustrated in several different applications, most prominently in the analysis of hy-
drodynamic turbulence in which we used our wavelet leader bootstrap tests for model selection
(the She-Levêque vs. log-normal model I mentioned above), and for the classification of texture
images. Finally, these contributions have been assembled in a well documented and publicly
available wavelet leader multifractal analysis MATLAB toolbox that is widely used and has been
continuously extended and generalized over the past years.

To sum up, my PhD thesis contributed to establishing the wavelet leader multifractal formalism
as a robust and well documented state-of-the-art tool for performing the multifractal analysis of
signals and images based on the Hölder exponent.

2.1.4 Going beyond standard multifractal analysis
The previous sections set the stage for a number of major developments aimed to go beyond the
standard toolset of multifractal analysis. In the following sections, we will focus on some of our
contributions to multifractal methodology and statistical modeling and estimation in this context.
The wedding of multifractal analysis and Bayesian estimation. Multifractal parameter es-
timation using moments or cumulants as formulated in (2.12-2.13) has found successful appli-
cations in many contexts, but remains limited to standard situation where (effective) sample size
is large and thus many analysis scales are available: satisfactory performance is only obtained
when the data dynamics are allowed to unfold over several octaves of scales. These assumptions
are, however, restrictive and challenged in many important real-world contexts: often, sample size
is small, as, e.g., for fMRI signals or ultrasound images, where one can at best hope for 3 octaves
over which scaling exponents can be measured. But even when sample size is large, one may
be interested in localizing the analysis, for instance to image patches, e.g., in remote sensing
applications to account for different types of land covers in the same image. An additional draw-
back with the least-square sample moment / cumulant fits (2.12-2.13) is that they are not formally
connected with a shared (across exponents or orders of moments/cumulants) statistical model
that could be enriched in a principled way with available or postulated prior information on the
parameters (typical parameter values, concavity of scaling exponents, smooth changes across
image patches, etc.).

Overcoming this deadlock thus requires a rupture with the traditional moment-based estima-
tors and their variations, informed solely by the (power law) scaling imposed by self-similar and
multifractal constructions. It requires the formulation of a new estimation paradigm built from a
novel statistical model that fulfills the following agenda: i) it describes properties of multifractal
constructions beyond power law scaling, ii) these statistical properties must be generic for mul-
tifractal constructions and iii) they must be related to the multifractal spectrum. To fulfill these
demanding requirements, our works focus on a small number of key multifractal parameters in the
approximation (2.14). Then, we revisit early intuitions by B. Mandelbrot, suggesting the leading-
order log-normality of multiplicative multifractals [Man90], to define and study a robust and generic
semi-parametric model for wavelet leaders that comprises a cascade-type covariance controlled
by the multifractality parameter c2.
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To make actual use of this model, robust and efficient estimation algorithms need to be de-
veloped. Since one of our motivations is to also model prior knowledge, a Bayesian approach
appears as a natural candidate. Yet, this poses several additional difficulties: the multifractal pa-
rameters are encoded in a non-sparse covariance matrix that is of a specific form that makes the
approximation of the Bayesian estimators practically infeasible for computational and numerical
reasons. We propose a combination of at first sight unrelated technical concepts - diagonaliza-
tion in the Fourier domain and data augmentation of the likelihood with unobservable auxiliary
variables - that make it possible to arrive at a practical, efficient and scalable algorithm.

These developments are summarized in Section 2.2.
Beyond simple cusp-type singularities: p-exponents and p-leaders. Multifractal analysis
has so far mostly been based on the fluctuations of one pointwise regularity exponent hf (x), most
prominently defined as the Hölder exponent. This is sufficient under the assumption that data
can be modeled as a locally bounded function and thus that the regularity exponents are positive
valued. However, we have already seen that real-world data frequently have negative uniform reg-
ularity, hence do not fulfill this condition, an issue that had previously been heuristically resolved
by fractional integration. This solution is valid for data that only present cusp-like singularities, of
the form |x − x0|α, for which the regularity exponent increases by s under fractional integration
of order s. Yet, other singularities may have the same regularity exponent: chirps of the form
|x − x0|α sin(1/|x − x0|β) with oscillation exponent β > 0, for instance, have the same Hölder
exponent α, but it increases by a larger amount s(1 + β) under fractional integration. Since it can
neither be assumed nor checked a priori what and how many different types of singularities exist
in data, this prompts the need for analytic tools that allow to measure negative exponents.

Our goal here is therefore to provide a principled solution to this issue and thus to extend the
actual applicability of multifractal analysis to a larger range of data that is allowed to have negative
regularity. To that end, we define and study theoretically a new family of regularity exponents,
the so-named p-exponents h

(p)
f (x), parametrized by p ∈ (0,∞), that are defined for negative

regularity, h > −1/p, and we develop a practical analysis tool for these exponents, the p-leaders.
The fact that the same regularity exponent may actually correspond to several singularities

with same strength, yet very different natures, also points to the need for analysis tools for their
detection in data. Fractional integration has actually been tentatively used in the past for a coarse
characterization of singularities (detection of chirps) [ABJM97]. We will show how our p-exponents
make it possible to obtain a finer characterization by considering the partial derivatives with re-
spect to both s and p. The key difficulties we will encounter in this programme, which is sum-
marized in Section 2.3, are the theoretical characterization of p-exponents and their relations to
other exponents, the construction of canonical examples and models, and the development of
methodology for the actual numerical computation and approximation of these quantities.
Multivariate multifractal analysis and the curse of concavity. In many modern applications,
data consist of collections of data components that are simultaneously captured by several sen-
sors and are thus naturally multivariate. A relevant description of such data (or, more generally,
of collections of different regularity exponents, whose analysis is sometimes referred to as grand-
canonical) must also account for the inter-dependencies and therefore model all components (or
exponents) jointly. The multifractal spectrum in the form of definition (2.2) is, however, not adapted
to this purpose because it is intrinsically univariate - it depends on one single regularity exponent
and thus only allows for the independent analysis of each component individually. To overcome
this crucial shortcoming, we theoretically study the founding definitions for the multivariate (or
joint) multifractal spectrum, based on vectors of regularity exponents. The most straightforward
and intuitive generalization of a corresponding multifractal formalism, following an earlier heuristic
in the context of statistical physics [MSKF90], can be formulated using multivariate moments or
cumulants. However, while it holds for large classes of model processes, we show that it is not
valid in all generality but crucially relies on a new synchronicity condition between exponents.

Another deadlock concerns the estimation of non-concave multifractal spectraDf (h), for which
the concave estimate Lf (h) misses the potentially rich information contained below the concave
hull. For example, data may actually consist of a mixture of two possibly non-separable portions
with concave spectra, resulting into a spectrum defined as the supremum of two (possibly con-
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cave) spectra, hence with a hole in its middle. Estimating correctly non-concave spectra may thus
permit to detect mixtures and hence possible non-stationarities and state changes. Also, in multi-
variate cases, naturally multivariate spectra may be non-concave. A sharper estimate than Lf (h)
can theoretically be obtained from the large deviations spectrum G(h), whose practical use is how-
ever severely impaired by the necessity to compute a double limit whose numerical outcome turns
very unstable and highly dependent on how the limit variables are related [AJW15, BG11]. Our
goal is hence to devise a numerically stable procedure that yields possibly non-concave subparts
of G(h) as a single limit. To that end, we adopt a generalization of the Legendre transform used in
statistical physics to study out-of-equilibrium systems [TB06]. The idea is to locally alter the true
multifractal spectrum to force it to become concave, to apply the Legendre transform, and then to
subtract the (Legendre transformed) impact of the alteration. The key difficulty resides here in the
proper theoretical definition, and a statistical estimation framework and numerical algorithm for
performing these operations on wavelet leaders or p-leaders. These developments are describe
in Section 2.4.2 and 2.4.3, respectively.
Applications: Multifractal analysis of human Heart Rate Variability. The analysis of the
variability along time of the Human Heart Rate (HRV) has for long been recognized to be fruit-
fully conducted with scale invariant models [KM82, AGU+81, YH94]. Historically, the exponent of
observed 1/f type (power law) experimental power spectral densities were related with the sym-
pathovagal balance, computed using HF/LF ratios, and used as an indicator for health or potential
diseases [KHW+08, NKW+16, AJK+06]. Later, such analyses were enriched using multifractal-
ity [IAG+99,INAG+01]. Today, HRV analysis and modeling is a highly active topic of research with
important clinical stakes and major challenges. We will describe our contributions to applications
in this context in Section 2.5.

HRV data is one example of real-world data that cannot be modeled as a locally bounded
function, thus multifractal analysis in principle requires the use of the analysis tools described in
Section 2.3. As so often when idealized mathematical tools are confronted with real-world data,
our analysis will identify additional difficulties. First, it turns crucial to complement scale invariance
data characterization with a scale-wise statistical description that is nevertheless compatible with
scale invariance, which motivated our development and study of non Gaussian multiscale expan-
sion coefficients. These contributions are described in Section 2.4.4. Second, HRV data are by
nature point process data that must be mapped onto functions or time series prior to analysis.
This issue has often been addressed using simple and generic (linear) interpolation; our work
explores a different path and instead builds a physiologically inspired approach that models the
firing mechanisms steering Heart Rate. These combined methodological developments lead to
state-of-the-art performance in classification tasks such as detection or mortality risk prediction
for certain pathologies.

In addition to this spotlight on our contributions to the study of HRV, we will also briefly dis-
cuss in Section 2.5 our contributions to other applications: Art investigation (digitized versions of
paintings, drawings, historic photographs), the study of Human brain dynamics (fMRI, M/EEG),
network traffic analysis (Internet traffic), and the multifractal analysis of hyperspectral and ultra-
sound images.
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2.2 Bayesian estimation for multifractal analysis

2.2.1 Motivations
The estimation of the multifractal spectrum is standardly performed using sample moments or
sample cumulants of (log) wavelet leaders, by computing the scaling exponents or log-cumulants
by linear regression across scales as defined in (2.12-2.13). This yields a strikingly simple al-
gorithm for computing Df (h) but has a major limitation. For the estimation to be robust, a large
number of scales j over which scale invariance can be observed must be available - the more in-
formative data points enter the linear regressions, the more stable is the result. The fundamental
limiting factor here is effective sample size, i.e., the number of octaves that are input to (2.12-
2.13): The use of, e.g., more but redundant scales for a given range of octaves does not improve
performance since no additional information is made available [Las05]; neither does increasing
the sample size by interpolation, since the so generated fine scales do not bear any signature of
the data dynamics - in this case the useful scales with observed scale invariance are simply trans-
lated to coarser scales. Consequently, for small sample size, estimation variance for multifractal
parameters is often prohibitively large for their actual use in applications.

In this section, I will present the core of the works I conducted to address these issues and
develop a novel estimation framework for the parameters of Df (h) that makes it possible to go
beyond the range of applicability of the traditional moment-based estimators. Two possible ways
lead out of the deadlock: i) the use of a better statistical model than the one that is implicitly
defined and used by the least-squares formulation (2.12-2.13) and ii) the use of a priori available
information to regularize the estimation. Our strategy was to study and combine both of them into
a Bayesian model and estimation framework for multifractal analysis.

The work presented here has in large part been conducted within the PhD thesis of Sébastien
Combrexelle.

2.2.2 Bayesian model and estimation algorithm

2.2.2.1 Context and related work: statistical estimation for multifractal analysis

While a large number of works have been dedicated to the statistical estimation of the parameter
H of self-similar processes and in particular fBm - spurred by joint Gaussianity with fully para-
metric covariance structure and, in the wavelet context, decorrelation of the analysis coefficients,
hence a favorable statistical context, see [WO92, Ber94, Rob95, CP06, MRT08, LOKS86, MRT07]
for examples - only few attempts have been undertaken in the context of multifractal processes.

The main reason for this lies in the complex statistical properties of most of these processes,
which exhibit marginal distributions that are strongly non-Gaussian as well as intricate alge-
braically decaying dependence structures that remain poorly studied, and the same remark is
true for their wavelet coefficients and wavelet leaders, see, e.g., [OW00,VWAJ10]. Most attempts
remain therefore tied to specific model constructions and fully parametric models. One such ex-
ample is given by the generalized method of moments [Lux07, Lux08, BKM08] that formulates
parameter inference as the least-squares solution of an over-determined system of equations that
are derived from the moments of the data assuming an MSM construction. Another example
is given by the maximum likelihood estimator for MRW proposed in [LR12]. Such specific mod-
els yield, however, only limited benefits in practical applications, and neither of them can easily
accommodate for more general model classes.

2.2.2.2 Second order statistical model for the logarithm of wavelet leaders

Our first challenge therefore resides in the definition of a statistical model that is generic for a
large class of multiplicative cascade constructions. We addressed this issue in our work [JI12].
In view of earlier works that make use of specific fully parametric models, it seems hopeless to
search for a candidate that is flexible enough to fit the statistics of processes for large model
classes. We therefore take an alternative route: rather than attempting to model the detailed
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specific statistical properties of different multifractal processes, we aim at defining a model at a
higher level, for quantities that are as closely as possible related to our object of interest - the
multifractal spectrum or more precisely its practical estimate, the Legendre spectrum of those
processes. Following this reasoning, the multifractal formalism (2.13-2.14) points to studying
semiparametric models for wavelet leaders, with the rationale that the parameters that model
their scale invariance properties are tied to the Legendre spectrum and independent of the precise
process constructions.

Our contribution here is to define a simple and generic statistical model that captures the
leading order information available in the multifractal spectrum, that makes it possible to model
also prior information, and that leads to significant performance improvements for the associated
parameters. To that end, we make use of a parabolic approximation for the Legendre spec-
trum (2.14). It comprises the first log-cumulant c1 and the multifractality parameter c2, whose
importance we already underlined earlier in Section 2.1.2.3, and assumes that all higher-order
log-cumulants are zero, cr = 0, r ≥ 3.
Marginal distributions. A parabolic approximation for (2.14) suggests the use of a second-
order statistical model for the marginal distributions of the logarithm of wavelet leaders, parametrized
by their means and variances with the specific form taken in (2.13). The parameters c1 and c2
model the scale dependence of the means and variances and are identical for processes with
same multifractal spectrum - the model is thus generic; c01 and c02 in (2.13) serve as model adjust-
ment parameters. The simplest candidate for such a second order model is the Gaussian distri-
bution, and this hypothesis is coherent with theoretical arguments that suggest that the marginal
distributions of multifractal cascade processes are indeed well approximated by a log-normal dis-
tribution [Man90]. While log-leaders can theoretically not be exactly Gaussian, we have conducted
a large number of numerical simulations that suggest that they are nevertheless well modeled by
Gaussians: Empirically, a Gaussian marginal distribution model for log-leaders provides a good
and robust approximation for large process classes, also when cr 6= 0, r ≥ 3; Figure 2.6 provides
a number of numerical illustrations.

Empirical distribution of multiresolution coefficients for scale invariant processes
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Figure 2.6: Quantile-quantile against the Gaussian distribution for wavelet log-magnitudes (top row)
and log-wavelet leaders at several scales (bottom rows) for fBm, MRW and 3 different multiplicative
cascade properties (from left to right). The results illustrate approximate log-Gaussian marginals are
not a trivial property but strictly tied to wavelet leaders and are, for instance, not observed for the
log-magnitudes of DWT coefficients. (Results reproduced from [Com16])
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Covariance model. We complete the model with a covariance model for the vectors of log-
wavelet leaders, assuming joint Gaussianity, using the theoretical results derived for the covari-
ance function for random wavelet cascades in [ADKR03] and multiplicative cascades [MDB00,
MSDA01]. These suggest the use of a logarithmic asymptotic decay for the covariance function
for log-leaders lj,k, Cov[lj,k, lj,k+∆k] ∼ c2 log(∆k), specified in (2.17). To connect this asymptotic
regime with the variance model (2.13), we proposed to add a second short term logarithmic decay
term (2.18) controlled by c02. In higher dimensions, this same model is used assuming isotropy;
an illustration for images is provided in Figure 2.7; the bottom row corresponds with the model in
1D (slices.
Likelihood. We are thus lead to a multivariate Gaussian model with mean vector µj,c1

=
(c01 + jc1 log(2))1nj and parametric covariance, Σj,c2 say, specified in (2.16), that is parametrized
with and therefore informative on the multifractality parameter c2. As far as the estimation of c1
is concerned, since this parameter is related with the mean of a Gaussian distribution, its esti-
mation essentially boils down to performing a weighted linear regression as in (2.13). To improve
the estimation of c1, prior information can be used when available. We have studied this in the
context of data with several components, under the prior assumption that c1 evolves smoothly
from one component to the next, by formulating a hierarchical Bayesian model with simultaneous
autoregressive (SAR) priors, which is essentially a statistical version for deterministic Laplacian
regularization for c1. It is possible to design Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithms for es-
timating the parameters and also the hyperparameters for the prior distribution for this model that
are efficient, yet it requires the use of non-conventional techniques such as Hamiltonian Monte
Carlo. Our numerical analysis showed significant performance improvements for the estimation
for c1 for the specific use case of multitemporal images; details on this works can be found in
[CI40], [Com16].

As far as the estimation for c2 is concerned, since c2 parametrizes the covariance, the use of
our statistical model leads to improved performance even without the use of prior information. In
the following sections, we will therefore focus on the work we conducted for the estimation of c2,
and discard the mean and thus the parameter c1 from the model by centering the log-leaders.

Time domain likelihood for centered log-wavelet leaders [JI12]. Let l̃j , [lj,1, . . . , lj,nj ]

denote the logarithm of the nj wavelet leaders at scale j, lj , l̃j − 〈̃lj〉 the centered log-
leaders, and c2 = (c02, c2) with c2 ≥ 0, c02 > 0. The likelihood of lj is defined as

p(lj |c2) ∝ (det Σj,c2)−
1
2 exp

(
−1

2
lTj Σ−1

j,c2
lj

)
(2.15)

where the covariance matrix Σj,c2 is defined entry-wise as

(Σj,c2)mn = (Σj,c2)mn + (Σj,c02
)mn

= c2f1(j, |m− n|) + c02f2(j, |m− n|) (2.16)

where

f1(j, ρ) = max(0,− log((ρ+ 1)/(nj/5 + 1)), (2.17)
f2(j, ρ) = max (0, 1− log(ρ+ 1)/ log 4) . (2.18)

Assuming prior independence between scales, the likelihood of the collection of centered
log-leaders l , [lj1 , . . . , lj2 ] is given by

p(l|c2) =

j2∏

j=j1

p(lj |c2). (2.19)

In our works, we have assumed prior independence between the log-leaders lj at different scales
j, where different scales are related only via the parameter c2 as in (2.13), for two reasons: i) it
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is less costly in terms of computation time and memory and ii) the model (2.19) already leads to
very significant performance gains. However, we also studied how the inter-scale dependence
between log-leaders can be modeled. Similar arguments as those leading to the above model for
each scale independently let us conclude that the model (2.16) can be directly used for all scales
jointly, upon proper decimation to account for the different decimation factors at different scales.
The developments we present in the following could in principle also be used for such a model,
upon modifications to account for replacement of a block-diagonal covariance matrix as in use in
(2.19) with full covariance matrix for all scales. This preliminary study is unpublished and left for
future works.

Covariance model
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where ⌃j,✓ corresponds to the nj ⇥ nj covariance matrix whose entries are induced by the 2D para-

metric covariance function model (2.4), i.e., [⌃j,✓]u,v = %j,✓(||ku � kv||) and µj,w = µj,w1nj . In

this thesis, independence between log-leaders at di↵erent scales j is assumed 1, which leads to the

1Taking into account the inter-scale dependence could however yield a more realistic model. This point is further
discussed in the perspectives (cf. Chapter 5).
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Figure 2.7: Log-wavelet leaders sample covariance (top left) and model (top right) for 2D MRW; the
plots at the bottom show cardinal and diagonal slices (sample covariance in red, fit in blue). (Repro-
duced from [Com16]).

2.2.2.3 Data augmented statistical model in the Fourier domain

A significant issue with the statistical model defined in the previous section is that its numerical
computation is problematic. Our next contribution addresses this problem via the definition of a
statistical model that is asymptotically equivalent to (2.15-2.19) that i) can actually be computed
in practice, ii) makes it possible to use conjugate prior laws and define fast algorithms for the
approximation of the Bayesian estimators and iii) makes it possible to define hierarchical Bayesian
models with, e.g., spatially dependent prior laws for image patches that are scaleable to large
datasets. This work has been published in [JI12,JI25,CI33,CI37]
Whittle approximation. The time domain likelihood (2.15-2.19) is a founding element for the
Bayesian model for multifractal analysis since it constitutes the first generic statistical model for
the estimation of the multifractality parameter c2. However, its actual use is confronted with a
first major problem: its evaluation requires the inversion of the matrices Σj,c2 . These matrices
are symmetric and positive semidefinite but otherwise not structured, or sparse. Thus, already
for moderately large sample sizes, or for images, their inversion can become computationally and
numerically challenging. But even when the computation of the matrix inverse is not problematic,
computation time can be a limitation, and one may want to use a faster solution. One possible way
to bypass this issue is to work with the precision matrix instead of the covariance, but this would
require to identify a parametric model for the precision matrix, either inspired by the correlation of
multiplicative multifractal constructions, or arising from the inverse of the covariance matrix model,
both of which we found to be intractable.
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Another solution is to use an approximation. Since our time-domain likelihood (2.15) is a
stationary zero mean Gaussian model on a regular lattice, a classical approximation is given by
the Whittle likelihood7 [Whi53, SOLE17]. The Whittle likelihood is formulated in the frequency
domain and is asymptotically equivalent to the likelihood function. For our model (2.15), it is given
by

p(lj |c2) ≈ pW (lj |c2) ∝
∏

m

1

c2f̄1(j, ωm) + c02f̄2(j, ωm)
exp

(
−

z∗lj (ωm)zlj (ωm)

c2f̄1(j, ωm) + c02f̄2(j, ωm)

)
(2.20)

where zlj are the discrete Fourier transform coefficients of the centered log-leaders lj , and
c2f̄1(j, ρ) + c02f̄2(j, ρ) models the power spectral density (PSD) and forms a Fourier pair with
the covariance function c2f1(j, ρ) + c02f2(j, ρ), i.e., the functions f̄i are the Fourier transforms of
the functions fi in (2.17-2.18). The Whittle likelihood resolves the computational and numerical
issues related with (2.15) since it can be computed in O(n log(n)) (the cost of the Fourier trans-
form) and is stable as long as the PSD model is positive for all frequencies, which is assured for
our covariance model.

In [JI12,CI33], we have studied the use of this Whittle approximation in a Bayesian estimation
framework for c2. This showed that the approximation (2.20) is accurate also for small sample
sizes, and that it makes it at the same time possible to analyze large size data or images. Our
results also indicate the clear benefits of the proposed generic statistical model (2.15): the estima-
tion performance for the multifractality parameter c2 are impressively improved for large classes
of multifractal processes even when noninformative prior distributions are used for modeling c2.
However, our work also showed that the model (2.15) leads to significantly more complex and
computationally expensive estimation algorithms. In a Bayesian estimation framework, the key
difficulty resides in the specific form of the covariance model (2.16): It has two additive terms,
each controlled by a different parameter, and it is therefore not possible to assign conjugate prior
laws to these parameters. For that reason, the MCMC algorithms designed to approximate the
Bayesian estimators require the use of costly Metropolis-Hasting steps to sample from the non-
standard (conditional) posterior laws associated with the model [RC05,GRS99].
Data augmentation and Fourier domain statistical model. The second major problem to
be addressed is thus that the model (2.15-2.19) prohibits the use of conjugate priors for the
parameters of interest because they are coupled additively in a matrix inverse. The difficulty in
overcoming this issue is that it requires to define a new equivalent model that does not suffer
from this limitation. To this end, we proposed the use of a data augmentation strategy [DM01]:
The idea is to unfold the model by embedding it in a parameter space of larger dimension by
introducing new, unobserved auxiliary variables that are modeled jointly with the available data
(i.e., the log-leaders lj) in such a way that the joint likelihood has the following properties: i) it
reduces to the likelihood (2.15) upon marginalization with respect to the new auxiliary variables,
which ensures that we recover our original model for the observations and ii) it factorizes into two
terms that each contain only one of the two summands of the covariance function, respectively,
thus making it possible to use conjugate prior laws for the parameters c2 and c02.

For Gaussian random variables with variance or covariance with additive structure, such as
in (2.15), this can be achieved by using a hidden mean yj for the observations and defining the
augmented model

p(lj ,yj |c2) ∝ (det Σj,c2)−
1
2 exp

(
−1

2
(lj − yj)TΣ−1

j,c2
(lj − yj)

)
(det Σj,c02

)−
1
2 exp

(
−1

2
yTj Σ−1

j,c02
yj

)
,

one can verify that p(lj |c2) =
∫
p(lj ,yj |c2)dyj . But for (2.15), this strategy leads to another dead-

lock: the hidden means yj for the log-leaders lj must also be estimated; in an MCMC algorithm for
approximating the Bayesian estimators this requires drawing samples for yj and thus computing
the Cholesky factorization for Σj,c02

at each iteration, at least in a naive approach. This solution
thus quickly becomes computationally expensive again. Moreover, it is still not possible to use

7Formulations for irregular lattices have also been proposed, see, e.g., [Fue07,SOG+19].
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conjugate priors for the parameters c2 with this model, thus the use of Metropolis-Hasting steps
is again needed.

A more elegant solution is obtained by the following observation and has been studied in
our works [JI25,CI37]: the expression (2.20) for the Whittle likelihood has the form of a complex
circular symmetric Gaussian distribution for the vector of Fourier coefficients zlj of lj . Since we
must use the approximation anyways, it is reasonable to make use of this fact and employ (2.20)
directly as a new generative model for the Fourier coefficients zlj of lj , instead of using the
time domain model (2.15) and the Whittle approximation (2.20); asymptotic normality of Fourier
coefficients moreover robustifies the model against deviations from Gaussian in the time domain,
see, e.g., [BR67]. One can again define a data augmented model upon introduction of a zero
mean complex circular symmetric Gaussian hidden mean u for zlj , with same marginalization and
factorization properties as above. The key advantage is that in this model, the Fourier coefficients
zlj and the hidden means uj are modeled independently for each frequency ωm. Thus, the model
factorizes in m, and it is computationally trivial and inexpensive to simulate u.

Data augmented frequency domain model [JI25,CI37]. Let zlj denote the discret Fourier
transform coefficients of the centered log-leaders lj , and let uj denote a vector of latent
random variables of the same size as zlj . The joint likelihood for zlj and uj is defined as

p(zlj ,uj |c2) ∝
(

1

c2

)nj
exp

(
− 1

c2
(zlj − uj)∗F̄

−1
1,j(zlj − uj)

)

×
(

1

c02

)nj
exp

(
− 1

c02
u∗j F̄

−1
2,juj

)
(2.21)

where F̄ i,j = diag(f̄ i,j), i = 1, 2 and f̄ i,j are the Fourier transforms of (2.17-2.18). Denoting
zl , [zlj1 , . . . ,zlj2 ] and u , [uj1 , . . . ,uj2 ], the augmented likelihood for zl and u is given by

p(zl,u|c2) =

j2∏

j=j1

p(zlj ,uj |c2). (2.22)

It has the property that it takes the form (2.20) upon marginalization with respect to u, i.e.,

p(zl|c2) =

∫
p(zl,u|c2)du

∝
j2∏

j=j1

(
det
(
c2F̄ 1,j + c02F̄ 2,j

))−1
exp

(
−z∗lj

(
c2F̄ 1,j + c02F̄ 2,j

)−1
zlj

)
. (2.23)

To conclude, our contribution here is the development of a data augmented Fourier domain model
that is equivalent to the physically inspired, but numerically problematic, time domain statistical
model for multifractal analysis. The main benefits of this model are that it is extremely convenient
computationally and for including prior information on the parameters in a Bayesian model.

2.2.2.4 Bayesian estimation

Prior and posterior distributions. With an augmented likelihood of the form (2.21) at our dis-
position, it is straightforward to define a Bayesian model for which one can find efficient numerical
algorithms for computing the Bayesian estimators for the parameters c2 and c02. It is sufficient to
realize that the parameters c2 and c02 in (2.21) control te variances of independent complex circular
symmetric Gaussian random variables with frequency dependency given by the known and fixed
regressor functions f̄1, f̄2. The natural conjugate prior distributions for c2 and c02 are therefore
the inverse-gamma distribution IG(α, β) with positive shape and scale hyper-parameters α, β and
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density p(x|α, β) ∝ x−(α+1) exp(−β/x), x ≥ 0. The posterior distribution of c2,u is

p(c2,u|zl) ∝ p(zl,u|c2)p(c2|α1, β1)p(c02|α2, β2) (2.24)

and due to conjugacy of the priors, the conditional posterior distributions for c2, c02 and uj are given
by inverse gamma laws and independent complex circular symmetric Gaussian laws, respectively,
with parameters that are easily identified.
Choice of prior parameters. The choice of priors is of course not only important for computa-
tional reasons, but also from a Bayesian modeling point of view. In our works [JI12,CI33,CI37], as-
suming the absence of further prior information that can potentially be available in applications, we
regularized the estimation by choosing prior parameters so that the prior laws are non-informative
but have probability masses on the interval of physically plausible values for c2. Typical values
observed for the parameter c2 for real-world data range from zero (no multifractality) down to
c2 ≈ −0.25, which corresponds to an extremely intermittent signal that is rarely observed for a
non-pathological physical signal; to give a concrete example, the order of values taken for hydro-
dynamic turbulence are c2 ≈ −0.03 to −0.04. Another possibility is to model and estimate the prior
parameters using hyperpriors in a hierarchical Bayesian model. Such an approach is taken in our
work [CI40] on the Bayesian estimation of c1 and c2 using SAR priors that we briefly mentioned
above, and in our works [JI25], discussed in Section 2.2.3, in which we studied a joint prior law
encoding dependencies among parameter values.
Bayesian estimators for c2. The Bayesian estimators for c2 = (c2, c

0
2) are then defined as

the marginal estimators, i.e., computed with respect to the marginal posterior law p(c2|zlj ) =∫
p(c2,uj |zlj )duj = p(zlj |c2)p(c2): standardly, the marginal MMSE estimator is defined as

c2
MMSE , E[c2|zlj ], the marginal MAP estimator as c2MAP , arg maxc2 p(c2|zlj ). Since it is

not possible to find a close-form solution for these estimators, it is common to approximate them
by generating samples from the posterior law using an MCMC algorithm. The MMSE estimator,
for instance, is then approximated by the sample mean of the generated samples, and the MAP
estimator by the sample with largest posterior probability.

We proposed to make use of the fact that the conditional posterior laws associated with our
Bayesian model are simple standard laws and therefore followed a Gibbs sampling strategy, de-
fined as successively generating samples from these conditional laws.

Gibbs sampler for posterior law [JI25,CI37] (2.24). Let denote F̄ i ,
diag([f̄ i,j1 , . . . , f̄ i,j2 ]), i = 1, 2, where f̄ i,j are the Fourier transforms of (2.17-2.18),
and n =

∑j2
j=j1

nj . The Gibbs sampler consists of consecutively drawing samples from the
conditional distributions defined by

u|zl, c2 ∼ CN
(
Γ̄c2(c2F̄ 1)−1zl, Γ̄c2

)
(2.25)

Γ̄c2 = ((c2F̄ 1)−1 + (c02F̄ 2)−1)−1

c2|zl,u, c02 ∼ IG
(
n+ α1, ||zl − u||F̄−1

1
+ β1

)
(2.26)

c02|u, c2 ∼ IG
(
n+ α2, ||u||F̄−1

2
+ β2

)
(2.27)

where we used the notation ||x||M = x∗Mx, CN is the complex Normal law, and IG is
the inverse-gamma law. This Gibbs sampler generates samples (u, c2, c

0
2) whose station-

ary/asymptotic distribution is given by the posterior distribution (2.24) [RC05].

Our contribution here resides in the definition of a Bayesian model for which the associated
Bayesian estimators can be approximated efficiently: all the matrices in (2.25-2.27) are diago-
nal and, with the exception of Γ̄c2 in (2.25) - fixed and precomputed. Moreover, as we will see in
Section 2.2.3, the model is an ideal building block for more complex hierarchical Bayesian models
with joint prior laws on the parameters c2 associated with different pieces of data.
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2.2.2.5 Numerical results

We have simulated large numbers of realizations of different multifractal processes, for various
sample sizes and multifractal parameter values, to study and compare the properties and perfor-
mance of the Bayesian estimation framework. An overview of results quantifying the performance
(in terms of root mean squared error) is given in Figure 2.8, and shows that the Bayesian estima-
tors consistently lead to significantly more accurate estimates than the classical linear regression
based estimator, in particular for small sample sizes. Figure 2.9 shows results that indicate that
the Gibbs sampler converges very quickly to a stationary distribution, and that the price to pay
in terms of computational cost is asymptotically only about 4 times as large as that of linear re-
gressions based estimation, hence very moderate. In [JI25], we also performed the analysis of
hyperspectral and multitemporal images, which demonstrated that our approach can be used to
study real-world data (see Sections 2.2.4.1 and 2.2.4.2).

Estimation performance for the multifractality parameter c2
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Figure 2.8: Estimation performance (root mean squared error denoted rc2 ) for c2 for multifractal im-
ages: multiplicative cascades (CMC) and CPC with log-normal (LN) and log-poisson multipliers, MRW,
and fBm. (Results reproduced from [Com16])

2.2.2.6 Conclusions

Though widely used in practice, the standard, linear regression based estimation of the parame-
ters of multifractal models, and in particular of the parameters associated with multifractality, are
notoriously plagued by large estimation variances. This represents a severe limitation in applica-
tions, in particular when the (effective) number of available samples is small.

To address this deadlock, we proposed to make use of a statistical estimation framework that
builds on a novel statistical model that comprises also the linear relations (2.12-2.13). Defining
such a model comes with two major difficulties: first, the model must contain more information
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on the parameters than (2.12-2.13) in order to improve estimation performance, but it must nev-
ertheless be generic; second, it must lead to computationally efficient algorithms in order to be
practically useful. Our main contributions were to propose effective solutions to these issues: the
first one consisted in the definition of a novel model for the multivariate distributions of log-leaders
that is generic for large classes of multifractal processes and yields significant performance im-
provements for the estimation of the multifractality parameter c2, the second one consisted in the
definition of a data augmented frequency domain model which, upon marginalization, is asymptot-
ically equivalent to the first model and not only numerically tractable but, in fact, leads to tremen-
dous computational benefits when used in, e.g., a Bayesian estimation framework.

The main limitation of our approach is that it does not permit us to model higher-order infor-
mation on the shape of the multifractal spectrum because we made use of a second order and
Gaussian model for log-leaders

Computation time and convergence
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Figure 2.9: Computation time for N × N images (left) and average MCMC chain for c2 (right): com-
parison of linear regression (LF), model (2.20) (MwG, [JI12]) and model (2.24) (TSG, [CI40]). (Results
reproduced from [Com16])

2.2.3 Bayesian estimation for multifractal parameters for multivariate data

2.2.3.1 Motivation and contributions

A fundamental problem with the definition of the multifractal spectrum and formalism is that it
assumes the analysis of only one single function with homogeneous multifractal properties (i.e.,
same multifractal spectrum everywhere). However, in many applications, data naturally consist of
several different signals or images, that are registered simultaneously using different sensors or
localizations, or at different times for a same system, or both. These applications require some
form of joint analysis of the data components that also comprises modeling the dependencies
among them. Prominent examples for multivariate data are, e.g., functional Magnetic Resonance
Imaging (fMRI), where thousands of time series are recorded simultaneously at different loca-
tions in the human brain, or multi-/hyperspectral / multitemporal images where tens to hundreds
of images at different wave lengths or different times are captured for a same scene; but this also
includes the localized (patch-wise) analysis of any single signal or image, assumed to be com-
posed of several (unknown) portions with different multifractal spectra, and countless other use
cases and applicative scenarios exist. Figure 2.10 sketches an illustration for a few simple cases.

The problem can be tackled in two different ways. The first one is to revisit the definition of the
multifractal spectrum and propose and study definitions that are compatible with the analysis of
multivariate data, and the corresponding multifractal formalisms for its estimation. We have taken
this path in the works on the joint multifractal spectrum aimed at describing the co-occurrence of
singularities that are presented in Section 2.4.2.

The second way is to model the dependence among the multifractal parameters of the dif-
ferent data components in order to regularize the estimation. This can be done with the help of
a joint prior law for the parameters introduced in a hierarchical Bayesian model. In our works
[JI25,CI40,CI44,CI46], we have studied this second approach under the assumption that the mul-
tifractal parameters evolve smoothly and slowly between neighboring components of the data.
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The key difficulty resides in defining joint prior laws for modeling the a priori available information
on the data components’ inter-relatedness: the large number of parameters for collections of mul-
tivariate data makes it necessary to take special care in the specification of priors and the design
of the inference algorithms.

Our contributions here reside in the definition and study of two different joint priors that lead to
models and estimation algorithms that are computationally efficient and scale to large datasets: In
our works [CI40], we studied a hierarchical Bayesian model with synthetic autoregressive (SAR)
prior (briefly mentioned above for the estimation for c1), and in our works [JI25,CI44,CI46], we
studied a hierarchical Bayesian model with a gamma Markov random field (GaMRF) based prior
for c2. Both priors lead to similar estimation performance for c2. The main benefit of the SAR prior
is that the hyperparameters for the prior distributions can also be modeled and estimated quite
straight-forwardly within the hierarchical model, but the model is difficult to use for data whose
components are not on a regular grid (e.g., sensor networks, signals on a weighted graph) and
it leads to more complicated estimation algorithms. For the GaMRF prior, it is more difficult to
estimate the hyperparameters, but it is easier to model the neighborhood relations for each data
component individually, and the model leads to a simple and computationally efficient estimation
algorithm - in essence as simple as the Gibbs sampler for a single data component of the previous
section. In the following section, we will present our works studying the use of the GaMRF prior
in the context of multifractal analysis, and not further discuss the SAR prior.

Multivariate data scenarios for images

Figure 2.10: Illustration of multivariate data scenarios involving images (from left to to right): joint
analysis of two images capturing the same scene, patch-wise analysis of a single image, patch-wise
joint analysis of two images capturing the same scene. Our contribution is to encode such prior
knowledge on the data component’s structure in a hierarchical Bayesian model for multifractal analysis
to regularize the estimation. (Reproduced from [Com16])

2.2.3.2 Proposed solution: Hierarchical Bayesian model with GaMRF priors

Prior assumptions and hierarchical Bayesian model. Let k denote the indices for the M

data components and Zl , (z
(k1)
l , . . . ,z

(kM )
l ), U , (u(k1), . . . ,u(kM )), C2 , (c2

(k1), . . . , c2
(kM )),

C1
2 , (c

(k1)
2 , . . . , c

(kM )
2 ) and C0

2 , (c
0,(k1)
2 , . . . , c

0,(kM )
2 ) the corresponding log-leader Fourier co-

efficients, auxiliary data, and parameters, respectively. In [JI25], we used the assumption that
the data components’ neighborhood relations provide prior knowledge on the relations between
parameter values to regularize the estimation of the parameters C2: indeed, a plausible hypoth-
esis is that the parameters c2(k) of neighboring components are likely to have similar values. To
model such assumptions, it is futile to attempt to define a joint likelihood for all data components
since one would have to describe the relation between parameter values c2(k) using fixed deter-
ministic functions. Instead we adopted a Bayesian approach where the likelihood for each data
component is modeled as (2.22), the joint likelihood as p(Zl,U |C2) =

∏
m p(z

(km)
l ,u(km)|c2(km))

assuming prior independence, and the modeling of dependencies is relayed to the definition of
joint prior laws p(C0

2 |a0) and p(C1
2 |a1) with hyperparameters ai.

Gamma Markov Random Field prior. The problem we confronted was thus the definition of
a joint prior law for each set of random variables Ci

2, i = 0, 1, with the double objective to induce
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positive dependence among the parameters C2 of neighboring data elements while preserving
an inference procedure as simple as with independent inverse-gamma priors.

We proposed and studied a solution based on the use of Markov random fields (MRF). An
MRF is defined as a graphical model in which each node k is associated with a random variable
that has a neighborhood of nodes N (k) to which it is directly connected via edges, that can be
equipped with positive weights a to encode pairwise relatedness: it can thus naturally represent
the structure of multivariate data components via the definition of N (k) and a and therefore fulfill
our first objective. The conditional distribution for each node of an MRF only depends on the direct
neighborsN (k), which makes computations tractable. Nevertheless, the natural model consisting
of a graph defined with the random variables Ci

2 as nodes and pairwise relatedness represented
by direct edges between those nodes leads to non-standard and dependent conditional laws for
the parameters and thus does not fulfill our second objective.

The solution we found to this problem was to decouple the conditional distributions by intro-
ducing auxiliary random variables and to define a gamma Markov random field (GaMRF) prior,
that had been studied in the context of, e.g., source separation and non-negative matrix factorisa-
tion [DC10,VCG08] or hyperspectral imaging [APM15]. The key idea is to introduce a second set
of nodes associated with auxiliary random variables V i , (vi,(k1), . . . , vi,(kMV )) in the graph for
Ci

2 in such a way that each of the nodes V i splits one of edges of the graph that would otherwise
be direct connections between nodes representing elements of Ci

2 into two edges. By this con-
struction, a bipartite independence graph Ci

2 and V i is obtained; an illustration is given in Figure
2.11. This leads to joint prior distributions p(Ci

2,V
i|ai) with the property that, conditionally on V i,

the variables c(k)
2 and c

0,(k)
2 are independent while, conditionally on Ci

2, the variables vi,(k) are
independent. Moreover, it is designed such that these conditional distributions for c(k)

2 , c0,(k)
2 and

for vi,(k) are inverse-gamma and gamma laws, respectively. Thus, these conditional distributions
are conjugate when used with the likelihood (2.22), which was precisely what was needed for
fulfilling our second objective.

Bipartite independence graph
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Figure 2.11: Illustration of a 2D bipartite independence graph exemplified for image patches (data
scenario depicted in the center plot of Figure 2.10)). (Reproduced from [JI25])

Joint posterior distribution and Bayesian estimators. Combining the priors p(Ci
2,V

i|ai) to
the likelihood p(Zl,U |C2) yields the joint posterior distribution

p(C2,V,U|Zl, {a}) ∝ p(Zl|C1
2 ,U) p(U |C0

2 )× p(C1
2 ,V

1|a1) p(C0
2 ,V

0|a0) (2.28)

that leads to inverse-gamma and gamma conditional distributions for c(k)
2 and v(k), respectively.

Since these conditional distributions are standard laws, this yields an efficient sampling scheme.
In [JI25], we considered the marginal posterior mean estimator defined asCi

2

MMSE
= E[Ci

2|Zl,a
i],

where the expectation is taken with respect to the marginal posterior density p(Ci
2|Zl,a

i). No
closed-form expression for this expectation could be found, but it can be efficiently approximated
by using an MCMC algorithm [RC05]. Indeed, our efforts and care in designing the model and joint
prior laws were precisely motivated by and aimed at the design of a Gibbs sampling algorithm that
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is in fact as simple and efficient as in the univariate case: It essentially only requires the sampling
of the auxiliary variables V i from a gamma law as an additional step.

Gibbs sampler for the joint posterior law (2.28) [JI25]. Let denote F̄ i ,
diag([f̄ i,j1 , . . . , f̄ i,j2 ]), i = 1, 2, where f̄ i,j are the Fourier transforms of (2.17-2.18), and
n =

∑j2
j=j1

nj . The Gibbs sampler consisting of consecutively drawing samples from the
conditional distributions defined by

u(k)|Zl,C2 ∼ CN
(
Γ̄c2

(k)(c
(k)
2 F̄ 1)−1z

(k)
l , Γ̄c2

(k)

)
(2.29)

Γ̄c2
(k) = ((c

(k)
2 F̄ 1)−1 + (c

0,(k)
2 F̄ 2)−1)−1

c
(k)
2 |Zl,U ,V

1 ∼ IG
(
n+α1,(k)(V 1,a), ||z(k)

l − u(k)||F̄−1
1

+ β1,(k)(V 1,a)
)

(2.30)

c
0,(k)
2 |U ,V 0 ∼ IG

(
n+α0,(k)(V 0,a), ||u(k)||F̄−1

2
+ β0,(k)(V 0,a)

)
(2.31)

vi,(k)|Ci
2 ∼ G(ᾱi,(k)(Ci

2,a), β̄
i,(k)

(Ci
2,a)), i = 0, 1 (2.32)

where the precise functional form of the parameters αi,(k),βi,(k), ᾱi,(k), β̄
i,(k) depends on the

neighborhood definition for the MRF and on the hyperparameter vector a, and G is the gamma
law, generates samples (C2,V ,U) whose stationary/asymptotic distribution is given by the
posterior distribution (2.28) [RC05].

In our model, the regularization hyperparameters a were fixed a priori, and their estimation has
not been addressed. The difficulty is that the normalizing constant for the joint prior depends on
a and is intractable, which prevented us from addressing the estimation for a in a fully Bayesian
model. This is one of the main drawbacks of the use of this model. Several estimation procedures
adapted to such situations have been proposed, based on heuristics or approximations. These
have not been considered in our work [JI25], and the study of their use in this context is left for
future work.

2.2.3.3 Numerical results for synthetic data

In [JI25], we have simulated large numbers of realizations of collections of 2D MRW as a proxy for
multitemporal / multispetral images with inhomogeneous multifractal properties: each collection
consists of a sequence of 50 2D MRW with two regions with distinct multifractality parameter
c2, which follows a piece-wise constant evolution in time; the ground truth for c2 is shown in
Figure 2.12 (a) and is thus piece-wise constant both in time and space. This enabled us to
quantify robustness of our model to violations of our smoothness assumptions. The analysis is
performed patch-wise, for a total of 125000 patches of size 64 × 64, and thus the same number
of parameters c(k)

2 to be estimated. An overview of the results is presented in Figure 2.12 (b-c)
for a single realization, and in Figure 2.12 (d) average performance for 100 realizations are given.
The proposed joint Bayesian model (denoted GaMRF) leads to significantly better performance
than the univariate Bayesian model of the previous Section (denoted IG), at close to identical
computational cost, and it improves RMSE values by more than one order of magnitude over
linear regression (denoted LF). Similar to IG, the computational cost of GaMRF is about 4 times
higher than that of linear regression based analysis.
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Bayesian estimation for c2 for synthetic data

(a) 2D+1D MRW (left) and theoretical c2(k) (right)

(b) Estimates ĉ2

(c) K-means classification of ĉ2 and misclassification rates
LF IG GaMRF

|m− c2| 0.0057 0.0017 0.0023
s 0.038 0.011 0.0016

rmse 0.039 0.011 0.0029
(d) average performance for 100 independent realizations

Figure 2.12: Estimation results for a temporal sequence of heterogeneous MRWs decomposed into
50× 50× 50 patches of size 26 × 26: prescribed c2 masks (a); estimates ĉ2 for two different slices and
overall histograms (b); classification labels obtained by histogram thresholding and misclassification
rates (c); (d) average performance for 100 independent realizations. Left to right columns (b-c): linear
fit (LF), using algorithms (2.25-2.27) (IG) and (2.29-2.32) (GaMRF). (Reproduced from [JI25]).
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2.2.3.4 Toolbox

In order to make practitioners benefit from this novel Bayesian estimation framework for multi-
fractal analysis, and to share it across communities, potentially yielding nurturing feedback for
further methodological developments and refinements, a versatile, easy to use and efficient nu-
merical implementation was needed. The main difficulty resided in the requirement for an easy
yet flexible design that could handle all possible use cases and priors (including the SAR priors
we have not discussed in detail here), and that could be optimized to deal with large datasets with
hundreds of thousands of parameters to be estimated jointly. A major contribution thus consisted
in the development of an optimized, well documented and publicly available toolbox that made it
possible to actually use our developments in applications. Together with my PhD student S. Com-
brexelle, I implemented a MATLAB toolbox that can be used for the Bayesian estimation of c1 and
c2, for time series and image data sets, with 1D, 2D, 1D (temporal) + 2D (spatial) regularization
with GaMRF (for c2) and SAR (for c1) priors, or without regularization. I moreover created and
host a dedicated web page with examples and tutorials, from which the toolbox has been down-
loaded ≈ 2200 times as of today. To further improve the versatility and increase its actual use,
other multivariate scenarios could be considered, including different MRF designs with possibly
irregular graphs lending extra flexibility (at the cost of increased complexity) or for 4D multivariate
data, for example. Moreover, implementations of parts of the tool in a Python library could nourish
applications in Neuroscience, where Python is standardly used and the tools could be integrated
more easily in the data analysis pipelines that way. This is left for future work.

2.2.3.5 Conclusions

In many applications, the data to be analyzed are naturally multivariate. In our work [JI25], we
proposed to make use of the assumed dependencies among data components to regularize the
estimation of multifractal parameters, with the goal to improve estimation accuracy. To that end,
we developed a statistical model for the joint estimation of collections of multifractality parameters
c2 associated with multivariate data that builds on the prior assumption that the parameter values
evolve smoothly from one data component to the other. The main difficulty resided in the definition
of a model that can handle (possibly heterogeneous, anisotropic, etc.) pairwise relations and deal
with large collections of data that are often encountered even in standard multivariate data sce-
narios, such as the joint analysis of image patches, for instance. As a major contribution, our work
defined and studied a novel joint Bayesian model and estimation framework for the multifractality
parameters c2 of multivariate signals or images that is flexible enough to model many multivariate
data scenarios, and for which the associated Bayesian estimators can be approximated efficiently.
It builds on the use of a smoothing GaMRF joint prior for the parameters; as an alternative prior
assuming smoothness, our work [CI40] considered a model that makes use of a SAR prior. The
latter leads to similar results for the estimation of c2 than the model using a GaMRF prior, has
the advantage that, unlike for the GaMRF prior, the hyperparameters of the model can also be
estimated, but is significantly more complex to compute. The study of heuristic or approximate
procedures for the estimation of the regularization hyperparameters, previously proposed in the
literature, for our proposed GaMRF prior based model is an open issue. The study of models
using alternative joint prior laws encoding different prior assumptions - e.g., piece-wise constant,
or smooth with outliers - is also left for future work.

2.2.4 Numerical results for real-world multivariate images

2.2.4.1 Analysis of a Hyperspectral image

Hyperspectral imaging and multifractal analysis. Hyperspectral (HS) imaging is a remote
sensing technique that acquires images of a scene in many narrow contiguous bands across the
electromagnetic spectrum, thus considers 2D (spatial) + 1D (spectral) data cubes. Typical ob-
jectives of HS imaging are identifying materials, detecting objects, or classifying land use and
land cover [GCB07], with important applications for, e.g., agricultural, environmental and also

https://www.irit.fr/~Herwig.Wendt/software.html#bayesc2
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military use. The relative wealth of spectral information had initially motivated the use of process-
ing methods that focus on the spectral information on a pixel-by-pixel-level. However, recent HS
remote sensors achieve sub-meter spatial resolution, and the incorporation and use of spatial
information in the processing of HS images has become an important research question. To that
end, several authors have proposed the use of textural models, see, e.g., [RAAF10, ZTPP10]. In
[JI12,JI25,CI29], we proposed to conduct the modeling and analysis of HS image textures using
multifractal models. The use of fractal and multifractal concepts had previously been considered in
the context of HS image processing, e.g., [SXGL06, Don08]. Though encouraging, the attempts
remained limited conceptually because they only considered the computation of fractal dimen-
sions (single points of the multifractal spectrum), and practically because the used algorithms
(based on box counting) are limited in accuracy.
Experimental setup. We present here the experiment published in [JI25]. We studied and
compared the use of the univariate and joint Bayesian estimators of the previous sections for
the multifractal analysis of an HS image that corresponds to a forested area near a city and
was acquired by the Hyspex hyperspectral scanner during the Madonna project [SFL+11]. We
analyzed 80 adjacent bands, sketched in Fig. 2.13 (a-b), each using 29×60 patches of size 64×64
pixels, with 50% overlap. Overlapping patches were chosen for two independent reasons: i) in
order to increase the spatial resolution and ii) to illustrate the robustness of the model (because the
overlap between patches violates the independence assumption between patches). The results
are presented in Fig. 2.13 (c-d); more details on the experiment can be found in [JI25].
Results. Visually, the strong spatial variability of the estimates obtained with linear regressions
(2.13) (LF) prevents the identification of distinct regions in the image, with the exception perhaps
of a few clusters with extremely negative values for c2; moreover, the positive values observed for
c2 for some patches are difficult to interpret in the light of multifractal models, which imply c2 < 0.
The independent analysis of patches using the Bayesian estimator (2.25-2.27) (IG) yields more
satisfactory results with better spatial coherence, but the variability of estimates within visually ho-
mogeneous zones of the dataset (e.g., the forested region) is still important; a quantitative image
quality analysis has been proposed in our work [JI12]. The joint analysis of all patches using the
Bayesian estimator (2.29-2.32) (GaMRF) yields the most satisfactory results, with little variability
within presumably homogeneously multifractal zones, which reinforces the contrast between re-
gions of different multifractalities and visually sharpens their borders. These improved estimates
lead to conclude that multifractality can reveal hidden underlying structures in the data. We could,
for instance, observe that the forested area in the right half of the image is homogeneous in one
spectral band, while it is composed of a background scattered clusters with stronger multifractality
in other spectral bands, which could arguably indicate a physical change at this location (e.g., a
lower tree density or different tree population).
Conclusions. This work showed that the Bayesian estimation framework for multifractal anal-
ysis in [JI12] and [JI25] provide operational tools that can be applied on real-world multivariate
images. As a second contribution, it investigated the use of accurate multifractality estimates
for modeling spatial/textural information in a context of hyperspectral imaging and showed that
multifractal parameters are relevant spatial/textural attributes which could in turn be employed in
tasks such as detection, classification or segmentation. It is clear that a local spatial information
for each band and pixel can only be complementary, to be combined with the original spectra or
information derived thereof. One limitation of our study is that it does not attempt to study such
combinations. Also, as a natural next step, the statistical model and estimation framework we
used could be combined to unsupervised or supervised statistical classification or detection.
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Multifractal analysis of a hyperspectral image

Figure 2.13: Multifractal analysis of a hyperspectral image (bands 80−160) from the Madonna project.
(a-b): Representation of hyperspectral image. (c-d): estimates obtained with linear fit (LF), using
algorithms (2.25-2.27) (IG) and (2.29-2.32) (GaMRF). (Results reproduced from [JI25]).

2.2.4.2 Analysis of a Multitemporal image

Multi-temporal images. Multi-temporal (MT) images are collections of images that are ac-
quired at different times for the same scene by (possible several) remote sensors. The main
objectives of MT imaging are the detection and tracking of targets for civil and military purposes,
and the detection of changes (e.g., of land cover for use for agriculture (crop growth), environ-
mental applications (oil spill, desertification, . . . ), disaster evaluation (flood, fire, earth quake
damage),. . . ) [Pla14, GRY+19]. Such data are increasingly becoming available and important,
even at a global scale thanks to remote sensing missions such as Sentinel 1 and Sentinel 2. One
of the difficulties is that multitemporal data are often subject to non-relevant changes in time due
to, e.g., local variations in illumination and thus image amplitudes. Motivated by the fact that the
Hölder exponent and the multifractal spectrum are theoretically invariant to (smooth) changes in
image amplitudes, we proposed and studied in our work [JI25] to model the multitemporal image
as a temporal sequence of multifractal textures.
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Multifractal analysis of a multitemporal image

(a) frames t = 8 (b) Estimates for (x1, x2, t = 2) and (x1, x2, t = 8)

(c) Estimates for (x = 22, y, t)(x1 = 22, x2, t)

(d) Estimates for (x1, x2 = 4, t)

Figure 2.14: Multifractal analysis of a multi-temporal image. (a) two data frames. (b-d): estimates
obtained with linear fit (LF), using algorithms (2.25-2.27) (IG) and (2.29-2.32) (GaMRF). (Results re-
produced from [JI25]).

Data and experimental setup. We present here the experiment published in [JI25], in which
we performed the multifractal analysis of an MT image consisting of 11 consecutive single-band
time frames, using the same patch-wise analysis setup as described in Section 2.2.4.1. The
images (data courtesy of DSTL) were acquired over the same rural scene at Porton Down in
the U.K. over a 2-day period and are part of a bigger MT image with 140 spectral bands, more
details are given in [JI25]. The recorded scene comprises several roads and tracks between open
fields, a few trees, as well as several man-made “targets” (visible as distinct white crosses), and
is subject to considerable changes in (partial) illumination across time.
Results. Figure 2.14 plots the estimates for c2 that are obtained for two selected time frames,
and for two different spatial slices that illustrate the temporal evolution, for linear regression (LF),
the Bayesian estimator (2.25-2.27) (IG) and the the Bayesian joint estimator (2.29-2.32) (GaMRF).
The results show that the strong variability of LF prevents from identifying any of the spatial image
features. The visually most satisfactory results are obtained with the GaMRF estimator, which
yields much less speckled estimates for the image regions that can be considered as homoge-
neous background (i.e., the fields) as well as sharp contrast for the artificial structures (roads,
targets; examples are indicated by red arrows in Fig. 2.14 (a-b)). They are thus expected to lead
to higher sensitivity for detection of (changes to) such structures. GaMRF also yields the most
consistent estimates across time, which is the desired output for an image that is only subject to
illumination changes. As a result, the proposed GaMRF estimator enables us to coherently render
particular image features across time that are harder to identify for IG and LF (e.g., for the zone
of strong multifractality indicated by orange arrows in Fig. 2.14(d)) and is thus expected to have
smaller false alarm rate when used in a detection framework.
Conclusions. Our work proposed for the first time the use of a texture analysis framework for
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MT images based on a multifractal model that is invariant to smooth changes in image amplitudes.
Our contribution consisted in showing that the proposed estimator can be applied to real-world
MT images, and that multifractality makes it possible to accurately track structures such as roads
or targets across time. One limitation of the approach is that the estimation framework does not
model abrupt temporal changes but is based on smoothness assumptions for temporal regulariza-
tion. An alternative could be the use of a different prior (e.g., Potts) for regularizing the temporal
dimension, or to directly model changes to be detected as outlier multifractality parameter val-
ues; these lines of research are currently under investigation. A second limitation is that we have
modeled only three (space+time) dimensions of the data, which here have an additional fourth,
spectral dimension; the latter could also be used in a more sophisticated approach, for instance
aiming at modeling and detecting simultaneous changes in groups of spectral bands.

2.2.5 Conclusions
The poor statistical performance of the classical linear regression based estimators (2.12-2.13) for
the parameters characterizing the multifractal spectrum, which display notoriously large variances,
constitutes a severe limitation for the use of multifractal models in applications, in particular when
sample size is small. In the works that we presented in the previous sections, we defined and
studied novel statistical estimation frameworks that addressed this major deadlock. Several major
difficulties needed to be tackled: the need for a better but nevertheless generic statistical model
(likelihood); the need for a strategy for the actual and efficient numerical computation of estimators
in practice; the need for appropriate priors for pairwise data relations that lead to models and
estimators that are capable of dealing with large data collections.

The main contributions of our works can be summarized as follows. First, we have proposed
a novel, informative but generic, model for the multivariate distributions of log-leaders. It relies
on a parabolic approximation of the multifractal spectrum and subsumes the first and second
log-cumulants as parameters; it is also possible to consider the estimation of the integral scale
of multifractal cascade models, which is related to the parameter c02 in (2.16) within this model.
This has been studied in our work [CI28] but not discussed here. To make actual use of this
likelihood in a Bayesian estimation framework, we translated it into the frequency domain model
using a Whittle approximation and data augmentation strategy; upon marginalization, this model
is equivalent to the original one but yields tremendous computational benefits. Moreover, we
proposed an efficient Bayesian model and associated estimators for the multifractality parameters
for multivariate data under the assumption of smooth evolution of the parameter values across
components. Another major outcome lies in the design, implementation and maintenance of
a well-documented and publicly available toolbox that makes it possible to use this novel tool in
applications across different communities. Finally, we have studied the use of this novel estimation
framework for real-world data, with interesting results for hyperspectral and multitemporal images;
other applications to biomedical signals included the analysis of scale-free brain dynamics in our
works [CI54,CI55], which we have not developed here and will be summarized in Section 2.5.2.

Our works open the door to a range of exciting and original research directions, some of which
will be described in more detail in Section 2.6. Besides the use of different priors we already men-
tioned above, an important line of research will consider the design of other estimation algorithms
than MCMC for the estimators associated with our models, such as expectation-maximization or
variational Bayes; both approaches could possibly further reduce computational cost but are po-
tentially more difficult to study as far as their theoretical (convergence) properties are concerned.
As a main drawback, our approach can only quantify up to second order parameters of the mul-
tifractal spectrum; addressing this issue and considering also higher-order cumulants will require
defining a non-Gaussian substitute for the multivariate Gaussian likelihood, potentially using gen-
eralized Gaussian distributions or mixture distributions as approximations; most likely, the price to
be paid will be a significantly more complicated and costly to evaluate model. Another interesting
aspect could be the study of a formulation that is based on the concept of expected patch log-
likelihood [SE15]. It would make it possible to work with overlapping data segments or patches,
for which the above multivariate model is not properly defined (but numerically operational, as
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our above described experiments confirm). Finally, an important aspect that has not yet been
mentioned is the need for a procedure to quantify how well the above model actually fits the data,
and over which scales, see [VAT03,LTA14b] for works for the linear regression based estimation.
These topics are left for future work.
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2.3 New pointwise regularity exponents:
p-exponents and the p-leaders multifractal formalism

2.3.1 Motivations, state of the art and proposed solution
In its commonly, if not exclusively, used formulation, multifractal analysis relies on the quantifica-
tion of local regularity via the Hölder exponent defined in (2.1). By definition, Hölder exponents
cannot take negative values. In its current form, multifractal analysis is thus restricted to functions
whose local regularity is everywhere positive, or equivalently, to functions that are everywhere
locally bounded. This is a severe restriction for the practical use of multifractal analysis because
signals and images from real-world applications that can often not be modeled by locally bounded
functions and are thus characterized by a negative uniform regularity; notably, this is for example
almost systematically the case for biomedical time series, see, e.g., [JAR11, JAW15] and ref-
erences therein for reviews. The state-of-the-art solution to this issue used to be to perform a
fractional integration of the function prior to its analysis, in order to artificially increase its global
regularity. However, fractional integration leads to the significant issue of how to relate the char-
acterization of local regularity of integrated functions to those of the original functions, prior to
integration. Unfortunately, the commonly used rule of thumb that fractional integration results in a
uniform shift of the multifractal spectrum is in general wrong because it excludes the possible ex-
istence of oscillating singularities [ABJM97]. A concrete theoretical example where this heuristic
totally fails was provided in our work [JI15] - in fact, the only way to improve this heuristic seems
to be to assume perfect knowledge of the regularity strengths and natures at each point prior to
perform integration, which is unrealistic to begin with and moreover leads to a paradox.

In our works [JI15,JI16,JI20,Ch6,Ch7], we therefore explored the use of a different solution
that consisted in substituting a new local regularity measure that can potentially take negative
values, the p-exponents, for the Hölder exponent. This type of regularity first appeared in the
theoretical context of PDEs as early as 1961 [CZ61] and actually defined a versatile continuum
of p-exponents for p > 1, but it was not used in the mathematical literature for regularity char-
acterization of data until recently [JM05], when it was first proposed to conduct the analysis of
p-exponents using novel wavelet-based multiscale quantities, the p-leaders.

One of our contributions in this context resided in the study of which information on the local
behavior of a function near a singularity is supplied by the collection of p-exponents. This required
the definition of new models in order to explore the versatility of this new pointwise regularity char-
acterization. Another key contribution consisted in the study of the theoretical properties of the
multifractal p-spectrum, and in the design of a p-leader multifractal formalism that can actually be
applied to discrete data. A major difficulty that we encountered resided in the fact that p-leaders
for data were severely corrupted by finite-size effects. Our proposed solution consisted in theo-
retically identifying a generic formula that allows to accurately compensate for these degradations
from the study of p-leaders for specific model processes.

Altogether, our contributions established this novel and versatile p-exponent and p-leader
based multifractal analysis framework as the new state of the art for performing multifractal analy-
sis that includes the previous state-of-the-art-solution - the wavelet leader multifractal formalism -
as a special case and significantly improved it in three respects: 1) capability to estimate negative
regularity, 2) better estimation performance, 3) refined characterization of the nature of point-wise
regularities.

These works were partially conducted within the ANR project MULTIFRACS (see Section 1.3)
and are the fruits of a significant joint research effort with P. Abry, S. Jaffard., R. Leonarduzzi,
C. Melot, S. Roux and M. Torres - thus, junior and senior researchers but no PhD student - that
occupied part of my research activity over several years.
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2.3.2 Definition and properties of p-exponents and p-leaders

2.3.2.1 New pointwise regularity characterization: p-exponents and p-leaders.

p-exponent regularity. To characterize negative regularity in data, we made use of a new
definition for pointwise regularity that differs from Hölder regularity Cγ(x0), the T pα(x0) regularity.
This notion was introduced by A. Calderón and A. Zygmund in the theoretical context of PDEs
[CZ61] and had more recently been put forward in the mathematical literature in [JM05] (see also
[Jaf06]). It permits the definition of a collection of so-named p-exponents to measure pointwise
regularity and requires less restrictive assumptions on the data, namely that they locally belong
to Lp(R), instead of requiring local boundedness.

TPU regularity [CZ61, JM05, JML+16]. Let p ≥ 1 and f be a function that locally belongs
to Lp(R). Let B(x0, a) denote the ball centered at x0 and of radius a > 0. Let α > −1/p. A
function X belongs to T pα(x0) if there exist a constant C and a polynomial Px0 of degree less
than α such that, for a small enough,

T (p)(a, x0) :=

(
1

a

∫

B(0,a)

|X(u+ x0)− Px0
(u+ x0)|pdu

)1/p

≤ Caα. (2.33)

The p-exponent of X at x0 is defined in [JM05] by:

hp(x0) = sup{α : X ∈ T pα(x0)}. (2.34)

Our contribution here was to prove several key properties of p-exponents hp(x0), see Theorem
1 in[JI15] [JML+16], some of which will be discussed in the last paragraph of this section. Most
importantly, we showed that they take values in the interval [−1/p,+∞) and therefore allow for a
proper mathematical definition of negative order pointwise regularity. This definition thus consti-
tutes a natural substitute for the pointwise Hölder regularity when dealing with functions which are
not locally bounded.
Wavelet characterization using p-leaders. An important conceptual limitation with the defini-
tion (2.33) is that it does not include p-exponents with p < 1 because Lp spaces with 0 < p < 1
are mathematically ill-defined. This may constitute a severe drawback in applications as it implies
that pointwise singularities with regularity smaller than −1 cannot be dealt with. Another practical
drawback is that the condition (2.33) is difficult to compute when the polynomial in its definition
is unknown and must be estimated, which is in general the case. A main contribution in our
work [JI15] was to propose and theoretically study a solution that addressed these issues. The
main idea was to establish a characterization of p-exponents using the discrete wavelet trans-
form that is equivalent to the T pα condition in (2.34). This allowed us to handle the conceptual
issue mathematically by the substitution of Lp spaces by Besov spaces Bs,∞p . Indeed, Besov
spaces are closely related with Lp spaces for p > 1 but have a more general domain of definition
p > 0 [Coh00, Mey90] and in the wavelet domain, the condition f ∈ Lp can be replaced by the
condition f ∈ Bs,∞p for any s > 0. Moreover, since the wavelet transform is “blind” to polynomials
up to a degree controlled by the choice of the mother wavelet ψ0, no polynomial must be estimated
and subtracted locally.

In [JI15], we showed that the DWT based multiscale quantities suited to the characterization
of p-exponents are the p-leaders. They had already been defined earlier with a slightly different
objective in [JM05] but in practice never been used or studied for computing p-exponents. They
are constructed as the `p norm over the same subset of wavelet coefficients dλ as in the definition
of wavelet leaders (see Figure 2.4 (bottom right) for an illustration):
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Definition of p-leaders [JM05, JML+16]. For f ∈ Bs,∞p , ∀s > 0, the p-leaders are defined
as:

`(p)(j, k) ≡ `(p)λ =
( ∑

j′≤j, λ′⊂3λ

∣∣dj,k
∣∣p 2−(j−j′)

)1/p

(2.35)

where j′ ≤ j is the scale associated with the sub-cube λ′ included in 3λ.

The computation of p-leaders was thus in practice as simple as the computation of classical
leaders used to be - in fact, wavelet leaders are included in the definition as the special case
p = +∞. Moreover, the Besov space condition in the definition can be expressed in terms of the
wavelet scaling function, ∀p > 0, ηf (p) = lim infj→−∞

log(Sc(j,p))
log(2j) , by the equivalent condition

ηf (p) > 0, which is easy to verify numerically. When the condition ηf (p) > 0 holds and p ≥ 1, the
p-leaders can be shown to characterize the p-exponents defined in (2.34) as in (2.5).

Finally, the use of p-leaders made it possible to propose a definition of p-exponents which is
valid for the whole range of positive values p > 0: mathematically, the Lp spaces used in in the
local Lp norm based definition (2.33) for p > 1 are simply replaced by Hardy spaces Hp for p < 1.

Characterization of p-exponents using p-leaders [JI15,JI16]. Let p > 0 and η(p) > 0.
The pointwise p-exponent of f at x0 is

hp(x0) = lim inf
j→−∞

log
(
`
(p)
λj(x0)

)

log(2j)
, (2.36)

where λj(x0) denotes the dyadic cube of width 2j that contains x0.

This new definition is thus equivalent to that provided by (2.34) for p ≥ 1, but it has the key
advantage to extend the definition of p-exponents to 0 < p < 1. Our definition thus allowed us to
model a much larger range of negative singularity exponents

hp(x0) ≥ −1/p > −∞ (2.37)

instead of hp(x0) > −1/p > −1 when using (2.34)8.
Results on the properties of p-exponents. In [JI15], we have shown several key properties
that p-exponents satisfy, some of which have already been mentioned above.

• Robustness. Under mild conditions, the wavelet characterization can be shown to benefit
from the following robustness properties: it is independent of the chosen wavelet basis, it is
invariant under the addition of a C∞ perturbation (e.g., a trend), and it is invariant under a
C∞ change of variables [JAR+10] (e.g., for an image texture that was deformed by a setting
it on a smooth surface).

• Hölder exponent. The classical wavelet leaders and Hölder exponent appear as a special
case of p-leaders and p-exponents, when p = +∞.

• Domain of definition. The p-exponents of a function f are defined for p ∈ (0, p0], where
the critical Lebesgue index p0 is defined as

p0 = sup{p : ηf (p) > 0}, (2.38)

while Hölder exponents are only defined if p0 = +∞, i.e., if f is a locally bounded function.
8We will see, however, in Section 2.3.3.1 that when it comes to the estimation of multifractal spectra, there are additional

conditions on the admissible values for the negative regularity exponents.
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• Negative regularity. p-exponents can take values down to −1/p. Therefore, p-exponents
enable the use of negative regularity exponents. For instance, they enable to model local
behaviors of the form |X(x)| ∼ 1/|x− x0|α for α < 1/p.

• p-exponents for different values of p. p-exponents for different values of p do not in general
coincide but satisfy hp(x0) ≥ hp′(x0) for p ≤ p′ ≤ p0, see Theorem 1 in [JI15] [JML+16].
Therefore, p-exponents for different values of p can provide complementary information for
the characterization of singularities. We made use of this property to propose a classification
of singularities, described below in Section 2.3.2.3.

In fact, in Theorem 1 in [JI15] [JML+16], we proved several additional mathematical properties that
the function p→ hp(x0) possesses, as well as their optimality. However, the more difficult problem
of understanding which properties are satisfied by the functions of two variables (x0, p)→ hp(x0)
remains largely open.

2.3.2.2 Pedagogical examples and numerical validation.

Having mathematically defined a new pointwise regularity characterization and shown some of its
generic properties naturally lead us to study two important questions: What are the p-exponents
associated with different singular behaviors? And can the theoretical properties of this new tool
actually be validated numerically? The first point is elementary for building up understanding on
what additional information on singularities the more flexible definition of p-exponents, defined for
a whole range of values for p, can potentially pick up; the second one is a crucial prerequisite
for the use of p-exponents for pointwise regularity quantification on data. In [JI15] and [Ch7], we
investigated these issues for several pedagogical reference examples of singularities with positive
and negative exponents.
p-exponents of cusp and chirp singularities. The very reference for local singularity consists
of the cusp function fα(x) = |x − x0|α, α /∈ 2N . An illustration is given in Figure 2.15 (top,
first column). We showed that the p-exponent of cusps does not depend on p and takes the
constant value α for p ≤ p0 (where p0 = −1/α when α < 0 and p0 = +∞ otherwise). Another
classical and commonly studied example of singular behavior are chirp functions fα,β(x) = |x −
x0|α sin

(
1

|x−x0|β
)

, see Figure 2.15 (center, first column) for illustrations. Again, the p-exponent
does not depend on p and takes the constant value α for p ≤ p0 (with p0 defined as for the cusp
function). Consequently, for both examples, the p-exponents equal the Hölder exponent when
the exponent α is positive. Thus, for these classically studied singularities, the p-exponents yield
essentially the same information as the Hölder exponent - except of course for the crucial fact that
they can be used to characterize negative exponents.
Definition and p-exponents of novel singular behaviors. The theoretical prediction that p-
exponents for different values of p do not necessarily coincide points to the existence of other
classes of singular behaviors. To validate and gain insight into this result and explore the type
of regularity characterizations made possible by p-exponents, new types of singular behaviors
needed to be defined and studied. In [JI15,Ch7], we proposed constructive examples that show
that p-exponents can finely characterize certain singularities that cannot be revealed by the Hölder
exponent. A first example, the lacunary combs, is defined for γ > 1 as fα,γ(x) , 2−αj for x ∈
[2−j , 2−j + 2−γj ] for j ∈ N+ and 0 otherwise; illustrations of the function are shown in Figure
2.15 (bottom, first column). We showed that the p-exponents of this function are given by hp(0) =
α+ γ−1

p for p < p0 (with p0 = −γ/α when α < 0 and p0 = +∞ otherwise). Thus, the p-exponents
differ for all values of p ∈ (0, p0) and supply a richer characterization, even in the case when α > 0
and the Hölder exponent can be computed - in particular, they can be used to infer also the value
of the parameter γ that controls the lacunarity of the function. Other definitions of singularities
differing from classical cusps and chirps - for example, the thin chirp and the fat comb, which
are also characterized by non-constant p-exponents - were proposed and studied but will not
be further discussed here, see [Ch7] for the precise definitions and mathematical properties. A
common thread in theses definitions is that they all involve some form of lacunarity; we come back
to this point in Section 2.3.2.3 where we discuss a new typology for singularities.
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Numerical results. Figure 2.15 illustrates the numerical estimation of p-exponents for cusps
(top rows), chirps (center rows) and lacunary combs (bottom rows) with positive and negative
exponents; examples of the functions are plotted in the left column. Since for these pedagogical
examples the Taylor polynomial at x0 is known (it vanishes), it was possible to compute the p-
exponents of the functions also using the Tαp definition and compare them to those computed with
p-leaders.
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Figure 2.15: p-exponents of cusps, chirps and lacunary combs. Left column: Cusps (top rows),
chirps (center rows) and lacunary combs (bottom rows) with positive and negative p-exponent. Second
column: Estimates of hp(x0) using T (p)

α definition (2.33-2.34) (blue circles) and p-leaders (red discs),
theoretical exponent (black solid) and Lp limit (grey). Third and fourth columns: log2 T

(p)
α (a, x0) and

log2 `
(p)(a, x0) as a function of log2(a). (Results reproduced from [JI15]).

Our results showed the overall excellent agreement of theoretical prediction and numerical out-
come: both positive and negative regularity are well estimated for the range of values p < p0; Tαp
and p-exponent estimates coincide for the shared domain of definition of the quantities; p-leaders
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moreover permitted the estimation of exponents for 0 < p < 1; the non-constant theoretical p-
exponent estimates for the lacunary comb are satisfactorily reproduced by numerical estimates.
Conclusions. As a main outcome on the theoretical side, our study showed that whether p-
exponents coincide or not for different p depends on the type of singularity. In [JI15,Ch7], we
have used this finding to propose a new classification of singularities. This will be described
in Section 2.3.2.3. On the numerical side, as a crucial prerequisite for the construction of a
multifractal formalism that can be computed on data, our results showed that p-leaders can in
practice quantify negative (and positive) regularity on their domain of definition, for any 0 < p < p0,
as theoretically predicted. This opens the door for the definition and study of multifractal analysis
and a multifractal formalism using p-leaders, which we conducted in our work [JI16] and discuss
in Section 2.3.3 below.

2.3.2.3 New classifications for singular behaviors.

Motivation and state of the art. It is well-known that several different singular behaviors can
lead to the same regularity exponent, as the above examples illustrate intuitively. Traditionally,
singular behaviors were categorized using two classes, non-oscillating versus oscillating singu-
larities, with cusps and chirps as the reference models for each class respectively; our novel
lacunary comb is another example of oscillating singularity. Deciding whether real-world data
contain, e.g., oscillating singularities or not is of practical importance, as it may change the analy-
sis of the underlying physical and biological mechanisms at work behind data. As an example, in
hydrodynamic turbulence modeling the presence/absence of oscillating singularities may permit
to validate/falsify various vortex stretching mechanisms [Fri95]. The classification of singularities
used to be limited to the Hölder exponent for regularity strength, and to the behavior of the Hölder
exponent under the operation of fractional integration: indeed, the fractional integral of order t of a
cusp of exponent α has exponent α+t, but that of a chirp has exponent α+t(1+β), and deviation
of the exponent from the value α+ t under fractional integration of order t is the defining property
of an oscillation. However, oscillations such as the chirp or the lacunary comb are very different,
yet could not be distinguished with these previously existing notions. This lead us to propose and
study a new, refined classification of singularities in our works [JI15,Ch6,Ch7].
Singularity classification with p-exponents. Our proposed solution consisted in exploiting
the extra flexibility of p-exponents - they are defined for a whole range of values p - to obtain
complementary information on the nature of oscillation. Indeed, our preliminary study of the p-
exponents for pedagogical examples of singularities - cusps, chirps, lacunary combs, and other
new constructions - already pointed to this possibility, since the p-exponents of cusps and chirps
were found to be constant, but those of the other singularities took different values for different
values of p. The former were therefore coined p-invariant singularities.

The key difficulty in defining a novel and refined classification was then to identify the generic
mathematical properties of singularities that are not p-invariant and hence depart from the behav-
ior of cusps and chirps. Our key contribution was to show that this is deeply tied to the notion of
spatial/temporal lacunarity of the singularities [JI15,Ch6,Ch7], which can be made mathematically
precise with the geometrical notion of accessibility exponent [Ch6]. Thus, chirps and, e.g., combs
are oscillating singularities for a very different reason: for chirps this is due to very fast oscillations
near x0 and compensations of signs, for the comb due to the fact that it vanishes on larger and
larger proportions of small balls centered at the origin. These two classes can be distinguished
with our new notion of p-invariance. This lead us to propose the following refined cartography for
singular behaviors, for which Figure 2.16 provides an illustration:

Classification of singularities [JI15]. Let hp(x0), 0 < p < p0, be the p-exponent of a f(x)
at x0, and let hp,s(x0) denote the p-exponent of the fractional integral of order s of f(x).

- The singularity at x0 is said to be p-invariant if and only if ∀p ∈ (0, p0(x0)), hp(x0) = h.

- The singularity at x0 is said to be canonical if there exists s > 0 such that the exponent
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of its fractional integral of order s equals hp,s(x0) = hp(x0) + s. Otherwise, it is an
oscillating singularity.

- If the oscillating singularity is p-invariant is a balanced singularity; otherwise, it is a
lacunary singularity.

The term canonical is motivated by the fact that it can be shown that those singularities are p-
invariant, a similar notion had been considered previously in the Hölder case [Mey98]; the term
balanced hints on the oscillations around the zero value observed for chirps.

Classification of singularities

p−
in

va
ria

nt

oscillating

canonical

balanced

lacunary

ex: "cusp"

ex: "chirp"

ex: "lacunary comb"

Figure 2.16: Classification into canonical, balanced and lacunary singularities based on their p-
invariance and oscillation. (Reproduced from [JI15]).

Definition and estimation of new second generation regularity exponents. The approach
to classifying singularities described in the previous paragraph has a major limitation: The math-
ematical notions bear on the behavior of a two-variable function hp,s(x0), which is not very conve-
nient to handle in practice. Instead, one may prefer to define indices that permit to measure some
notion of degree of oscillating or lacunary behavior and express it as a numerical value. This can
be preferable for two reasons: it provides a more precise description of the behavior of the func-
tion near a singularity, and it offers the possibility to define a global description of such pointwise
behaviors for a whole function - in other words, to define a multifractal analysis and formalism that
does not bear on singularity strengths, but other information on the singularities.

In the context of oscillations and Hölder exponents, this had been addressed earlier with the
definition of an oscillation exponent [ABJM98]. It was defined as the partial derivative with respect
to t of the Hölder exponent h(x0) of the fractional integral of order t of the function under analysis,
evaluated at t = 0+, minus 1; the subtraction of the value 1 has the virtue that the exponent
vanishes when the singularity is not oscillating, and is equal to β for a chirp function at x0. This
was the first example of a second generation exponent, that is, an exponent which does not
measure a regularity but yields other information on the singularity, in this case the oscillation.

In our works [Ch6,Ch7], we studied such an approach in the more general context provided
by the refined singularity classification based on p-exponents. Our first contribution consisted
in the definition and theoretical characterization of a new set of 2nd generation exponents: the
oscillation exponent describes the behavior of the p-exponent under fractional integration, hence
extends the original oscillation exponent to negative regularity and captures the degree of oscil-
lation; the lacunarity exponent describes the behavior of the p-exponent under a change of p,
thus informs on the nature of oscillation; the cancellation exponent describes the behavior of the
p-exponent under a simultaneous change of p and fractional integration and quantifies oscillations
with compensation between positive and negative values.
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2nd generation regularity exponents [Ch6,Ch7]. Let hp(x0), 0 < p < p0, be the p-
exponent of a f(x) at x0, and let hp,s(x0) denote the p-exponent of the fractional integral
of order s of f(x).

- The oscillation exponent is defined as o(x0) =
(
∂
∂shp0,s(x0)

)∣∣
s=0+ − 1.

- The lacunarity exponent is defined as l(x0) = ∂
∂q

(
h 1
q ,0

(x0)
)∣∣∣
q=1/p−0

.

- The cancellation exponent is defined as c(x0) = ∂
∂t

(
h p0

1−tp0
,t(x0)

)∣∣∣
t=0+

.

In general, o(x0) = l(x0) + c(x0), so that all of the information on the singularity is captured by two
out of the three exponents. The classification of singularities can be re-stated in terms of these
exponents: o(x0) = 0 is the signature of a canonical singularity, o(x0) 6= 0 that of an oscillating
one; a balanced singularity is characterized by l(x0) = 0, c(x0) 6= 0, and a lacunary one by
c(x0) = 0, l(x0) 6= 0.

Our second contribution consisted in the definition of the multiscale quantities that are associ-
ated with these new exponents and reproduce them via the relation (2.5). Our solution consisted
in discretizing the partial derivatives in the definition of these exponents, which leads to finite dif-
ferences expressed in terms of different p-exponents, and to make use of (2.36) to translate these
equations to expressions in terms of p-leaders, which define the new multiscale quantities.

2nd generation multiscale quantities [Ch6,Ch7]. Let `(p,s)λ = `(p,s)λ(x0) denote the p-leader of
the fractional integral of order s of f(x). The second generation leaders are defined as

- `oλ =
(
`
(p0,ε)
λ

/
`
(p0,0)
λ

) 1
ε

for oscillation exponents,

- `oλ =

(
`
(

p0
1+εp0

,0)

λ

/
`
(p0,0)
λ

) 1
ε

for lacunarity exponents,

- `oλ =

(
`
(

p0
1−εp0

,ε)

λ

/
`
(p0,0)
λ

) 1
ε

for cancellation exponents,

and satisfy (2.5) for - thus, from compatible couples with - their corresponding 2nd generation
exponents.

In [Ch7], we theoretically characterized and numerically validated these novel second generation
regularity exponents and multiscale quantities for several pedagogical examples of singularities.
Conclusions. Our contributions paved the way to a richer description of pointwise singular
behaviors based on new 2nd generation exponents and the associated multiresolution quantities.
In particular, this made it possible to use these novel exponents in a multifractal formalism, in a
similar fashion as we will summarize next in Section 2.3.3 for the p-exponent. Such a multifractal
formalism for 2nd generation exponents has been defined in our work [Ch7] and validated for
multifractal functions with prescribed lacunary and cancellation exponents, thus non-trivial oscil-
lation, lacunarity and cancellation spectra. Lacunary singularities have also been shown to exist
in the trajectories of certain types of Lévy processes, see the works of Balança [Bal14] in which
lower bounds for the dimensions of the corresponding singularity sets are also obtained. Whether
lacunarity and cancellation spectra can be evidenced for real-world data is an open question. So
far, our preliminary investigations only identified trivial such spectra, but future work may confirm
the pertinence of such an advanced description of oscillations for, e.g., neuroscience data. In the
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following Sections, we will for simplicity put our focus again on p-exponents only and not further
detail multifractal formalisms for 2nd generation exponents.

2.3.3 Multifractal analysis based on p-exponents and p-leaders
In our works [JI15,Ch6,Ch7], we had laid the mathematical foundations for new regularity char-
acterizations, the p-exponents and the associated multiscale quantities, the p-leaders (as well as
the 2nd generation quantities that can be derived thereof), we studied the theoretical properties
of these new theoretical concepts and tools and validated them numerically; these works are de-
scribed in the previous Section 2.3.2. However, so far, these contributions only concerned the
isolated study of a single singularity of a function f(x) at x0. Building on this mathematical ba-
sis, in our works [JI16,JI17], we focused on the mathematical characterization and estimation of
densely interwoven sets of singularities with same p-exponent - that is, on the definition and study
of a multifractal spectrum and multifractal formalism based on p-exponents and p-leaders - and on
the derivation of explicit expressions for estimators that can be applied to data in applications. In
the following paragraphs, I will briefly summarize the main contributions and findings we obtained
in these works.

2.3.3.1 The multifractal p-spectrum and the p-leader multifractal formalism.

Definition and properties of the multifractal p-spectrum. We have already seen in Sec-
tion 2.1 that instead of substituting a function f(x) with the new function hp(x) defined as the
values taken by the pointwise regularity exponents of f(x), multifractal analysis aims to globally
describe the information contained in the dynamics of these exponents in a simpler mathematical
object, the multifractal spectrum. The principles and the definition of the multifractal spectrum are
generic for different regularity exponents, see, e.g., (2.2) for the Hölder exponent, and carries over
straightforwardly to p-exponents and the definition of the multifractal p-spectrum:

Definition of the multifractal p-spectrum [JI16]. The multifractal p-spectrum D(p)(h) is
defined as the Hausdorff dimension dimH of the set of points where the p-exponent takes the
value h

D(p)(h) = dimH ({x ∈ R : hp(x) = h}) . (2.39)

Our contribution in [JI16] was to theoretically study some general mathematical properties of this
new spectrum, and in particular on the support of the multifractal p-spectrum, which determines
to what extent p-exponent based multifractal analysis can characterize negative regularity. The
support of the spectrum is defined as the image of the mapping x → hp(x), i.e. the collection
of values of h such that {x ∈ Rd : hp(x) = h} 6= ∅ (by convention dim(∅) = −∞). Because
p-exponents are necessarily larger than −1/p, the support of D(p) is included in [−1/p,+∞]. In
addition, we proved the following sharper condition for the multifractal p-spectrum.

Majorization of the multifractal p-spectrum [JI16]. Let p > 0 and let f be a function for
which η(p) > 0. Then

∀h ≤ 0, D(p)(h) ≤ 1 + hp. (2.40)

This condition implies that the multifractal p-spectrum is necessarily below a straight line that
connects points (−1/p, 0) and (0, 1); illustrations can be found in Figure 2.18. Therefore, unlike
what the theoretical limit (2.37) for the value of p-exponent, hp(x0) > −1/p, may seem to suggest,
p-exponent based multifractal analysis cannot estimate the multifractal p-spectrum of a function
with any type of negative regularity down to this limit: the smallest value of negative regularity
that can actually be estimated for a function f(x) depends crucially on the shape of its whole
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p-spectrum D(p)(h) - the spectrum must fit under the line connecting (−1/p, 0) and (0, 1). One
can further show that the wavelet scaling function precisely gives this information: if ηf (p) > 0,
then the p-exponents of f are well defined, and the multifractal p-spectrum of f is well defined and
satisfies the majorization (2.40); crucially, this allowed us to easily verify this condition in practice.
Definition of the p-leader multifractal formalism. As was the case for Hölder exponents and
other pointwise exponents, in practice the function hp(x) cannot be extracted point by point from
f(x); besides, the Hausdorff dimensions in (2.39) cannot be computed in a numerically stable
way either. Therefore, to make actual use of the multifractal p-spectrum for data, recourse must
be taken to a numerically robust formula, which is provided by the multifractal formalism.

In our work [JI16], we formulated and studied such a multifractal p-formalism. Because of the
key equation (2.36) relating p-exponents and p-leaders, the Legendre transform relation (2.6) also
holds for p-exponents and p-leaders. Therefore, we could make use of the same arguments and
generic principles that have been classically used for the multifractal formalism based on Hölder
exponents and wavelet leaders.

Summary of the p-leader multifractal formalism [JI16]. The p-leader scaling function is
defined as in (2.4) as9

∀q ∈ R, ζ(p)(q) , lim inf
j→−∞

log
(
S

(p)
` (j, q)

)/
log(2j), (2.41)

where S(p)
` (j, q) , 2j

∑
k(`

(p)
j,k)q are the sample moments of the p-leaders as in (2.3), and the

p-leader multifractal formalism is defined as in (2.7) as the Legendre transform of the mapping
q → ζ(p)(q) and provides an upper bound estimate for D(p) on condition that η(p) > 0:

∀h, D(p)(h) ≤ L(p)(h) , inf
q∈R

(1 + qh− ζ(p)(q)); (2.42)

The proof of the inequality in (2.42) is analogous to the Hölder case [JM05,Jaf06]. Similarly, multi-
fractal formalisms can be defined for the 2nd generation exponents and leaders briefly introduced
in Section 2.3.2.3. As already mentioned, we proposed and studied such multifractal formalisms
in [Ch7] but chose to not further discuss them here and instead focus on the p-leader multifractal
formalism.

Moreover, the same arguments as in (2.9) yielded that the cumulants C
(p)
r (j) of the log of

p-leaders are of the form C
(p)
r (j) = C

(p,0)
r + c

(p)
r log(2j) as in (2.10). Thus, the p-leaders log-

cumulants c
(p)
r again enabled us to capture, with a small number of coefficients, most of the

information contained in the p-spectrum; again, on condition that c(p)2 6= 0, the polynomial expan-
sion of η(p)(q) =

∑
r≥1 c

(p)
r

qr

r! in terms of cp can be translated into an expansion of L(p)(h) around
its maximum via the Legendre transform as in (2.11).

In practice, the p-leader multifractal formalism was then computed from linear regression
based estimates for η(p) and c

(p)
r , which were obtained from finite size data as in (2.12), (2.13)

and (2.14). However, our first numerical experiments for the use of this new multifractal formalism
on synthetic data yielded an unexpected outcome: When computed from synthetic or real-world
finite-resolution data, the p-leader multifractal formalism yielded strongly biased estimates, result-
ing in a shift of the multifractal p-spectrum estimate to larger values for h that effectively mostly
constrained it to positive values for h only - thus, without a formal identification and solution of the
problem, made it practically unusable.
Solution to finite size effects in the estimation of the p-spectrum. In our works [JI17], we
studied the issue theoretically and identified it as a finite-resolution effect in the construction of
p-leaders. This is related to the fact that p-leaders, for a given scale, are theoretically defined
as sums over all the infinitely many finer scales. In practice the number of scales is finite, and
these sums must necessarily be truncated. This yields a systematic bias in the actually computed
p-leaders that has a dramatic impact on estimation quality. What made the situation even worse
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was that this bias was more prominent at fine scales, which are predominantly involved in multi-
fractal analysis, thus significantly impairing the estimation of multifractal parameters. Figure 2.17
provides illustrations for synthetic model processes and real-world data.

The main difficulty in addressing this crucial issue, and our main contribution in [JI17], was
to obtain precise and generic theoretical predictions on the perturbation induced by truncating
p-leaders at a given fine scale. To that end, we were lead to focus our theoretical study on
several different constructive models from a special class of multifractal processes, the wavelet-
based cascades, for which it was possible to obtain analytic results on the empirical moments of
truncated p-leaders. These are summarized in the following conjecture:

Finite-resolution estimates for p-leaders structure functions [JI16,JI17]. Let η(p) > 0

and let S(p)

`,ǰ
(j, q) denote the sample moments of p-leaders for which the sum in the definition

(2.35) has been truncated at fine scale10 ǰ ≤ j. Assuming power law scaling as in (2.41) for
infinite resolution p-leaders, j′ → −∞, the value of their sample moments S(p)

` (j, q) can be
recovered from the sample moments of truncated p-leaders as

S
(p)
` (j, q) = S

(p)

`,ǰ
(j, q) γ−

q
p (j, η(p)) with γ (j, η) ,

(
1− 2−(j−j̄+1)η

1− 2−η

)
. (2.43)

This expression is exact for wavelet-based cascades and was conjectured to yield a relevant
prediction for other models. In [JI17], we further validated the conjecture by means of numerical
simulations on several multifractal processes of different natures, as well as for real-world data11.
This suggested the generic effectiveness of our proposed solution (2.43) for correcting for finite-
resolution effects for p-leaders in the presence of scale invariance. An important practical aspect
of (2.43) was that it only depends on the value for the truncation scale ǰ - which can be assumed
to be known a priori or inferred from inspecting scale invariance observed on wavelet structure
functions - and on the value that the wavelet scaling function η(p) takes. That latter can be easily
estimated and is, in fact, already available prior to computing p-leaders since the condition η(p)
must be checked to ensure that they are well defined.

Another contribution of our work [JI17] was to extend the result (2.43) to cumulants C(p)
r (j),

and to the multifractal p-spectrum. Our main outcome was to show that the truncation of p-leaders
only affects the first log-cumulant - thus, the mode of the multifractal p-spectrum - while higher-
order log-cumulants do not sense the cut-off. Therefore, the shape of the spectrum remains un-
changed. The infinite-resolution C(p)

1 (j) estimate can be recovered from the log-cumulant C(p)

1,ǰ
(j)

computed for p-leaders truncated at scale ǰ as C(p)
1 (j) = C

(p)

1,ǰ
(j)− 1

p log γ (j, η(p)). Some numer-

ical illustrations for the truncation effect and for the estimation to compensate for it for C(p)
1 (j) are

given in Figure 2.17.
Our finite-resolution estimates made it finally possible to actually use the multifractal p-spectrum

for the analysis of data. In our work [JI17], we studied and documented in detail the estimation
performance of this novel tool by means of Monte Carlo simulations for synthetic multifractal pro-
cesses. In particular, we investigated the impact of changing the value for p on the performance
for estimating multifractal parameters, and studied the influence of the choice of the lower and
upper scale in order to optimally tune the resulting bias-variance trade-off in the estimation. We
will highlight some of theses points below in Section 2.3.3.3.
Conclusions. Our contributions established p-leaders multifractal analysis as a viable and
well documented tool that could actually be used by practitioners in applications and allowed to
assess negative regularity in data in a mathematically well defined way, as well as the study of
different aspects of singularities through the use of multifractal formalisms for second generation

11The conjectured shape γ (j, η(p)) also corroborates with earlier findings that the p-leaders finite-resolution effect is
not observed for classical wavelet leaders, since γ (j, η(p))→ 1 for p→ +∞.
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exponents. Interestingly, our results showed that the finite scale cut-off only affect estimates
related to average regularity (i.e., the first log-cumulant); in a separate work [CN8], we showed
that the violation of the condition η(p) > 0 has exactly the same effect and shifts the spectrum to
larger values of h such that it respects the majorization (2.40), without altering the shape of the
spectrum. The precise origin and implications of this phenomenon are not fully understood and
left for future studies.

Correction results for synthetic data
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Figure 2.17: Effect of correction term for synthetic data (top): Logscale diagrams for corrected
Ĉ˘̀(p)(1, j) (solid lines, empty markers) and uncorrected C˘̀(p)(1, j) (dashed lines, solid
markers), for different processes (rows), values of p0 (columns) and p (markers/colors).
Results for sample heart rate data (bottom): Record nsr046 of the Normal Sinus Rhythm Database.
Logscale diagrams for q = 2, and for DWT (black lines with crosses), wavelet leaders (p = ∞, blue
lines with points) and 1-leaders (p = 1, red lines with dots), with (solid lines) and without (dashed lines)
correction. (Reproduced from RLpl32017)

2.3.3.2 Results on singularity characterization with the MFDFA method.

Our proposed mathematical framework for p-exponent and p-leaders based multifractal analysis
covered new theoretical ground on which one spot had, in fact, already been occupied earlier by a
heuristic method, the multifractal detrended fluctuation analysis (MFDFA) defined in [KZKB+02].
Despite the fact that there has been no theoretical motivation for the definition of MFDFA, it was
found to perform very satisfactorily and was commonly used in applications for the multifractal
analysis of time series (cf., e.g., [GMD+08, LKL+07, WWW11, SLK08, YZJ09, WXP12]). In our
work [JI16], we showed that MFDFA can in fact be related with the analysis of p-exponents for
p = 2. Our contributions here were to provide a first correct mathematical underpinning and
interpretation of MFDFA, and to compare MFDFA both theoretically and in practice to the wavelet
based p-leader estimation of the multifractal p-spectrum.
Result: MFDFA probes 2-exponent regularity. MFDFA is an extension of Detrended Fluctu-
ation analysis, which was originally proposed for the estimation of the self-similarity parameter H
for fractional Brownian motion (fBm) [PBH+94,KKBR+01]: From the definition of the Hölder expo-
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nent (2.1), the natural multiresolution quantity |f(t)−Pt,a,NP (t)| was proposed, where Pt,a,NP is a
polynomial of degree NP that is obtained by local fit to data portions of length proportional to a (or,
more recently, a moving average model, cf., e.g., [XIH+05]). The parameter H is then estimated
as the power law exponent observed for the sample moments 1

na

∑
k |f(ak)− Pk,a,NP (ak)|2.

To extend DFA to multifractal analysis, a straightforward choice could have been to construct a
multifractal formalism by using a whole range of empirical moments q to estimate the scaling func-
tion ηf (q), or to replace the increment-like multiresolution quantities of DFA with oscillations, which
can be shown to be theoretically tied to the Hölder exponent in certain limits and better suited for
the estimation of the multifractal spectrum (see our discussion in Section 2.1.2.1). MFDFA, the
multifractal extension proposed by Kantelhardt et al. in the seminal contribution [KZKB+02], fol-
lowed a different path: they proposed the following multiresolution quantity

µ(mfd)
f (a, k) =

(
1

a

a∑

i=1

|f(ak + i)− Pk,a,NP (i)|2
) 1

2

, k = 1, . . . ,
n

a
(2.44)

and constructed a multifractal formalism with it, which was originally associated to the analy-
sis of the Hölder epxonent. However, comparing this definition with that of the multiresolution
quantity T (p) in (2.33) for the p-exponent showed that µ(mfd)

f (a, k) mimics T (p), for p = 2, with a dis-
cretized setting of the continuous integral, and with the theoretical Taylor polynomial Px0

replaced
by a data-driven locally adjusted polynomial Pk,a,NP . Therefore, MFDFA could a posteriori be
interpreted, and theoretically grounded, in the framework of p-exponent analysis, and our result
showed that µ(mfd)

f must be related to a p-exponent based characterization of local regularity with
p = 2 and not to the Hölder exponent.
Theoretical and practical comparison of MFDFA and p-leader multifractal analysis. So
far, the MFDFA had been compared to other methods only numerically for multiplicative cascade-
type multifractal processes, and in particular against the wavelet leader and WTMM multifractal
formalisms, see [KZKB+02] for the original contribution. Our result on the interpretation of MFDFA
in terms of 2-regularity permitted us to theoretically and practically compare it in the framework of
p-exponent analysis. This comparison was conducted in [JI16] and yielded observations that can
be of primary importance for the use of this tool in applications:

• Choice of p: In the MFDFA method p was arbitrarily set to 2, but p-exponents are theoretically
defined for p ∈ (0, p0). Thus, MFDFA could in principle be used for other values for p.

• Negative regularity: MFDFA had always been performed on the primitive of the data, to avoid
issues with negative regularity as it is commonly observed on real-world data. Our results
show that as long as η(p = 2) > 0, this preprocessing of data is theoretically not required.

Moreover, we identified an important theoretical issue with the MFDFA method. Since it is for-
mulated in the time domain and computed directly from the sampled time series X, it requires a
heuristic and scale dependent estimate Pt,a,NP (t) of a priori fixed order NP for the Taylor polyno-
mial in (2.33). However, since the polynomial in (2.33) does not depend on scale, and because
its order can moreover depend on the time position, this heuristic is questionable. In contrast, the
p-leader formalism relies on wavelet projections and does not require the knowledge of the Taylor
polynomial. Finally, we showed that these differences in definition - in the time domain and the
wavelet domain, respectively - have two more important practical consequences:

• Robustness to trends: The possibility of varying Nψ in the definition of p-leaders brings the-
oretical and practical robustness to additive trends [VA99, TA03]. For MFDFA, increasing
NP also brings robustness, but it depends more on the nature of the trend [HIC+01,NG05,
CIHS02,BBKH08].

• Finite size effects: The price for the use of a wavelet ψ0 with larger values for Nψ for p-
leaders are stronger border effects, but these mostly affect the coarsest analysis scales
that have little impact on the estimated multifractal parameters, while the finest scale that is
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available does not dependent on Nψ and is directly and only determined by the resolution
of the data. Increasing NP in the MFDFA method has a more drastic practical consequence
because since at least NP + 2 data points are needed to estimate the polynomial, the finest
scales are lost.

• Extension to higher dimensions: Theoretically, MFDFA can be extended straightforwardly to
higher dimensions d > 1 but in practice, the computation of local best fit polynomials be-
comes a real issue in higher dimension, see [GZ06,SFP+09,WLL14,SZWS15] for attempts
for d = 2. In contrast, the p-leader formalism extends without difficulties to higher dimen-
sions by making use of higher dimensional DWTs (cf., e.g., [AMVA04]).

Section 2.3.3.3 discusses numerical results comparing the p-leader and MFDFA formalisms in
terms of estimation performance and robustness to trends.
Conclusion. The connection of MFDFA to p-exponents we showed in [JI16] provided a theoret-
ical grounding for the definition of the multiresolution quantity µ(mfd)

f , which otherwise appeared as
a relevant - yet, ad-hoc - intuition used to construct a multifractal formalism. It also made explicit
that MFDFA measures local regularity via the 2-exponent and not the Hölder exponent with which
it had previously been wrongly associated. Conversely, the p-leader formalism can thus also be
read as an extension (to different values for p) and wavelet-based reformulation of MFDFA, with
certain additional desirable theoretical and practical properties.

2.3.3.3 Numerical validation and implementation.

The p-leader multifractal formalism we had proposed and studied in our works [JI15,JI16] was a
completely new mathematical tool and versatile theoretical analysis framework. In order for it to
be of actual use in applications, its numerical counterpart needed to be designed, implemented
and validated, and its estimation performance studied and compared. To that end, in our works
[JI16,JI17], we performed large sets of Monte Carlo simulations using synthetic multifractal model
processes with controlled singularity strengths and natures, whose results are summarized in
the following paragraphs. As a major outcome, we designed and implemented of a well docu-
mented and publicly available toolbox for performing p-leaders based multifractal analyses (briefly
described in Section 2.3.3.3), and we showed that our tool achieves state-of-the-art performance
for multifractal analysis.
Numerical validation for negative regularity. To study the theoretical predictions for the es-
timation of the multifractal p-spectrum using the p-leader multifractal formalism, it was necessary
to select or design stochastic model processes that were suited to probing different aspects of
this new and versatile tool. The study of properties related with negative regularity required the
use of a model for which the support of the multifractal p-spectrum could easily be controlled.
Our solution consisted of fractionally differentiated MRW: MRW has canonical singularities ev-
erywhere, therefore fractional differentiation results in a shift of its spectrum to smaller values for
h, without altering its shape. Some results are plotted in Figure 2.18 (right column) and corrob-
orate our theoretical predictions concerning negative regularity. The p-leader formalism yielded
excellent estimates for all values p ≤ p0, and in particular also for the extended range of definition
0 < p < 1; when p > p0, estimated spectra are tangent to the theoretical bound (2.40), thus shifted
to larger values of h and hence biased. Figure 2.18 (center column) also provides comparisons
for estimated spectra for 2-leaders and MFDFA and shows that the estimates obtained with the
two methods are qualitatively equivalent when p0 is large. However, when p0 is small, MFDFA
only partially captures the theoretical spectra for negative values of h and estimates are biased
to larger values for h. This lead us to conjecture that MFDFA might suffer from similar finite size
effects than p-leaders, a question that remains to be studied in the future.
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Multifractal p-spectra for synthetic data with canonical singularities
NEW C1 REDUCED — MRW j1 = 4 — N = 2 NP = 1 — N = 216
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Figure 2.18: Fractionally differentiated MRW with p0 = {+∞, 4, 0.75} (from top to bottom row);
the top row plots MRW without fractional differentiation: Single realizations (left column), theoretical
spectra D(h) (black solid line and shaded area), estimates Lmfd(h) and L(2)(h) (center column) and
estimates L(p)(h) (right column). Estimated spectra are obtained as averages over 500 independent
realizations. The dashed lines indicate the theoretical bound (2.40). (Reproduced from [JI16]).
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Figure 2: p = 1, 4, 2, 1, 0.5. Dashed lines: theoretical spectra. Solid lines: estimated spectra.

3

Figure 2.19: Lacunary wavelet series for (α, η) =
{

(0.2, 0.8), (0.3, 0.7)
}

, which contain lacunary
singularities at almost every point and are hence not p-invariant (from top to bottom row): Single
realizations (left column), theoretical spectra D(h) (right column, dashed lines) and estimated spectra
L(h) (right column, solid lines, averages over 500 independent realizations). (Reproduced from [JI16]).
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Numerical validation for models that are not p-invariant. The study of the estimation of
the multifractal p-spectrum for functions with singularites that are not p-invariant was conducted
using lacunary wavelet series [Jaf00], a stochastic model process for which almost every point is
a lacunary singularity. We derived the expressions for their multifractal p-spectra in [Ch6]. Some
estimation results are reproduced in Figure 2.19 and show that the numerical estimates of the
p-spectra are not invariant with p but reflect the evolution with p of the theoretical spectra, thus
reveal the lacunary nature of the singularities of the sample paths as predicted.

In [Ch7], we also studied the estimation of multifractal spectra for oscillation, lacunarity and
cancellation exponents, again making use of lacunary wavelet series and of a new definition for
a multifractal function with prescribed cancelling singularities, with the main outcome that the
estimation of such multifractal spectra is in practice feasible, but more delicate and requires the
use of large sample sizes. This study is not complete and calls for the theoretical definition and
design of practical synthesis procedures for new model processes that contain several types of
singularities; a more detailed performance analysis of these 2nd generation formalisms is thus
left for future work.
Estimation performance. In [JI16,JI17], we conducted detailed studies of the estimation per-
formance of the p-leader multifractal using Monte Carlo simulations with random processes with
prescribed multifractal p-spectrum. To quantify estimation performance, our study focused on a
few key parameters summarizing the multifractal p-spectrum, the log-cumulants c1, c2, c3. Figure
2.20 plots results aimed at investigating the potential benefits of the new possibility to tune p in
the analysis of functions with p-invariant spectra, here fractionally differentiated MRW.

Performance for positive and negative regularity
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Figure 2: log-cumulants of fractionally di↵erentiated MRW with p0 = {+1, 25, 4, 1.5} (from top
to bottom). Red: log10 of rmse of p-leaders (solid lines and squares), as a function of p, and for MFDFA
(full circles), for cm, m = {1, 2, 3} (left to right column). Black and blue: boxplots of the error (ĉm � cm)
for p-leaders (black) and MFDFA (blue). The left and right y-scales correspond, respectively, to rmse and
boxplots. Rmse is shown in the same y-scale across the rows.

- A systematic benefit in choosing small values for p in the p-leader multifractal formalism is observed.
Indeed, rmse values decrease sharply and pronouncedly for p  4, and the smallest rmse values are
obtained for small values for p (p = 1/2 or p = 1).

- Unlike for c1, choosing p > p0 does not significantly alter estimation performance for cm for m � 2.
The interested reader is referred to [79] for further details.

Comparison with MFDFA.

- The MFDFA and 2-leader formalisms have similar performance for the estimation of c1 as long as
p0 = +1. As soon as the support of the p-spectrum includes negative values for h and p0 < 1,
MFDFA produces estimates for c1 that are biased. This is consistent with the observations of Section
5.2.1 where the Lmfd(h) are found to be shifted to larger values of h.
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Figure 2: log-cumulants of fractionally di↵erentiated MRW with p0 = {+1, 25, 4, 1.5} (from top
to bottom). Red: log10 of rmse of p-leaders (solid lines and squares), as a function of p, and for MFDFA
(full circles), for cm, m = {1, 2, 3} (left to right column). Black and blue: boxplots of the error (ĉm � cm)
for p-leaders (black) and MFDFA (blue). The left and right y-scales correspond, respectively, to rmse and
boxplots. Rmse is shown in the same y-scale across the rows.

- A systematic benefit in choosing small values for p in the p-leader multifractal formalism is observed.
Indeed, rmse values decrease sharply and pronouncedly for p  4, and the smallest rmse values are
obtained for small values for p (p = 1/2 or p = 1).

- Unlike for c1, choosing p > p0 does not significantly alter estimation performance for cm for m � 2.
The interested reader is referred to [79] for further details.

Comparison with MFDFA.

- The MFDFA and 2-leader formalisms have similar performance for the estimation of c1 as long as
p0 = +1. As soon as the support of the p-spectrum includes negative values for h and p0 < 1,
MFDFA produces estimates for c1 that are biased. This is consistent with the observations of Section
5.2.1 where the Lmfd(h) are found to be shifted to larger values of h.
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Performance with non-polynomial trend
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Figure 2: log-cumulants of fractionally di↵erentiated MRW with p0 = {+1, 25, 4, 1.5} (from top
to bottom). Red: log10 of rmse of p-leaders (solid lines and squares), as a function of p, and for MFDFA
(full circles), for cm, m = {1, 2, 3} (left to right column). Black and blue: boxplots of the error (ĉm � cm)
for p-leaders (black) and MFDFA (blue). The left and right y-scales correspond, respectively, to rmse and
boxplots. Rmse is shown in the same y-scale across the rows.

- A systematic benefit in choosing small values for p in the p-leader multifractal formalism is observed.
Indeed, rmse values decrease sharply and pronouncedly for p  4, and the smallest rmse values are
obtained for small values for p (p = 1/2 or p = 1).

- Unlike for c1, choosing p > p0 does not significantly alter estimation performance for cm for m � 2.
The interested reader is referred to [79] for further details.

Comparison with MFDFA.

- The MFDFA and 2-leader formalisms have similar performance for the estimation of c1 as long as
p0 = +1. As soon as the support of the p-spectrum includes negative values for h and p0 < 1,
MFDFA produces estimates for c1 that are biased. This is consistent with the observations of Section
5.2.1 where the Lmfd(h) are found to be shifted to larger values of h.
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Figure 3: MRW with non-polynomial trend (H = 0.72, � =
p

0.08, ⌫ = 0), for di↵erent detrending
powers: N = 3, NP = 2 (top row), N = 4, NP = 3 (center row), N = 5, NP = 4 (bottom row). Red:
rmse for p-leaders (solid squares), as a function of p, and for MFDFA (full circles). Black and blue: boxplots
of the error (ĉm � cm) for p-leaders (black) and MFDFA (blue). The left and right y-scales correspond,
respectively, to rmse and boxplots. Rmse is shown in the same Y-scale across the rows.

- For the estimation of cm for m � 2, the MFDFA formalism yields similar performance as the p-leader
formalism for moderately small values p ⇡ 2.

These results lead to the conclusion that, for data containing p-invariant singularities only, it is beneficial
to choose a small value of p in the analysis. Note that the p-leader formalism with moderately small values
for p, e.g. p  4, significantly outperforms the current state-of-the-art wavelet leader formalism (p = +1)
which yields up to 50 percent larger rmse values. The MFDFA and p-leaders formalisms have comparable
performance for the estimation of cm for m � 2 and also for c1 as long as p0 = +1. Yet, MFDFA estimates
of c1 are biased when the data are characterized by negative regularity exponents.

5.2.3. Robustness against non-polynomial trend

Here, we study the robustness of MFDFA and the p-leader formalism for estimation of the log-cumulants
cm for m = 1, 2, 3, 4 when a C1 but non-polynomial trend of the form

⌧(t) = 100(t + 1/100)�1/2, t 2 [0, 1]

is added to MRW with parameters specified as in Section 5.1.3 and ⌫ = 0. We use Daubechies’ wavelet with
N = {3, 4, 5} vanishing moments for p-leaders and, correspondingly, polynomials of degree NP = {2, 3, 4}
for MFDFA. Note that with the largest choice NP = 4 for the degree of polynomial, the finest available scale
for MFDFA is j = 4; unlike p-leaders, finer scales cannot be used for estimation with MFDFA, cf., Section
4.3. In order not to penalize MFDFA in the comparisons, we perform linear regressions from scale j1 = 4 to
the coarsest available scales (j2 = 13 for p-leaders due to border e↵ects and j2 = 15 for MFDFA).

Rmse values and estimates for cm, m = 1, . . . , 4, are plotted in Fig. 3 for N = {3, 4, 5} (top to
bottom rows, respectively). Clearly, the estimation performance of MFDFA is severely degraded by the
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Figure 2.20: log-cumulants of fractionally differentiated MRW with p0 = {+∞, 4, +∞} (from
top to bottom; the top and bottom rows corresponds to no fractional differentiation, the bottom row
is subject to an additive non-polynomial trend (Nψ = 5, NP = 4)): log10 of rmse of p-leaders (red
solid lines and squares) as a function of p and for MFDFA (blue circles plotted at p = 2) for cr,
r = {1, 2, 3, 4} (left to right column, respectively); boxplots of the error (ĉr − cr) for p-leaders (black)
and MFDFA (blue). (Reproduced from [JI16]).

It shows that for data that contain only p-invariant singularities, it is beneficial to choose a small
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value for p in the analysis: the p-leader formalism with moderately small values for p significantly
outperforms the previous state-of-the-art wavelet leader formalism (p = +∞), and yielded up to
40 percent smaller rmse values. When compared to the MFDFA method, the p-leaders formalism
yielded similar performance as long as p0 = +∞, but significantly more accurate estimates when
the data contain singularities with negative exponents. Moreover, we found that the estimation
performance of MFDFA is severely degraded by trends even when best-fit polynomial of large de-
gree (NP = 4) are used in the method, while those for p-leaders are very close to those obtained
in the absence of the trend. This indicated that the wavelet transform underlying p-leaders is
considerably more effective in removing the impact of the trend on higher order statistics than the
empirical polynomial-fitting procedure employed by the MFDFA method. Overall, our results es-
tablished the p-leader multifractal formalism as the new state of the art for performing multifractal
analysis.
Toolbox. The actual use in applications of this new tool required it to be numerically imple-
mented in a practical and user friendly way that is compatible with the usual work flows for data
analysis. Without such a practical counterpart, it would have remained a bare mathematical tool,
not used in applications and not shared across scientific communities. A major outcome and
contribution of our work consisted in the design of an complete, optimized, well documented and
publicly available toolbox for p-leader based multifractal analysis12; this major project had been
realized in collaboration with Roberto Leonarduzzi (ENS Lyon, now Huawei, Hong Kong). The
key difficulty was to integrate and handle the new flexibility offered by the tool - such as varying
the value for p, the use of 2nd generation oscillation, lacunarity and cancellation exponents - as
well as the additional parameters and preliminary data analyses - ǰ, p, p0, η(p) - in a user friendly
yet transparent and totally tunable way. Our solution consisted in a MATLAB object as a front end
that offers a simple yet flexible user interface, predefined default values or automatic estimates for
parameters wherever possible but easy access to key parameters by the user when needed, and
a powerful built-in visualization block to ease model fit and inspection of results. Moreover, the
toolbox integrated the analysis for both signals and images, the computation of bootstrap based
confidence intervals for multifractal parameters, and the possibility to switch between interactive,
batch and automatic data base processing modes. An open issue and future project is to port the
tool to Python.
Conclusions. Our numerical study allowed us to confirm the predicted theoretical properties of
the p-leaders multifractal formalism for data and established it as the new state-of-the-art tool for
performing multifractal analysis. Our results further validated the numerical tools we developed,
which were gathered in a publicly available toolbox, and showed that they are operational, thus
allowing the theoretical tools to be actually used for the analysis of real-world data.

The p-leaders multifractal formalism and other p-leaders based quantities that we will describe
in Section 2.4.4 has been studied in the context of a variety of applications, most prominently for
the analysis of Human heart rate. These applications are described in Section 2.5.1.

2.3.4 Conclusion
In our works [JI15,JI16,JI17,Ch6,Ch7], we proposed and studied a new solution to the major
issue of characterizing negative pointwise regularity. The Hölder exponent, which used to be the
mainstay measure for pointwise regularity, is not defined for negative values, and the previous
ad-hoc solution consisting of fractional integration lead in general to wrong results, so that no
satisfactory solution to the problem existed. Since empirical data are frequently observed to
be not locally bounded and thus contain point sets with negative regularity, this lead to severe
limitations in applications. Our proposed solution consisted in the definition and the theoretical
and numerical study of a new collection of regularity exponents that can take on negative values
- the p-exponents - and of their wavelet based characterization, the p-leaders and the p-leader
multifractal formalism.

Our contributions span from mathematical foundations for pointwise regularity exponents – the
theoretical characterization of key properties of p-exponents, and their wavelet based extension to

12The toolbox is available for download on my web page.

https://www.irit.fr/~Herwig.Wendt/software.html
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0 < p < 1 – over theoretical results on the properties of multifractal formalisms – theoretical prop-
erties of the multifractal p-spectrum; theoretical basis and interpretation for the MFDFA method
– to contributions to the p-leader multifractal formalism steered more towards practitioners – a
theoretical and practical solution to finite-size effect that otherwise prevented the use of formalism
for data, and the numerical validation and implementation of the formalism in a well documentated
toolbox. As a major outcome, our work established a new, versatile, rich and flexible multifrac-
tal analysis framework that has significant theoretical and practical advantages over the previous
state-of-the-art method, the wavelet leaders, and that can actually be applied to real-world data.

This opens many exciting research directions and new opportunities for multifractal analysis,
of which we briefly mention a few here. First, the p-leader multifractal formalism may greatly
benefit from being complemented by a statistical estimation framework, as we have discussed it
for wavelet leaders in Section 2.2. The definition of a statistical model for p-leaders - for a collection
of values for p - is a major problem that may involve the use of whole families of distributions, but
it may at the same time offer a natural opportunity to go beyond parabolic approximations for the
multifractal (p-)spectrum.

Second, the new framework offers the possibility to characterize and classify new types of
singular behaviors that have not been studied or evidenced before on real-world data, and its use
in applications has only begun and remains largely unexplored. Along a similar line, this enriched
regularity characterization points to the use of grand canonical multifractal formalisms - that is, the
joint study of several regularity exponents aimed at also characterizing their interdependencies
and interplays in order to reveal additional information on the mechanisms producing the singular
behaviors. Our contributions to the foundation for such characterizations will be described in Sec-
tion 2.4, but their use with new, 2nd generation exponents remains largely unexplored. Moreover,
the richer theoretical understanding of the multifractal p-spectrum and theoretical and practical
solutions for the actual use of the p-leader multifractal formalism may make it possible to study its
use for the characterization of fractal boundaries, an important issue that actually motivated the
first mathematical definition and study of p-leaders in [JM05] but has not been further studied13.

Finally, while our wavelet based definition and characterization of p-exponents can in principle
characterize singular behaviors with negative exponents down to −∞, the multifractal p-spectra
are subject to a more restrictive bound, so that not all types of negative regularity can be math-
ematically defined or modeled. Resolving this issue will require the identification of the precise
mechanisms leading to it, which may point to the definition of new alternative exponents and their
associated multiresolution quantities, or to new definitions for multifractal formalisms.

13In fact, first exploratory numerical experiments I conducted at the end of my PhD were widely unsuccessful but could
only build on the bare definition of p-leaders.
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2.4 Beyond the standard multifractal formalism

2.4.1 Motivations
Scale invariance and multifractality are ubiquitously observed in complex natural and man-made
systems. Multifractal analysis provides a powerful set of tools for the characterization of these
properties and helped to understand the complex nonlinear nature of time series and images in
applications in diverse fields. From a data modeling perspective, these successes are however
restricted to standard situations by several methodological limitations, including the requirement
of large sample sizes for which we presented our contributions in Section 2.2, and of local bound-
edness which we considered in Section 2.3. But a number of other central issues prevail. For
some of these issues, we proposed and studied solutions that we are presenting in this section.

A first major limitation is that the definition of a joint multifractal spectrum and a multivari-
ate multifractal formalism for its estimation have been barely considered in the literature, while
many applications naturally deal with multivariate data, and also the joint analysis of several dif-
ferent regularity exponents such as those defined in Section 2.3 could be considered; analysis
with the classical single-variable multifractal spectrum thus misses any information on the inter-
relatedness between the regularity exponents. The key difficulty is that the notions of joint mul-
tifractal spectrum and multivariate multifractal formalism have not been studied theoretically and
barely used in practice.

A second main shortcoming is that while there is no a priori reason for the multifractal spectrum
to be concave, the multifractal formalism is restricted to concave estimates, thus potentially misses
crucial information. This requires tackling the major difficulty of constructing a formalism that
allows us to recover (parts of) the large deviation spectrum but avoids the double-limit involved in
its computation that makes it numerically effectively inaccessible.

A third important problem is that multifractal analysis requires scale invariance to unfold at least
over several scales in practice, over which the scaling exponents are estimated. This is sometimes
a too restrictive assumption in applications. It thus calls for complementing the analysis with
novel quantities that are compatible with multifractal models, can quantify relevant information at
each analysis scale, and at the same time do not make explicit use of the assumption of scale
invariance.

Our contributions to overcome these limitations are summarized in the following pages: In
Section 2.4.2, we present our work that theoretically studied the properties of the multivariate
multifractal and multivariate Legendre spectrum, and what type of information on the joint data
dynamics can be derived from those spectra. In Section 2.4.3, we discuss our work on the theo-
retical definition and practical algorithm for a generalized multifractal formalism than can recover
possibly nonconcave large deviation spectra as upper bound estimates for the multifractal spec-
trum with a robust Legendre transform based algorithm. In Section 2.4.4, we present our work
defining and studying a novel flexible collection of multiscale coefficients that can be used to quan-
tify infinite sums of cumulants with user-defined weights, thus degrees and nature of departures
from Gaussian at multiple scales.

2.4.2 Multivariate multifractal analysis

2.4.2.1 Motivation and contributions

A major problem with the definition of the multifractal spectrum (2.2) is that it is intrinsically univari-
ate, thus cannot relevantly describe the joint dynamics of collections of several regularity expo-
nents, and unravel their inter-relatedness. However, such multivariate collections of exponents ap-
pear naturally in applications involving several simultaneous measurements, or when several dif-
ferent regularity exponents (e.g., p-exponents, oscillating exponents, 2nd generation exponents)
are used for the study of a system. This fundamental limitation calls for laying the mathematical
foundations for multivariate multifractal analysis, an issue that had been very little explored previ-
ously. This is the motivation and central topic of our works [JI26,JI29,JI30,CI57,CI60,CI75] which
we will present in the following.
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Building on intuitions formulated in the seminal work [MSKF90], we aimed to formalize the
definitions of the multivariate multifractal spectrum and studied its theoretical properties. Our
results provide first anchor points for the theoretical understanding of what information its shape
actually encodes. It turned out that already for simple cases (unrelated data components), several
formulas can be in competition in the multivariate case. The case of multivariate multifractal
analysis is hence richer but also more complex and difficult to study than the univariate case.
These contributions are summarized in Section 2.4.2.2.

As in the univariate case, a central issue then concerns the derivation of multifractal formalisms
yielding appropriate multivariate Legendre spectra, i.e., spectra that are both as close as possi-
ble to the multivariate multifractal spectrum and remain practically computable. The simplest
such formulation for the multivariate case, for which a historical example had been proposed
in [MSKF90], consisted in a natural extension of the univariate multifractal formalism using mul-
tivariate moments. Due to the lack of theoretical understanding of its range of validity and of the
type of information the multivariate Legendre spectrum can represent, it remained used only in
rare occasions on real-world data. Therefore, we studied the theoretical properties of the multi-
variate Legendre spectrum and the relation with the multifractal spectrum. Our results showed
that, unexpectedly, the validity of this formalism is restricted and critically depends on whether
minimizing sequences of multiscale quantities associated with components satisfy or not a syn-
chronicity requirement. We showed theoretically that this issue can be resolved by a new type of
formalism that couples different scales, yet the numerical computation of such a novel formalism
remains an open problem. These contributions are summarized in Section 2.4.2.3.

Regardless of its precise relation to the multivariate multifractal spectrum, the multivariate
Legendre spectrum nevertheless conveys rich information on the data dynamics at any statistical
order. We therefore investigated what type of information it actually encodes in a stochastic
context, and how it can be represented in a more convenient form than the multivariate function it
is by definition. Both issues had not been studied before but are crucial in applications. Our most
important result was that the shape of the Legendre spectrum does not depend on linear data
properties or correlation functions, but instead quantifies exclusively data dependencies beyond
correlation. To capture efficiently different aspects of these dependencies with a small number
of parameters, we proposed and studied a multivariate extension of the log-cumulant expansion
of the Legendre spectrum that can be used either for pairs of components or for several data
components simultaneously. These contributions are summarized in Section 2.4.2.4.

2.4.2.2 Multivariate multifractal spectrum

Definition. A fundamental postulate of multifractal analysis is that the relevant information on a
function f or sample path of a stochastic process is not given by the local evolution of the regularity
exponents hf (x) as a function of x but that it is encoded globally and geometrically, in form of
the fractal (Hausdorff) dimensions of well-chosen level sets of singularity indices. For a M -variate
signal14 f(x) = (f1(x), · · · , fM (x)), x ∈ R, X ∈ RM and regularity exponents H = (h1, . . . , hM ), a
meaningful definition of level set are the multivariate singularity sets

E(H) = {x ∈ R : h1(x) = H1, . . . , hM (x) = HM} = E1(H1)
⋂
. . .
⋂
EM (HM ), (2.45)

where Ef (h) are the univariate singularity sets appearing in the definition (2.2). The multivariate
multifractal spectrum is then defined for these sets analogously to the univariate case.

Multivariate multifractal spectrum [JI26,JI29]. The multivariate multifractal spectrum of
f : R → RM is defined as the Hausdorff dimensions dimH of the multivariate singularity sets
E(H) defined in (2.45) (by convention, dimH(∅) = −∞),

Df (H) = dimH(E(H)). (2.46)

14For simplicity, and with slight abuse of notation, we will use the re-use the notation f , for the M -variate function
f = (f1, . . . , fM ).
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These notions were introduced by Meneveau et al. in the seminal paper [MSKF90] in the context
of fully developed turbulence; a general abstract setting was later studied in [Pey04].
Results: properties of the multivariate multifractal spectrum. While the properties of mul-
tifractal spectra in univariate settings have been widely studied, those of multivariate multifractal
spectra remain barely investigated. In our works [JI26,JI29], we aimed at establishing theoret-
ical properties that the multivariate multifractal spectrum satisfies. An important issue was to
understand which information the shape of the multivariate multifractal spectrum yields on the
relatedness between components. However, multivariate multifractal spectra are computed as
the Hausdorff dimensions of the intersection of fractal sets: E(H) in (2.45) is obtained as the
intersection of the univariate singularity sets Ef (h). This is a difficult mathematical problem for
which many special cases were studied but no generic formula exists [Mat99]. We nevertheless
obtained the following results (which we state here for the bivariate case M = 2 for simplicity):

- When there exists a deterministic relationship between the regularity exponents of f1 and
f2, i.e., H2 = θ(H1), then the multifractal spectrum is supported on the curve H2 = θ(H1),
Df (H1, H2) = Df (H1)1H2=θ(H1)(H1, H2).

- Another result stems from intuitions from the intersection of affine subspaces and the sum
of co-dimension rule. It shows that when two data recordings are derived from unrelated
experiments, then their singularity sets will be in generic position to each other. This yields
the formula Df (H1, H2) ≥ Df (H1) + Df (H2)− 1 for the shape of the multifractal spectrum.
This lower bound is valid generically, but equality holds only for particular models (e.g., for
multiplicative cascades).

- Moreover, we showed that for the important class of fractal sets with large intersections
[Fal04, Dur08], the co-dimension formula for unrelated exponents is not optimal, and in-
stead Df (H1, H2) = min(Df (H1),Df (H2)): in general, min(Df (H1),Df (H2)) ≥ Df (H1) +
Df (H2) − 1. This situation is, for example, encountered for certain level sets for Lévy pro-
cesses and random wavelet series [AJ02,Jaf99].

Conclusions. Overall, these results indicated that the shape of Df (H) is informative on the
relatedness of regularity exponents of different components, but that the situation is more com-
plex than what intuitions building on the univariate case would suggest. Indeed, already for the
specific case in which the data components are unrelated, we found that several formulas are in
competition. Therefore, the shape of Df (H) not only encodes information on the dependencies
between regularity exponents, but also on specific data construction mechanisms. Such ques-
tions are central to data analysis but also of great theoretical interest and constitute important
future research directions.

2.4.2.3 Multivariate multifractal formalism

To actually compute the multivariate multifractal spectrum from data, a multifractal formalism that
relates its shape to the statistics of multiscale quantities is required. The multifractal formalism
for the multivariate multifractal spectrum was first introduced by Meneveau et al. in [MSKF90]
in the context of hydrodynamic turbulence, as a natural extension of the univariate multifractal
formalism of [PF85]. This historical example was based on increments as multiscale quantities
and, motivated by intuitions from the univariate case, on the assumption that the formalism yields
an upper bound for the multifractal spectrum.
Definition. In [JI26,JI29], we have formulated this multivariate multifractal formalism using
wavelet leaders lλ = lj,k = (l1λ, . . . , l

M
λ ). In analogy to the univariate formalism (2.3-2.4), the

formalism is based on the empirical cross-moments

∀q = (q1, · · · , qM ) ∈ RM , S(2j , q) = 2−j
∑

λ∈Λj

(
`1λ
)q1 · · ·

(
`Mλ
)qM

, (2.47)
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where Λj denotes the collection of dyadic cubes λj,· of width 2−j , and on the multivariate scaling
function ζ(q) = lim inf

j→−∞
log
(
S(2j , q)

)
/log(2j). Motivated by the results for the univariate case

[PF85], the multivariate Legendre spectrum was defined as the M -variable Legendre transform
of the multivariate scaling function [MSKF90]:

∀H ∈ RM , L(H) = inf
q∈RM

(1− ζ(q) +H · q), (2.48)

where H · q = H1q1 + · · ·+HMqM .
In our works [CI57,CI60], we have studied and documented the performance of this formalism

for synthetic bivariate model processes with known bivariate Legendre spectra. We will not further
discuss this here and instead focus on our study of the theoretical properties of L(H).
Relation between the multivariate Legendre and multifractal spectra. In a univariate set-
ting (M = 1), the relation between then Legendre spectrum and the multifractal spectrum is well
studied, in terms of generic properties and for specific model classes alike. In particular, under
weak global regularity assumptions, the Legendre spectrum systematically yields an upper bound
for the multifractal spectrum (2.7), L(H) ≥ Df (H) [Jaf04], and can hence be used as an estimate
for Df (H). Knowledge of the range of validity of such a bound is thus primordial for the interpre-
tation of the results yielded by the multifractal formalism. However, very little had been known for
the multivariate case. In our works [JI26,JI29], we addressed this issue and studied theoretically
in how far such a result could be established for the multivariate spectra.

In [JI26], we showed that the univariate Legendre spectrum can be recovered by taking the
supremum over all other variables, that is, for M = 2, L(H1) = supH2

L(H1, H2) and L(H2) =
supH1

L(H1, H2). Therefore, it is possible to reestablish the upper bound for the univariate spectra
from the multivariate Legendre spectrum; similar results had been obtained in [BS16].

However, our theoretical studies in [JI29] yielded a surprising and unexpected outcome for
the multivariate case: the upper bound L(H) ≥ Df (H) is valid only under the new hypothesis
of synchronicity of exponents. Synchronicity essentially means that the lim inf in (2.5) is ob-
tained along the same sequence of scales and locations that are shared by all exponents. In
this case, the scaling function can be related to the multifractal spectrum Df (H) via a Legen-
dre transform using similar arguments than the ones used for the univariate case [PF85], i.e.,
ζ(q) = infH∈RM (1 − Df (H) + H · q), where H · q = H1q1 + · · · + HMqM , and L(H) ≥ Df (H)
holds. The necessity for this new hypothesis in the multivariate case comes from the fact that
the cross-moments S(2j , q) in (2.47) couple multiscale quantities (l1λ, · · · lMλ ) at same scales and
locations. We have formalized this heuristic and proved the general setting under which the upper
bound estimate holds.

Synchronicity [JI29]. Let λj(x) denote the dyadic cube of width 2j which contains x. A
function h(x) is called a pointwise exponent compatible with the multiscale quantity µλ if, for
any x, there exists a sequence λjn(x) (with jn → −∞) such that h(x) can be written as

h(x) = lim
n→−∞

log(µλjn(x)

)
/ log(2jn). (2.49)

The sequence λjn(x) is called a minimizing sequence for h at x.

Let (µmλ , h
m(x)), m = 1, · · · ,M be compatible couples. The (µmλ , h

m(x)) are synchronous if,
for any x, there exists a sequence λjn(x) which is a minimizing sequence for all hm(x).

Synchronicity thus requires that all exponents have a minimizing sequence in common, and the
lim inf in (2.5) becomes a simple lim (2.49) because of the use of the minimizing sequence.
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Theorem [JI29]. Let (dmλ , h
m(x)), m = 1, · · · ,M , denote a collection of compatible couples

which are synchronous. The multivariate Legendre and multifractal spectra satisfy:

∀H ∈ RM , Df (H) ≤ L(H). (2.50)

Interpretation of the multivariate Legendre spectrum in terms of regularity exponents.
When the synchronicity assumption is satisfied, the interpretation as co-occurrences of regu-
larity exponents associated with Df (H) thus also holds for L(H). However, there is no a priori
reason for synchronicity to happen for collections of regularity exponents. In [JI29] and [CI75], we
have studied several models with a focus on potential violations of the synchronicity assumption
to obtain a better theoretical understanding of the data generation mechanisms it could potentially
be related with. The first case - deterministic bivariate binomial cascades, defined via a split-and-
multiply iterations with multipliers p and 1 − p, 0 < p < 1, for the subintervals - is one of the
simplest constructions of a multifractal function. Our theoretical computation of the multifractal
spectrum and the Legendre spectrum thereof showed a surprising result: when the parameters
of components of the cascade are both chosen smaller (or both larger) than 1/2, the upper bound
is perfectly valid, but when one is chosen smaller and the other larger than 1/2, the Legendre
spectrum no longer yields an upper bound for Df (H). Other cases for which we showed that
the upper bound does not hold are independent Lévy processes [Jaf99, JSW+19] and lacunary
wavelet series [CI75]. The theoretical multifractal and Legendre spectra and the estimate yielded
by the multifractal formalism for independent Lévy processes are plotted in Figure 2.21, illustrating
that for this counterexample, the multivariate Legendre spectrum yields no upper bound for the
multifractal spectrum, and even underestimates the true support.

Multifractal analysis of two independent Levy stable processes.

. .

Figure 2.21: Left: increments (∆fm) of sample paths (fm) of two independent Levy processes time
series (M = 2). Superposition of the predicted (blue) and estimated (red) Legendre spectra L(H)
(center), and of the theoretical bivariate multifractal spectrum D≤(H) (green), the point D(H = (0, 0))
(pink symbol) and the estimated Legendre spectrum L(H) (red, right); the corresponding marginal
spectra are plotted in the H1 and H2 planes. The numerical estimate of the Legendre spectrum L(H)
(in red) tightly follows the theoretical prediction (in blue), yet L(H) is found to be below the multifractal
spectrum D≤(H) (in green). Even more, the support of L(H) covers only half the support of D≤(H)
and misses the point D(H = (0, 0)). (Reproduced from [JI29])

Thus, the upper bound estimate for Df (H) by the multivariate Legendre spectrum has a re-
stricted validity in the multivariate case. Without synchronicity, the interpretation of L(H) must
be weakened: in that case we showed that L(H) nevertheless yields a concave upper bound
for the large deviation spectrum that can be given an interpretation in terms of co-occurrence of
multiscale quantities [JI29].
Conclusions and perspectives: cross-scale multifractal formalism. The fact that the multi-
variate multifractal formalism does not in general yield an upper bound estimate for the multifractal
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spectrum is a surprising result and has important consequences for the interpretability of the mul-
tivariate Legendre spectrum in terms of the coupling of regularity exponents. For a subclass of
situations – those involving synchronous collections of regularity exponents – the upper bound
could nevertheless be shown to hold. Our theoretical results for certain counterexamples also un-
covered the mechanism that is at the origin of the restricted validity of the multivariate multifractal
formalism, namely that the minimizing sequences of different components involve different scales
jn. This points to a theoretical solution consisting of a new definition for the multifractal formalism
that also couples multiresolution coefficients at different scales. We have theoretically defined and
studied such a novel cross-scale formalism in [JI29], and shown that it can resolve the problem in
theory. The numerical computation remains, however, so far an open problem. We will therefore
not further discuss this theoretical solution here.

2.4.2.4 Multivariate log-cumulant expansion and statistical dependence

Even though the multivariate Legendre spectrum does not provide an estimate for the multifractal
spectrum in all cases, the scaling exponents ζ(q) convey information of any statistical order re-
lated to temporal dynamics and are thus of interest for characterizing the scale-free dynamics of
multivariate data. In [JI29], we studied theoretically what type of dependencies the multivariate
Legendre spectrum can quantify. This is of central importance for its interpretation and had not
been investigated previously. To that end, since ζ(q) and L(H) are multivariate functions whose
estimation, handling and interpretation are difficult, we proposed and studied an approximation
that generalizes the univariate log-cumulant expansion to the multivariate setting and condenses
information conveyed by these functions into a small number of parameters.
Approximation of the multivariate Legendre spectrum using log-cumulants. In the mul-
tivariate setting, handling the M -variable function L(H) in applications - for, e.g., classification
purposes, or simply for visual inspection - becomes cumbersome already for moderately large
values for M . To address this issue, we proposed in our works [JI30,CI57,CI60] to make use of
a polynomial expansion that generalizes to the multivariate setting the univariate strategy (2.9-
2.11) proposed in [CGM93]. For simplicity, we discuss here the bivariate case (M = 2). Un-
der mild conditions, it can be shown that the coefficients entering a polynomial expansion of
the multivariate scaling exponents ζ(q1, q2) = c10q1 + c01q2 + c20q

2
1 + c02q

2
2 + c11q1q2 + . . . can

be related to the multivariate cumulants Cr1r2(j) of order r = r1 + r2 of (log l1j,k, . . . , log lMj,k) as
Cr1r2(j) = c0r1r2 + cr1r2 log 2j . Similarly to the univariate case, the multivariate log-cumulants cr1r2
can thus be estimated using linear regressions as in (2.13). Moreover, this polynomial expansion
can be translated to the Legendre spectrum similarly to (2.14). The shape of L(H) can therefore
be encoded in a small number of coefficients cr1r2 . The following example illustrates this strategy
for an approximation of L(H) that is truncated to second order.

Parabolic approximation of the bivariate Legendre spectrum [JI30,CI57,CI60]. The sec-
ond order approximation of the bivariate Legendre spectrum L(H1, H2) of f1, f2 is given by

L(H1, H2) ≈ 1+
c02b

2

(
H1 − c10

b

)2

+
c20b

2

(
H2 − c01

b

)2

−c11b

(
H1 − c10

b

)(
H2 − c01

b

)
,

(2.51)

where b , c20c02 − (c11)2 ≥ 0.

In this approximation, the pairs (c10, c01) and (c20, c02) correspond with the univariate first and
second order cumulants of the data components, thus indicate the position of the mode and
the width of the marginal spectra of L(H), respectively. The cross-multifractality parameter c11

characterizes to leading degree the coupling between the components. It is natural to define the
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normalized coupling parameter

ρmf , −c11

/√
c20c02 ∈ [−1, 1], (2.52)

and in [CI57] we proposed and studied an estimator thereof defined by replacing the coefficients
in (2.52) by estimates15. Higher-order coefficients (cr0, c0r), r ≥ 3 (not appearing in (2.51))
correspond with the univariate cumulants of order n, while the higher-order cross-parameters
cr1r2 , r1, r2 ≥ 1, r1 +r2 ≥ 3 quantify the deformations of L(H) that depart from a parabolic shape,
i.e., the coupling between components that is not accounted for by c11.

For M -variate spectra L(H), the bivariate approximation (2.51) can also be used for pairs
of components to quantify, e.g., their degrees of coupling. Alternatively, our approach makes it
possible to jointly model M ′ data components, 2 < M ′ ≤ M , by making use of an expansion
similar to (2.51) but that involves M ′-variate higher-order cumulants cr1...rM′ with r1 + rM ′ ≥ M ′.
This provides a richer picture for the higher-order coupling of the components, but also raises
the issue of how to interpret coefficients that quantify the coupling of M ′ data components, which
is certainly less intuitive than for the coefficients for data component pairs only. Moreover, the
number of parameters grows fast as M ′ grows. Both issues would to some extent compromise
our initial goal of defining a small number of key parameters that capture the essential part of the
information contained in the shape of L(H). For that reason, in our works we focussed on the use
of pair-wise bivariate approximations.
Results on the quantification of dependence in a stochastic setting. What type of depen-
dence is quantified by the multivariate Legendre spectrum is a fundamental question for mathe-
maticians and practitioners alike. In our work [JI29], we studied this question for stochastic model
processes. We summarize here our main findings for the bivariate case (M = 2) for simplic-
ity. First, we showed that the Legendre spectrum for processes with independent and stationary
wavelet coefficients is given by L(H1, H2) = L(H1) + L(H2) − d, which resembles the outcome
of the co-dimension rule we encountered in Section 2.4.2.2; independence and stationarity des-
ignate this as a baseline, reference shape for the bivariate Legendre spectrum. Then, a major
outcome of our study was that the shape of the spectrum is independent of linear correlation,
and thus any non-trivial deformation of the spectrum (i.e., departure from that reference shape) is
due to dependence that is not quantified by correlation. In other words, the multivariate Legendre
spectrum yields information on higher order statistical dependencies amongst the components,
beyond the linear correlation coefficient. This key feature of the multifractal and Legendre spec-
tra is valid generically in a stochastic setting. An instructive illustration for this result is given by
fractional Brownian motions in multifractal time.

FBm with multifractal time change [JI29]. Let fα1 and fα2 denote two correlated
fBm with self-similarity parameters α1, α2 and point correlation coefficient ρSS , and F1

and F2 two strictly increasing stochastic processes with bivariate Legendre spectrum
LF1,F2

(H1, H2); then the spectrum of the composition fα1
(F1) and fα2

(F2) is given by
Lfα1

(F1),fα1
(F2)(H1, H2) = LF1,F2

(H1

α1
, H2

α2
). It thus does not depend on the linear correla-

tion ρSS , and it depends on the parameters α1, α2 of the fBms only trivially via a contraction
of the H1, H2 axes.

Any non-trivial deformation of the spectra is hence due to dependence not quantified by
correlation. For example, ρSS ≡ 0 obviously implies that fα1

(F1) and fα2
(F2) are uncorre-

lated, while the bivariate Legendre spectrum can be tuned from Lfα1
(F1),fα1

(F2)(H1, H2) ≡
LF1

(H1

α1
) + LF2

(H2

α2
) − 1 when F1 and F2 are independent to Lfα1 (F1),fα1 (F2)(H1, H2) ≡

LF1
(H1

α1
)1H1±α1H2/α2

for fully dependent F1 and F2, regardless of the value for ρSS .

A similar reasoning can be conducted for bivariate MRW, an extension of MRW proposed and
studied in [WLA+18, LAR+18, BDM00] that essentially, makes use of two point-correlated fBms

15 Inspired by the wavelet coherence function, we also proposed to define a wavelet (p-)leader multifractal coherence
function as Cohmf (j) = Cii(j)

/√
C20(j)C02(j), see our work [JI30] for details and numerical results.
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with correlation ρSS and two point-correlated Gaussian processes ωm and ωm′ with correlation
ρMF in a construction similar to the univariate case. Within such models, the coupling parameter
ρMF can be given the interpretation of a multifractal correlation coefficient. Figure 2.22 provides
illustrations for how it controls the shape of L(H) for uncorrelated bivariate MRW.

Legendre spectra for uncorrelated bivariate MRW
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Fig. 4. Legendre spectra. Sample paths (top row), true Legendre spectra L
(middle row) and estimates L̂ (bottom row), for three bMRW with ⇢ss = 0
and ⇢mf = �0.4 (left column), ⇢mf = 0 (middle column), and ⇢mf = 0.8
(right column). The true and estimated minor and major axes are shown in
blue-dashed and red-solid lines, respectively.

average more accurate estimates of the size of the support of
the multifractal spectrum (hence, the domain of joint regularity
fluctuations) than the unconstrained Legendre spectra L, which
are further shrank as compared to theory.

It is worth pointing out that for all the examples considered
in Fig. 4 (top row), ⇢ss = 0. Thus, ⇢bMRW = 0 and Pearson
correlation is unable to distinguish those time series. However,
their multifractal spectra L clearly capture a form of higher-
order statistical dependence beyond Pearson correlation, and
fully characterize these processes (see also [13]). This infor-
mation is conveniently summarized in the natural parameters
✓ and ↵1,2, which characterize the orientation and strength of
joint regularity fluctuations.

V. CONCLUSION

In this work, the identification and estimation of second-
order joint multifractal properties for bivariate processes was
considered. Expressions for second order parameters in natural
coordinates were derived, and shown to provide an intuitive
and versatile description for the higher-order dependencies of
the data. Crucially, these parameters distinguish dependencies
that the usual Person correlation cannot identify. Moreover,
an expression for the joint dependence structure was provided,
enabling a factorization into an (additive) self-similar random-
walk correlation and a (multiplicative) multifractal correlation.
Estimators for the associated (multifractal and correlation)
parameters have been defined, and their performance was
assessed on synthetic data and shown to be highly satisfactory.
These developments open new and promising perspectives for
the analysis of real-world multivariate data, including applica-
tions in neuroscience, which are currently being explored.
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Figure 2.22: Sample paths (top row, increments), theoretical multifractal and Legendre spectra L
(middle row) and estimates L̂ (bottom row), for uncorrelated bivariate MRW (ρss = 0) with multifractal
correlation ρmf = −0.4 (left column), ρmf = 0 (middle column), and ρmf = 0.8 (right column). The true
and estimated minor and major axes of the elliptical support of the spectra are shown in blue-dashed
and red-solid lines, respectively. (Reproduced from [CI60])

Conclusions. The multivariate Legendre spectrum encodes a significant amount of information
on the joint data dynamics, quantified at any statistical order. Our works [JI29,JI30,CI57,CI60]
showed that the multivariate cumulant expansion is a convenient way to express this information
in terms of statistical dependence between the data components: The first-order cumulants n = 1,
c10 and c01, are linear parameters that essentially condense the information obtained from the
covariance function of the process X. The higher-order cumulants n ≥ 1, c20, c02, c11, . . . convey
information on temporal dynamics beyond second-order statistics that are not already encoded in
the covariance functions.

Nevertheless, the picture for interpreting the multivariate Legendre spectrum in terms of data
dependencies remains incomplete so far. On the one hand side, multivariate cumulants for M > 2
data components are less intuitive than bivariate cumulants, whose sole use yields only a partial
picture of the multivariate Legendre spectrum. On the other hand side, there remain technical
subtleties that arise from the fact that the notions of statistical dependence and of coupling of
regularity exponents are not fully congruent. For instance, when ρSS = 0 but ρMF = 1 and
hence F1 = F2 in the above example – a limit case where the multifractal correlation becomes
deterministic – the two fBms and thus the compound process are in fact statistically independent,
but L(H) departs from the co-dimension rule16.

16In fact, the stationarity assumption that jointly with independence would imply a spectrum of shape L(H1, H2) =
L(H1) + L(H2)− d is violated.
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2.4.2.5 Conclusions

How to conduct multifractal analysis of multivariate data is an important issue because the inde-
pendent, univariate analysis of each data component misses any information on the relatedness
between data components. Our works have contributed several important elements to the math-
ematical foundations of multivariate multifractal analysis, which had been studied very little so
far. First, we have theoretically characterized the shape of the multivariate multifractal spectrum
for several important special cases. Second, we have theoretically studied a natural multivariate
extension of the multifractal formalism and shown that, unlike the univariate case, the multivariate
Legendre spectrum can fail to provide an upper bound for the multivariate multifractal spectrum;
this failure is related to the previously uninvestigated issue of synchronicity of regularity exponents
that only appears in the multivariate context. Third, we have studied possible interpretations of the
Legendre spectrum in terms of regularity exponent co-occurrences and of statistical dependen-
cies among the data components. Finally, these contributions have been gathered in a publicly
available multivariate multifractal analysis toolbox that allows practitioners to make use of them
for the study of real-world data.

Our works yielded a number of unexpected outcomes and lead to many interesting research
questions for future investigations, of which we mention a few here. On the theoretical side, our
understanding of the properties of the multivariate multifractal spectrum remains partial, and our
results have shown that the situation is more difficult - but also richer - than in the univariate
case. Similarly, the statistical interpretation of the Legendre spectrum remains incomplete and
requires future work. On the more applied side, the mathematical foundation for a multivariate
multifractal formalism which fulfills the upper bound requirement, which we have proposed and
studied theoretically, is missing a numerical counterpart that remains to be constructed.

Our work has based the multivariate Legendre spectrum on a robust algorithm using wavelet
leaders and backed it up by a number of theoretical results and interpretations, thus the way
is paved for its relevant use in applications. We presented a first exciting preliminary work in
this direction in [CI91], in which we used the multivariate multifractal formalism to investigated
the possible existence of a common multifractal clock in foreign exchange rate time series; this
extends the founding intuitions by B. Mandelbrot for financial time series to the multivariate case,
thus financial markets [Man99b]. Another application to drowsiness detection from biorhythms
was published in [JI34] and is briefly described in Section 2.5.1.6.

2.4.3 Multifractal formalism for non-concave multifractal spectra

2.4.3.1 Motivation and state-of-the-art

An important deadlock in multifractal analysis concerns the estimation of non-concave multifractal
spectra Df (h). Mathematically, there is indeed no reason for Df (h) to be a concave function, and
it is easy to find simple natural examples of such situations. For instance, data that consist of a
mixture of two possibly non-separable portions with concave spectra result into a spectrum de-
fined as the supremum of two (possibly concave) spectra, hence with a dip between the modes of
the two spectra; estimating correctly non-concave spectra may thus permit to detect mixtures and
hence possible non-stationarities or state changes. Another situation concerns multivariate data
scenarios, where multivariate multifractal spectra may be naturally non-concave. A simple exam-
ple is given by a bivariate multifractal spectrum for deterministically related regularity exponents
as defined in Section 2.4.2.2, i.e., H2 = θ(H1), which is concave only if θ is an affine function.
For such situations, the Legendre spectrum estimate L(h) obtained by the multifractal formal-
ism suffers from a fundamental limitation: it is by construction concave and therefore misses the
potentially rich information that is contained below the concave hull of Df (h).

To estimate multifractal spectra, multifractal analysis essentially establishes a link between the
multifractal spectrum and the way the statistics of

h(a, x) =
log (µf (a, x))

log(a)
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appearing in the cornerstone relation (2.5) depend on scale a. There exist several ways in the
literature to establish such a link, the multifractal formalism (2.6-2.7) being one of them. To ad-
dress the limitation for non-concave spectra, a sharper estimate than the Legendre spectrum
can theoretically be obtained from the large deviations spectrum DLD(h), that essentially counts
how many h(a, x) take values in an interval of width ε as a and ε both go to zero. Its practical
use is however severely limited by the necessity to compute the double limit limε→0 lim supa→0,
whose numerical outcome turns very unstable and highly dependent on how the limit variables
are related [AJW15,BG11,Ven02].

Another approach to improve the Legendre spectrum is based on the use of robust statistics
instead of moments and Legendre transforms, thus can be situated somewhere mid-way between
the Legendre multifractal formalism and the large deviation approach. This has been explored in
the Leader profile method proposed in [EKN17], and in the quantile spectrum, denoted LQ(h),
that we proposed and studied in our work [Ch5]. These solutions essentially substitute the use of
intervals of size ε with counting how many h(a, x) are larger than h, that is, the limit in ε is replaced
with the use of the quantiles of h(a, x). They thus do not require a double limit, and they yield
the increasing and decreasing hull of the large deviation spectrum - thus, possibly non-concave
estimates that are sharper than the Legendre spectrum. But they remain nevertheless not fully
satisfactory for two reasons: quantile spectra estimates are less sharp than the theoretical large
deviation spectrum and can, for instance, not detect a ”dip” in the spectrum such as it is obtained
for the above mentioned mixtures; moreover, they require the heuristic tuning of a constant in the
estimation algorithm that has a strong impact on the result. In the following we will not further
follow this path or detail this solution.

Instead, in our work [JI28], we proposed to take a different path. To arrive at a numerically
stable procedure that nevertheless yields possibly non-concave subparts of the large deviation
spectrum as a single limit, we studied the use of a generalization of the Legendre transform
introduced in the context of statistical physics and out-of-equilibrium systems [TB06] for the con-
struction of a generalized multifractal formalism for non-concave multifractal spectra. The main
idea in our approach was to locally alter the quantities h(a, x) associated with the true multifractal
spectrum to force it to become concave, to apply the Legendre transform, and then to subtract
the Legendre transformed impact of the alteration. The key difficulty resided in the proper the-
oretical definition of the generalized multiscale quantities that reproduce these alterations, and
in the design of a statistical estimation framework and numerical algorithm for performing these
operations based on wavelet leaders or p-leaders for discrete data. Our proposed solution thus
retains the numerical benefits of the Legendre transform in a procedure that allows to recover the
large deviation spectrum, hence non-concave portions of multifractal spectra

2.4.3.2 Proposed solution

Generalized Legendre transform. In the following, we will work with the large deviation spec-
trum instead of the multifractal spectrum, whose use is more convenient for technical proofs in
our context17. The Legendre spectrum L(h) (2.7) can be shown to be given by the Legendre
transform, denoted by ?, of the scaling exponents (2.6), L(h) = (ζf )?(h) = infq(1 − ζf (q) + hq),
which are themselves related to the Legendre transform of the large deviation spectrum as
ζf (q) = (DLD)?(q). Therefore, L(h) is the double Legendre transform or concave hull of DLD(h),

L(h) = (DLD)??(h) ≥ DLD(h).

The key advantage of the Legendre spectrum is that it is possible to compute it in a numerically
robust and stable way because, upon averaging (computation of sample moments), the lim inf in
(2.5) can be replaced by a lim, so that exponents can be robustly estimated by log-log regressions.
But since the Legendre transform is always a concave function, L(h) is concave, and the above
inequality becomes an equality only when DLD(h) is also concave.

17It is, for instance, an upper semi-continuous function, unlike the multifractal spectrum D, that can be a function of any
shape [JI28]; moreover, our proposed approach will allow us to recover the large deviation spectrum, which is an upper
bound estimate for the multifractal spectrum.
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In our work [JI28], we proposed and studied a definition that yields a better estimate and
reveals possibly non-concave subparts of DLD(h), but nevertheless leads to numerically stable
algorithms by relying on a modification of the Legendre transform. Following [TB06, CETT06,
CETT05, Tou10], the intuition underlying our construction is to lift DLD by a known and well-
chosen function g, to perform a Legendre-transform-type estimation of the lifted spectrum, and
then to subtract g again to yield a new, sharper bound for DLD.

Definition of Generalized Legendre spectrum [JI28]. Let g : R 7→ R ∪ {−∞} be an ad-
missible continuous function satisfying: i) g(x) → −∞ when x → ±∞; ii) g(x) 6= −∞ on an
arbitrary interval I of nonempty interior; iii) g is continuous on I. The generalized Legendre
spectrum is defined as

Lg(h) , (DLD + g)??(h)− g(h). (2.53)

Then Lg ≥ DLD, and equality holds if and only if DLD + g is concave. Moreover, if g is a
concave function, then

∀h, L(h) ≥ Lg(h) ≥ DLD(h). (2.54)

This definition preserves the computational advantages of the Legendre transform. Just like the
Legendre spectrum L(h), the generalized Legendre spectrum Lg(h) yields an upper bound for
DLD(h). But unlike L(h), the generalized Legendre spectrum Lg(h) can be non-concave and
can hence provide a better bound for the multifractal spectrum. Indeed, if DLD + g is a concave
function but DLD is non-concave, then Lg is non-concave; in this case Lg = DLD while L ≥ DLD.

Illustration of generalized Legendre spectrum

Figure 2.23: Large deviation spectrum (top left), Legendre spectrum (top right), DLD(h) + gγ(h)
(bottom left) and Lgγ (h) (bottom right). (Reproduced from [JI28]).

Choice of functions g. Many admissible choices for concave functions g exist, which enabled
us to recover different non-concave portions of DLD. One example is given by g(x) = −|x|
or translations thereof, which can be used to recover non-smooth points of the spectrum under
additional conditions. Another natural choice is the function gγ(x) = −γx2, that increases the
second derivative of DLD + gγ everywhere by 2γ - thus, as soon as γ is chosen large enough
so that −(d2/dh2)DLD(h) ≤ 2γ on the support of the spectrum, Lg = DLD. For the choice
gγ , the generalized version of the Legendre transform Lgγ provides the parabolic envelope of
DLD, obtained from the set of supporting parabolas [Tou10,CETT05] (in contrast to the classical
Legendre spectrum DLD??, which provides the concave envelope of DLD obtained from the set
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of supporting lines of DLD). In Figure 2.23, the principle of our proposed generalized Legendre
spectrum is exemplified for a non-concave large deviation spectrum composed of two parabola.
It illustrates that Lgγ always provides a better bound than the Legendre spectrum L, and that the
estimate gets better as γ increases.
Finally, the use of several functions g can provide better bounds than the use of one single func-
tion. In fact, we showed in [JI28] that theoretically any large deviation spectrum DLD can be
recovered from the minimum over spectra Lgγ obtained from a (possibly large) collection of di-
lated and translated templates of g.

Theorem [JI28]. Let g be an admissible function. Let {gγ,δ(x) = g(γ(x − δ))}(γ,δ)∈(R+,R)

denote the collection of all dilated and translated templates of g. For any dense countable set
Υ ⊂ R+ × R, and ∀(γ, δ) ∈ Υ,

Lgγ,δ(h) ≥ LΥ(h) , inf
(γ,δ)∈Υ

{
Lgγ,δ(h)

}
= DLD(h). (2.55)

2.4.3.3 Generalized multifractal formalism

To make use of the theoretical definition of the generalized Legendre spectrum (2.53) and of its
theoretical benefits for data, the definition must be cast into a numerical algorithm. The difficulty
with (2.53) is that the term DLD(h) is, of course, unknown - we can only study the properties of
quantities of the form h(a, x) appearing in (2.5). The solution we proposed in [JI28], the general-
ized multifractal formalism, is based on a modification of the classical multifractal formalism that
adresses this issue.
Definition. The key idea of the generalized multifractal formalism is to translate the modification
by a concave function g in (2.53) to a modification of the wavelet (p-)leaders in such a way that
the resulting modified scaling exponents are given by (DLD + g)?. Then, the Legendre spectrum
yields the desired result (DLD + g)??. According to the heuristic arguments of Parisi and Frisch
given below (2.6) that lead to the classical multifractal formalism, we achieved this by modify-
ing the wavelet leaders such that their sample moments behave as 2j(d+qh−D(h)−g(h)) instead
of 2j(d+qh−D(h)): Motivated by the fact that the key relation (2.5) yields the Hölder exponent for
wavelet leaders, we substituted

φj,k ,
log2(`j,k)

log2(2j)
(2.56)

for h and defined the generalized wavelet leaders as

`
(q,g)
j,k , 2j(qφj,k−g(φj,k)). (2.57)

This essentially amounts to artificially increasing the dimension Df (h) by the quantity g(h). The
generalized multifractal formalism was then defined based on the scaling exponents ζg(q) com-
puted from the sample averages of `(q,g)j,k .

Generalized multifractal formalism [JI28]. The generalized Legendre spectrum can be
computes as the Legendre transform

Lgγ (h) = (ζg)
?(h)− g(h), (2.58)

ζg(q) , lim inf
j→−∞

log(〈`(q,g)j,k 〉k)

log(2j)
. (2.59)

For any dense countable set Υ ⊂ R+ × R, with g an admissible function,

L ≥ LQ ≥ LΥ = DLD ≥ Df . (2.60)
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Computation. Just as the classical multifractal formalism, our proposed generalized multifrac-
tal formalism can be used to robustly compute accurate numerical estimates for multifractal spec-
tra of general shape from finite-resolution data. Again, (2.59) in practice amounts to power law
scaling of the average of `(q,g)j,k , i.e., 〈`(q,g)j,k 〉k ∼ Kq2

−jζg(q), and the exponents ζg(q) are estimated
by linear regressions over finite scales j1 ≤ j ≤ j2, just as in (2.12). The estimate for Lg is then
again obtained by Legendre transform of ζg(q), or alternatively in parametric form

(
h(q),Lg(h(q))

)

as in [CMJS89, Wen08]. There is, however, one additional remaining difficulty: The substitution
of φj,k for h relies on the interpretation of (2.5) as `j,k(x) = κ(x)2jh(x), where κ(x) is an unknown
constant. In the limit of fine scales (2.59), this constant disappears, but for finite scales κ(x) leads
to errors in the estimation. To compensate for this finite size effect, we proposed to normalize the
wavelet leaders as `j,k/κ̄, where the constant κ̄ is computed from 〈log2(`j,k)〉k = κ̄ + jc1 upon
replacing pointwise estimates by averages. Based on numerical simulations, we showed that this
simple and easy to compute modification is effective and leads to accurate estimates.

Finally, the practical use of the generalized multifractal formalism based on the sharper esti-
mate (2.55) for families of functions g required the selection of three parameters q, γ and δ, which
cannot be tuned independently. In principle, one would like to use also large values for γ to re-
cover strong non-concavities, and large values for |q| to explore the borders of the support of
the multifractal spectrum. However, this gives rise to a well-known numerical issue in multifractal
analysis, referred to as linearization effect [APW07], which is essentially caused by the largest
coefficient `(q,g)j,k dominating the averages for large q or γ for finite sample sizes. Our numerical
results suggested that, in practice, it is beneficial to make use of moderate values for q and to
instead make use use the shift parameter δ to explore all parts of the support of the multifractal
spectrum.

2.4.3.4 Numerical results

Performance assessment for synthetic data. In [JI28], we conducted a detailed analysis
of the performance of the generalized multifractal formalism based on Monte Carlo simulations
with 1D and 2D synthetic multifractal processes. A representative selection of results obtained for
three multifractal processes is plotted in Figure 2.24. The results show that non-concavity, which is
completely missed by the classical Legendre spectra L(h), is well evidenced and estimated by the
generalized multifractal spectra LΥ, both for single realizations and on average. The generalized
multifractal spectra also outperform the quantile spectra LQ in this respect, which for instance fail
to detect the ”hole” in the spectrum of the concatenated cascades. Moreover, when the multifractal
spectrum is indeed concave, LΥ does not introduce any non-concave artifacts and performs very
similar to the classical Legendre spectrum L(h).
Analysis of a real-world image. Figure 2.25 illustrates the use of the generalized multifractal
formalism for the analysis of a real-world image, consisting of a patch of the spectral band 90
of a hyperspectral image of the Moffet field, acquired by the AVIRIS instrument. The smooth,
well-behaved and artifact-free shape of the estimated multifractal spectra lead us to conclude that
a multifractal model can indeed be reasonably assumed for this image. The Legendre spectrum
and the generalized Legendre spectrum share the same support, and they coincide for large parts
of their support, which indicates that the estimation is robust and stable. Yet, the generalized
Legendre spectrum LΥ allowed us to detect a non-concave behavior for this real-world data,
which splits the spectrum into two modes. Though there is no ground truth for this real-world
image, it is likely that the detected non-concavity suggests that the image is composed of two
different multifractal textures. The classical Legendre spectrum does not permit us to detect the
two modes, and thus leaves the existence of two distinct textures unnoticed.
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Estimation of possibly non-concave multifractal spectra for synthetic data
Data Single realization estimation Average estimation
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Figure 2.24: Single data realization (left column), single data estimation of multifractal spectra (center
column) and average estimation for 100 realizations (right column) for MRW (top row), Lévy process
with Brownian component (center row) and concatenation of two MRW with different parameter H
(bottom row). (Results reproduced from [JI28])

Estimation for the multifractal spectrum of a real-world image
Real-world satellite image Estimated multifractal spectrum
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Figure 2.25: Multifractal analysis of a patch of band 90 of hyperspectral image of the Moffet field
acquired by the AVIRIS instrument. (Reproduced from [JI28]).

2.4.3.5 Conclusions

We constructed and studied a generalized multifractal formalism that permits the numerically sta-
ble estimation of potentially non-concave large deviation spectra. The originality of our solution
consisted in tackling the conceptual limitation of the multifractal formalism to concave estimates
directly at its origin, i.e., in modifying the Legendre transform underlying the multifractal formalism.
That way, the solution preserved the computational advantages of the Legendre-transform-based
multifractal formalism, while we proved our generalized Legendre spectrum to theoretically coin-
cide with the large deviation spectrum. The key difficulty then resided in devising a practical al-
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gorithm that permits this novel theoretical tool to be applied numerically to real-world data, which
was made possible by a modified definition of wavelet leader coefficients.

A main limitation of the use of this generalized multifractal formalism for the estimation of
non-concave spectra is less with the estimation methodology we developed, but with the lack of
models that would enable to interpret what information such non-concave spectra actually capture
in data; this limitation is thus shared by other approaches. Indeed, though it is natural to expect
multifractal spectra to contain non-concave portions because there is theoretically no a priori
restriction on their shape, only a small number of model processes with non-concave spectra
have been defined and studied. This is possibly partially due to the absence of a robust practical
analysis tool. Our work [JI28] may therefore actually spur the definition and study of more refined
and broader model classes. In the meantime, estimated non-concave spectra can nevertheless
be used as tighter, more informative estimations of the multifractal spectrum than the Legendre
spectrum, for instance for classification purposes.

Another open issue is the definition of a relevant summary for non-concave multifractal spec-
tra, that could serve as a substitute for the log-cumulants which had been relevantly used for
this purpose for the Legendre spectrum via the expansion type approximation (2.14). Such an
approximation is also at the heart of the Bayesian modeling and estimation framework we have
summarized in Chapter 2.2. In the context of generalized Legendre spectra, quantities in the
spirit of the log-cumulants could possible still be used for the modified scaling function ζg(q), but
carrying over such a description to LΥ is an open problem that is left for future work. Moreover,
the possibility of observing several non-concavities on the spectrum will possibly require using a
different approach than that taken in (2.14).

2.4.4 Nongaussian multiscale expansions

2.4.4.1 Motivation and related work

The use of multifractal models builds on the a priori assumption that the data are exactly scale
invariant over a large range of scales. This assumption can be too restrictive in applications: it
is, for instance, possible that the cascade mechanisms may not stretch over all scales, or that
certain (ranges of) scales may be corrupted by filtering, or noise. Moreover, the exclusive use
of parameters that quantify solely the relation across scales of the moments S(j, q) or cumulants
Cr(j) (i.e., the scaling exponents or the log-cumulants) can be a limitation. Indeed, the signs or
magnitudes of moments or cumulants at multiple scales - more generally speaking, the probability
distribution function (pdf) at multiple scales - may contain crucial complementary information on
the data dynamics. These limitations call for supplementing scale invariance analysis with a
complementary tool for characterizing the pdfs at multiple scales.

One hallmark of multiplicative cascade models are their non-Gaussian pdfs, that are deformed
from one scale to the other, as described by, e.g., the moments (2.3). An appropriate approach to
characterizing the distributions at multiple scales, without making explicit reference to scale invari-
ance, is therefore to aim at further specifying the non-property ”not Gaussian”, and to quantify it.
One solution to this could consist in the use of classical KL divergence to measure the distance of
the pdf of multiscale quantities from Gaussian; this approach was studied in [KSAY06]. However,
this has the disadvantage of mixing up all types of departure from Gaussian (e.g., heavy tails and
skewness). The cumulants Cr(j), r ≥ 2 are another candidate, since they can also quantify non
Gaussianity. But there is no reason a priori that one single cumulant of a specific order should be
a particularly relevant quantity for measuring departures from Gaussian. Further, Cr(j) of large
order r may be difficult to estimate accurately in practice. This motivates the definition of novel,
versatile non Gaussian multiscale representations.

In [KSAY06, KHW+08], a first non Gaussian multiscale index was proposed. The approach
builds on the celebrated parametric model for the pdfs of velocity increments in fully developed
turbulence elaborated in [CGH90]. This model describes the non Gaussian pdfs and their de-
formation from one scale to the other as a scale mixture of Gaussians, where the variance of
the Gaussian distribution is modeled as a log-Normal distribution with a scale dependent scale
parameter, evoking the definition of MRW in Section 2.1.1.3. This scale parameter serves as a
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Gaussanity index: when it goes to zero, the model tends to Gaussian. All absolute moments of
this model are known analytically, and based on them it is possible to find an analytic expression
and estimator for the parameter. The problem with this index is that, similar to the use of a KL
divergence, it essentially quantifies the strength of non Gaussianity, and it is difficult to distinguish
between different natures of deviations from Gaussian.

In our work [JI27], we proposed a solution that addresses this limitation. It is motivated by
the works [KSAY06,KHW+08] and generalizes them in several aspects. Our methodology did not
make explicit use of a parametric model but instead relies on weighted sums of cumulants with
tunable weights to probe different aspects of non-Gaussianity at multiple scales. The technical
difficulty with this approach is that it requires the computation of a large number of higher order
cumulants, and the joint tuning of a large number of weights. Our solution and contribution lies
in a definition that instead combines several absolute moments of small order to quantify such
weighted sums of cumulants, with weights that are jointly controlled by a small set of parameters.
This enabled us to design a flexible collection of multiscale coefficients that can be tuned to
quantify different types of deviations from non Gaussian. The method in [KSAY06, KHW+08]
appears as a special case.

2.4.4.2 Proposed solution

Definition. To be able to probe the probability distributions of data at multiple scale, we are
lead to study the multiscale quantities µj,k computed on them. In [JI27] we defined non-Gaussian
multiscale indices as weighted sums of the cumulants Cr(j) of multiscale coefficients µj,k at scale
j, of the form

∑∞
r=1 wrCr(j). The motivation and rationale of our definition was that one can probe

different properties of the pdf of µj,k (e.g, any deviation from Gaussian, asymmetry, ...) by relating
the cumulants of the log to the distribution of µj,k and tuning the weightswr, without making explicit
reference to a parametric model. The main difficulty with such a definition is that it may require
the use of cumulants of large order r, which are intricate to estimate accurately in practice. We
therefore aimed at designing an expression that makes use of sample statistics of low statistical
orders only but in which higher order cumulants appear implicitly. Our proposed solution relied
on the relation (2.9) that links the moments of multiscale coefficients to infinite sums of cumulants
as log(Eµqj,k) =

∑∞
r=1 Cr(j)

qr

r! . Inspired by the generalized moments approach introduced in the
turbulence literature [ABB+96], we combined different moments qi of small order in such a way
that they implicitly quantify infinite sums of cumulants with weights wr that can be tuned by the
choice of moments qi.

Non Gaussian multiscale expansion [JI27]. Let µj,k denote multiscale quantities (e.g.,
wavelet coefficients, or p-leaders) computed for data X, and let Lq(j) , log(E|µj,k|q), P ∈ N+

and q = (q1, . . . , q2P ) such that qi 6= 0, qi 6= qj and E|µj,k|qi < ∞. The non Gaussian
multiscale expansion of X is defined as:

L(2P )
q (j), log

(
P∏

i=1

(E|µj,k|q2i−1)
1

q2i−1

(E|µj,k|q2i)
1
q2i

)
=

P∑

i=1

Lq2i−1(j)

q2i−1
−Lq2i(j)

q2i
. (2.61)

Making use of (2.9), it is straightforward to show that

L(2P )
q (j)=

∞∑

r=2

wrCr(j), wr ,

∑P
i=1 q

r−1
2i−1 − qr−1

2i

r!
. (2.62)

Key properties. Our definition was designed to lead to the following main properties.

Property P1: For Gaussian µj,k, the value of the multiscale expansion coefficient equals a con-
stant. Since all absolute moments of Gaussians are known analytically, the constant can
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be computed analytically. Therefore, deviation from this constant quantifies deviation from
Gaussian of the pdfs of µj,k.

Property P2: The multiscale expansion coefficients are designed to be invariant to a change of
scale of |µj,k| - they take on exactly the same value for |µj,k| and σ|µj,k|, σ > 0, say. This is
because such a change of scale only affects C1(j), which does not appear in (2.62) because
the terms qr−1

2i − qr−1
2i+1 are equal to zero for r = 1 for all pairs of moments. This has two

important consequences:

P2.1 For self-similar µj,k, the multiscale expansion coefficients equal a constant whose pre-
cise value depends only on the precise shape of the pdfs of µj,k.

P2.2 The relative behavior at different scales j of the multiscale expansion coefficients is
therefore an indicator for the non Gaussian deformations of the pdfs of µj,k.

Property P3: The relative weighting of the cumulants in the expansion can be tuned and cus-
tomized by choosing the order P and moments q. This versatility can be used to quantify,
e.g., the strength of non Gaussian deformation, or to characterize its nature. Illustrative
examples are given in Section 2.4.4.3.

Property P4: The multiscale indices permit to probe cumulants of high order r, that could turn
difficult to estimate, by using only moments of low orders q.

The historical example in [KHW+08] is obtained as a special case for the specific choice
P = 1, q = (0.25, 2) and the use of detrended increments (i.e., quantities reminiscent of DWT
coefficients) as multiscale quantities µj,k.

The flexibility for the weights in our approach is determined by the degrees of freedom in their
definition, thus by the order P and by what range of values can be used for q. Examples are given
in Fig. 2.26: For order P , one can exactly specify the weights for P − 1 cumulants and can, for
instance, remove P − 1 cumulants of any given order from the sum; when positive and negative
values can be used for q one can remove all cumulants of even order, or of odd order.

Finally, with the additional assumption of scale invariance, the multiscale indices are of the

form L
(2P )
q (j) = Kq + log(2j)

∑∞
r=2 cr

∑P
i=1 q

r−1
2i−1−q

r−1
2i

r! where Kq is a constant and the weights in
the sum are identical to those in (2.61). This property shows that our multiscale indices can be
tied to multifractal models in that case. This could, for instance, be used to construct a test for
non-parabolic multifractal spectra, for which all cumulants of order larger than two are theoretically
non-zero.
Choice of multiscale coefficients. Our methodology could in principle be used for any choice
for the multiscale coefficients µj,k. Unsurprisingly, different choices for µj,k come with different
properties in view of characterization of the deviations from Gaussian for the data X, and in terms
of possible connections with scale-free and multifractal models. For use in conjunction with our
proposed non Gaussian multiscale expansions, the multiscale coefficients can be categorized as
follows.

The class of linear multiscale quantities, including, e.g., (detrended) increments or box ag-
gregate coefficients, or wavelet coefficients, have the key property that they are Gaussian for
Gaussian data: therefore, by Property P1, deviation for Gaussian of the pdfs of µj,k is indicative
of non-Gaussian data. However, this comes at the price of a loss of versatility because no nega-
tive absolute moments q < −1 can be used to define the weights so that, e.g., cancelling all even
or all odd cumulants from the sum is not possible. For the same reason, performance is poor for
probing higher-order cumulants and for the quantification of non Gaussian deformations of the left
tail of the pdf of |µj,k|, which is related to the decreasing part of the multifractal spectrum.

On the other hand, oscillations, leaders and p-leaders are non-linear quantities that are de-
signed for probing multifractality and thus completely compatible with scale invariant and multi-
fractal models. Another key advantage is that it is possible to use both positive and negative val-
ues for the moments in the definition of the multiscale expansion coefficients, which lends them
extra flexibility for probing different non Gaussian properties - such as asymmetry, for instance,
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by cancelling all even cumulants. However, the definition of these multiscale quantities implies
that they are not Gaussian for Gaussian data. This constitutes the main limitation for their use
for non Gaussian indices: they are not quantitative in the sense that the value that the multiscale
expansion coefficients take for Gaussian data can only be computed numerically and depends on
the joint distribution of the data (e.g., on the parameter H for self-similar processes). Similarly, for
the non Gaussian properties of the pdf of the data, it is more difficult to arrive at an interpretation
based on the value of the multiscale expansion coefficients. Nevertheless, under additional tech-
nical assumptions, a change across scale is still also indicative of non-Gaussian deformations of
the pdf of the data - thus, of the non-Gaussian and non-linear multiscale properties that we were
interested in to begin with.
Conclusions. Our proposed non Gaussian expansion coefficients can be tuned to probe differ-
ent aspects of probability distributions. They are computed on multiscale quantities and quantify
the multiscale non Gaussian deformations thereof as weighted sums of cumulants with tunable
weights. The relations of the non Gaussian expansions with the nature of the probability distri-
bution of the data depends on the choice of multiscale quantity. In our work [JI27], we made
use of p-leaders as multiscale quantities and found the benefits to outweigh the inconvenience
stemming from the more complicated interpretation in terms of properties of the pdf of the data.
In particular, in applications, one is often more interested in classification - thus the relation of the
values that the multiscale expansion coefficients take for different pieces of data. Nevertheless,
the theoretical relationship between the cumulants Cr(j) of data and that of p-leaders deserves
further investigations.

Examples for non Gausian multiscale expansion coefficients
notation P moments q cumulants Cr in (2.61) and interpretation
L

(2)
q (j) 2 (0.25, 2) r ≥ 2

any deviation from Gaussian
L

(2)∗
q (j) 2 (−2, 2) even order r = 2, 4, · · ·

mainly symmetric properties of non Gaussian
L

(4)
q (j) 4 (0.25, 0.75, 2.5, 2) r ≥ 3

non log-normal nature of non Gaussian
L

(4)∗
q (j) 4 (−2.5, 2, 2.5,−2) r ≥ 3 of odd order: r = 3, 5, · · ·

asymmetry of non Gaussian
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Figure 2.26: (a): Four examples of definitions for non Gaussian multiscale expansion coefficients
(2.61) (a). (b): Corresponding weights for the cumulants in L(2)(q) with q = (0.25, 2) (top left) and
q = (−2, 2) (top right), and L(4)(q) with q = (0.25, 0.75, 2.5, 2) (bottom left), and q = (−2.5, 2, 2.5,−2)
(bottom right); choices reported in the right column focus on either even (top) or odd (bottom) cumu-
lants, those in the bottom row exclude C2 from the analysis. (Reproduced from [JI27])
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Illustration of non Gausian multiscale expansion coefficients for synthetic data
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Figure 2.27: Non Gaussian indices L(2)
s (q), L

(4)
s (q) defined in Figure 2.26 (a) computed for Gaussian

self-similar fBm (blue solid) and non Gaussian multifractal MRW (red solid) and Compound Poisson
Cascade (CPC, black solid lines); shown are averages and error bars obtained for 100 independent
realizations of sample size n = 215. (Reproduced from [JI27])

2.4.4.3 Examples and illustrations.

Figure 2.26 shows four possible definitions for our non Gaussian multiscale expansion coefficients
(2.61) and the resulting weights in (2.62) (center plots); Figure 2.27 plots results obtained for these
four choices when applied to three different types of processes (bottom plots): Gaussian fBm (blue
solid), log-Normal type MRW (red solid) and non log-Normal Compound Poisson Cascades (CPC,
black solid):

- The first definition (plots on the top left, respectively) corresponds with the historical example
in [KHW+08]. The weights wm obtained when expressed using our expansion coefficients
reveal that this historical example mostly probes C2(j) and C3(j). Its evolution across scales
effectively discriminated Gaussian fBm from non Gaussian MRW and CPC. Yet, it did not
permit us to discriminate between the latter two non Gaussian processes.

- The non Gaussian multiscale expansion can be refined to cancel any cumulant of order
r = R ≥ 2 in (2.61). In the second example (bottom right), the specific choice P = 2,
q = (u, u + t, v, v − t), t 6= {0,−u, v, v − u, } leads to removal of C2(j). This enabled us
to discriminate non Gaussian of log-normal nature from other types of non Gaussian: the
log-normal type MRW is well separated from the more general departure from Gaussian
found in CPC.

- The use of p-leaders as multiscale quantities enabled us to make use of moments of nega-
tive order q in the construction of non Gaussian expansion. In the third example (top right),
this extra flexibility was used to remove all Cr(j) of odd order r from (2.61) with the spe-
cific choice q = (q,−q) for P = 1. It thus permitted us to focus mainly on non Gaussian
properties of symmetric nature. In our numerical illustration, this lead to smaller (relative
to variation with scale) error bars and facilitated distinguishing Gaussian fBm from the non
Gaussian processes.

- In our fourth example (bottom right), negative moments were used to cancel all cumulants
of even order, hence to jointly quantify the asymmetry properties, with the specific choice
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P = 2, q = (q1, q2, −q1, −q2), q1 6= q2. In our numerical illustration, this reduced the
relative error bar size and increased the contrast between log-normal type MRW and the
more general departures from Gaussian of CPC.

2.4.4.4 Conclusions

Our work [JI27] proposed a methodology that complemented multifractal models with information
on departures of the data’s multiscale statistics from Gaussian, without prior assumption of scale
invariance. Our methodology did not make use of a parametric model but instead combined
several absolute moments of small order to quantities that jointly probe infinite weighted sums of
cumulants. This enabled us to design a flexible collection of multiscale coefficients that can be
tuned to quantify different types of deviations from Gaussian. Our methodology could in principle
be used with any choice of multiscale quantity. We studied in particular the use of p-leaders, for
which negative absolute moments could be used, lending the proposed non Gaussian multiscale
expansion extra flexibility as well as a tighter link to multifractal models. The main limitation of
this choice resided in the more difficukt quantitative interpretability in view of the data’s multiscale
statistics, because p-leader coefficients are always non Gaussian, even for Gaussian data. Future
work will therefore study the marginal distributions and their cumulants for p-leaders for simple
process models (e.g., fBm), and the relationship between the change of cumulants of p-leaders
and that of the wavelet coefficients or of the data. Another difficulty in our approach resided in the
design of the weights in the infinite sums of cumulants: on one hand side, this required numerically
solving non-linear systems of equations, except for simple cases; on the other hand side, the
weights were defined implicitly by a small number of parameters, that could be optimized to meet
certain constraints (e.g., cancelling cumulants) and additional penalties (e.g., strictly decreasing
weights, weights that take their maximum for one or several cumulant of certain orders). The
study of such numerical optimization strategies is left for future work. Finally, an extension of
our work [JI27] to multivariate cumulants, compatible with the multivariate multifractal spectrum
and probing different types of multiscale dependence beyond correlation, could constitute another
interesting future research direction.

The proposed non Gaussian multiscale expansion coefficients have been used for the charac-
terization of Human heart rate variability in several applications, detailed in Section 2.5.1.

2.4.5 Conclusions
We have proposed and theoretically characterized methodological solutions for three important
and difficult deadlocks faced by univariate multifractal analysis and the classical multifractal for-
malisms introduced in Section 2.1: First, the standard multifractal formalism was restricted to
univariate analysis, while many applications involve the analysis of several or many data com-
ponents, thus cannot characterize the interrelations of pointwise regularity exponents of different
components; our main contribution consisted in the theoretical and practical study of the proper-
ties of the multivariate multifractal and Legendre spectra. Second, while the multifractal spectrum
can be a function of any shape, the multifractal formalism can only provide concave estimates for
the multifractal spectrum and thus misses potentially crucial information; we devised a generalized
multifractal formalism that allow ed us to recover possibly non-concave large deviation spectrum
estimates with a robust Legendre transform based algorithm. Third, the multifractal formalism re-
quires scale invariance to unfold over several scales to yield robust estimates, but the assumption
of exact scale invariance can be too restrictive in applications; we defined and characterized a
flexible collection of non Gaussian multiscale expansions that quantify departure from Gaussian
and are compatible with scale invariance, yet do not assume it.

For each of our methodological solutions, we have developed, implemented and documented
numerically robust tools that make it possible to actually use them for the analysis of real-world
data. Our theoretical studies of multivariate multifractality and formalisms and non Gaussian
multiscale expansions are not completed, and several interesting and challenging questions con-
cerning their properties, interpretation and links with other concepts that remain open have been
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identified in the conclusions of the respective sections above. To our eyes, the picture is neverthe-
less already complete enough to solidly anchor our proposed methodological tools and provide
theoretical guidelines for the interpretation and validity of numerical results.

Our contributions thus constitute solutions to important limitations of the standard multifrac-
tal formalism that are theoretically well justified and practically robust and effective. There are,
however, a number of other important shortcomings that remain unaddressed, and that are par-
ticularly restrictive for the analysis of images or higher-dimensional data. These are induced by
the following key assumptions that multifractal analysis crucially relies on: 1) the information to
be extracted is only textural (the multifractal spectrum (2.2) is not defined to quantify spatial ir-
regularity of contours); 2) data are homogeneous in the sense that the multifractal spectrum is
constant on the (data) domain over which it is computed (its estimation relies on averaging); 3) it
assumes the data to be isotropic. In many current real-world applications, data are multidimen-
sional and represent several objects - hence are naturally non-homogeneous - that may interact in
an intricate manner along their boundaries, and there is also no a priori reason for isotropic scal-
ing relations along the underlying (unknown) cardinal axes of the data. Each of these deadlocks
corresponds with an original and significant scientific program yet to be unfolded, some aspects
of which we will discuss in more detail in Section 2.6.
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2.5 Applications

Our contributions and developments have been used in several applications in a spectrum of dif-
ferent contexts, covering both natural and man-made signals. Our most important contributions
concern the analysis of Human Heart Rate Variability, the study of Human Brain activity, the clas-
sification of Art works, the multifractal characterization of remote sensing and ultrasound images,
and the analysis of Network traffic. Because it is exemplary for several reasons – it constitutes
one of the fields where scale invariance models have been proposed and used in clinical contexts
for decades, it demonstrates the interplay between several of our proposed methodologies, and it
illustrates that successes for the actual use of methodologies in practice often critically depend on
going the ”extra mile”, for which we developed complementary methodology specifically tailored
to the application – we chose to describe here in more breadth and depth the analysis of Human
Heart Rate Variability in Section 2.5.1. Our other contributions to applications in other contexts
are summarized briefly and in lesser detail in Section 2.5.2.

2.5.1 Human Heart Rate Variability analysis for Mortality Prediction in Con-
gestive Heart Failure Patients

2.5.1.1 Motivation and related works: Human Heart Rate Variability and Scale Invariance

Context: Human Hart Rate Variability (HRV) and its clinical importance. Human Hart Rate
Variability (HRV) signals consist of a sequence of heart inter-beat intervals measured by ambu-
latory electrocardiography using a Holter monitor. Though electrocardiogram (ECG) signals of
Human heart activity appear to be constituted by periodic and well-defined patterns, the heart-
beat intervals actually fluctuate along time in a complex and irregular manner (see Fig. 2.28 for
an example). These fluctuations are known to constitute a valuable information regarding the
health status of human beings and have been used to identify patients suffering from various
pathologies (see [NKW+16] and references therein for a review). Indeed, since it is nearly impos-
sible for individuals to intentionally control thier physiological states and behavioral episodes over
multiple time scales for day-long recordings, these fluctuations are most likely to be generated
unconsciously and are thus considered to provide robust measures reflecting intrinsic charac-
teristics of underlying physiological control mechanisms [AOY03], and possibly also about early
signs of abrupt changes to its states [SBB+09]. Physiologically, these fluctuations are associated
with those of the pacing rate of the sinatrial node modulated mainly by the activity of sympa-
thetic and/or parasympathetic (vagal) nervous fibers via the autonomic nervous system [DS12].
Heart rate in healthy subjects is well controlled by parasympathetic function, and a decrease in
parasympathetic activity evaluated by higher heart rate and reduced HRV is associated with in-
creased risk of mortality in cardiac patients [BGS+09]. Moreover, epidemiological and clinical
data have shown that increased activity of the sympathetic nervous system leads to an increase
in cardiovascular morbidity and mortality [Mal10]. Therefore, HRV characteristics are expected
to serve as prognostic as well as diagnostic markers of various cardiovascular disorders, and its
noninvasive assessment is of great importance.
Related works: Statistical and dynamical analysis of HRV. Despite HRV monitoring being
routinely used in clinical practice, refined analyses of the temporal dynamics underlying HRV have
been and remain the subject of numerous and sustained academic research efforts. HRV time
series were analyzed in several different ways, naturally starting with classical static (or marginal
or first order) descriptive statistics such as the variance of the interarrival times. However, the
seminal contribution [AGU+81] evidenced that temporal dynamics were key to HRV analysis. This
established Fourier power spectral density estimation as a main tool in conventional HRV analysis,
and Fourier based indices such as energy in low (LF, 0.04−0.15Hz) and high (HF, 0.15−0.4Hz) fre-
quency bands and log-spectral slope αPSD served to detect a number of physiological processes
working at different and multiple time scales (see our work [JI17] for an overview and discussion).
However, HRV is driven by intertwined interactions between physiological, neurological mecha-
nisms and mechanical constraints that result in temporal dynamics that are highly irregular and
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complex and cannot be fully characterized based on the assumption of stationary Gaussian linear
processes, so that its analysis requires the use of more advanced statistical signal processing
methodologies. The nonlinear indices that have been proposed for this purpose include scal-
ing exponents characterizing fractal properties and long-range correlations [YH94], multifractal
properties marrying non-linear complexity measures with scale-free dynamics [IAG+99], entropy
measures usually computed using the sample entropy (sampEN) and approximate entropy (apEN)
algorithms [CGP05, CPG08], and non-Gaussian properties [KSAY06, KHW+08]. Some of these
nonlinear indices are expected to provide complementary information on HRV characteristics con-
tributing to better diagnosis and prognosis than conventional time- and frequency-domain indices
and have been examined to some success as mortality risk markers for cardiac patients.

Definition and illustration of RR intervals
RRI HRV (normal-to-normal R-R intervals)

Figure 2.28: Definition of R-R interval (RRI) and 24 hour heart rate variability (HRV). (Reproduced
from [JI17]).

Contributions. In this context, our works [JI17,JI24,JI27] investigated the analysis of the scale
invariance, multifractal and non Gaussian properties of HRV based on some of the methodolog-
ical developments we have described in the previous sections: we proposed to evaluate scale
invariance and multifractality based on the theoretically better grounded, richer and more ver-
satile p-leaders formalism described in Section 2.3, and departures from Gaussian multiscale
distributions with the non Gaussian multiscale expansion coefficients discussed in Section 2.4.4.
These contributions are detailed in Section 2.5.1.3 and 2.5.1.4, respectively. Moreover, in our
work [JI24], we addressed the intrinsic and often overlooked issue that HRV signals quantify
inter-beat times and are therefore actually point processes and not time series, thus require an in-
terpolation step prior to analysis. For this purpose, we proposed and studied the use of an original
point process model that was physiologically inspired by the firing mechanisms leading to HRV.
After fit to the data, the model gave predictions for the instantaneous statistics of the data. The
instantaneous parameters associated with these statistics, some of which are directly related to
the original heart rate data, could then be analyzed at any desired sampling and time scale. This
work is summarized in Section 2.5.1.5. Our works mainly focused on Congestive Heart Failure
(CHF), a pathology for which a priori risk stratification strategies to detect high post-treatment
mortality risk patients are challenging but constitute a major clinical stake that recently received
considerable interest. As major outcomes, we reported state-of-the-art classification and mortal-
ity prediction results for reference CHF HRV datasets, and yielded significant new evidences on
and insights into the temporal dynamics of healthy and pathological human heart beat. These
works have been conducted within my PICS project MATCHA (PI, 2016-2018, see Sec. 1.3) in
collaboration with the University of Tokyo and Osaka University (Japan), and in parts also within
another collaboration that I established in the context of this PICS project, with the University of
Pisa and Politecnico di Milano (Italy).

Finally, in Section 2.5.1.6, we briefly discuss our contributions to other applications that also
involved the p-leader multifractal analysis and non-Gaussian multiscale expansion of HRV: Intra-
partum Fetal Acidosis Detection, Functional brain-heart interplay analysis, Drowsiness detection
from polysomnographic data and Ischemic Stroke prediction in Atrial Fibrillation patients.
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2.5.1.2 Congestive Heart Failure and experimental dataset.

Congestive Heart Failure. Important recent advances in therapy for Congestive Heart Fail-
ure (CHF) patients were reported in medical studies showing a significant decrease in mortality
for patients equipped with implantable cardioverter-defibrillators or undergoing resynchronization
therapy. Deciding a priori which patients should benefit from such costly treatments therefore
constitutes a major clinical stake. However, this requires to devise reliable a priori risk stratifi-
cation strategies, which remains a difficult and challenging task that recently received growing
academic interest and research efforts. One particularly promising strategy for the non-invasive
follow-up and characterization of Congestive Heart Failure (CHF) that had been extensively stud-
ied in the literature was the analysis of HRV [MDLBP13,SA15,HAZ+04,PPB+17]. The possibility
to benchmark with state-of-the-art risk stratification methods for a challenging and clinically im-
portant problem motivated our decision to consider this specific pathology and application to put
to test our methodological developments.
Experimental data. The CHF patient HRV data we analyzed was provided by the Japanese
partners of my PICS project MATCHA (2016-2018) and consisted of 198 longitudinal (24 hours
long) HRV recordings for 3 groups: 39 CHF patients of that died in the follow-up period (NS), 69
CHF patients that survived (SV), and an age-matched healthy (HM) control group.

CHF HRV dataset (reproduced from [JI27]). During a period of two years (2000 and 2001),
a cohort of 61 male and 47 female CHF patients, with age ranging from 21 to 92 (average
66.1 ± 14.8) years was monitored at Fujita Health University Hospital, Japan, out of which
39 (36.1 %) died within the follow-up period of 33 ± 17 months (range 1-59 months). Medi-
cation status before hospital discharge did not significantly differ between survivor (SV) and
non-survivor (NS) patients. (cf. [KHW+08] for further details). Before discharge from the Hos-
pital, a 24-hour Holter ECG recording was collected for each single patient. R peaks were
extracted from the HRV recordings and thoroughly reviewed for detection error correction and
outlier removal. When atrial or ventricular premature complexes occurred, they were han-
dled by median interpolation using two successive beats. Moreover, it has been checked
that no sustained tachyarrhythmias were present in the recordings. For comparison, we use
an age-matched healthy (HM) control group of 90 subjects. The study was approved by the
ethics committee of Fujita Health University and conformed to the principles outlined in the
Declaration of Helsinki. All patients provided written informed consent.

2.5.1.3 p-leaders multifractal analysis of HRV for healthy subjects and CHF patients

p-leaders multiscale HRV analysis. In our works [JI17,JI27], we studied the scale invari-
ance and multifractal properties for the HRV data described in Section 2.5.1.2 using the p-leader
multifractal formalism. The RR inter-arrival time values extracted from the HRV recordings were
resampled at 4Hz using cubic splines and analyzed as a time series, denoted as X = {xn, n =
1, . . . , N}. A preliminary analysis showed that the time series for all subjects were characterized
by negative uniform regularity, i.e., not locally bounded and thus preventing the direct application
of classical wavelet leader multifractal analysis. The critical Lebesque index p0 defined in (2.38)
was found to be positive and thus p-leaders multifractal analysis well-defined for 0 < p < p0 for
many of the subjects. However, for a small subset of subjects the data was found to be very
irregular, ηf (p) < 0 ∀p > 0, and thus even p-leaders were undefined, possibly due to spurious
artifacts. These subjects could have been excluded from our study, but in order not to compro-
mise the statistical significance of the results by reducing the number of subjects, and to be able
to compare with results reported in the literature, we instead systematically analyzed the primi-
tive of the data, for which p0 � 0 for all subjects. Our results then showed that different values
for p lead to similar average estimates for the multifractal spectrum, and that p = 1 yielded best
discrimination results, corroborating the prediction obtained from simulations for synthetic data in
Section 2.3.3.3. The analyses were performed using a Daubechies wavelet withNψ = 3 vanishing
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moments. Differences between groups were assessed with pairwise Wilcoxon rank-sum (WRS)
test p-values, and further using Kaplan-Meier cumulative survival curves (KMSC) and the Mantel-
Haenszel (MH) log rank test for the case NS vs. SV.
Result: Scale invariance and multifractal properties of daytime HRV. HRV analysis are usu-
ally performed for data recorded on awake subjects because the sympathetic-parasympathetic
balance is altered by sleep [FGC+90]. In a first experiment, we therefore performed the analy-
sis of the daytime HRV for a 6 hour long block; in Fig. 2.29 (a) shows the results obtained for
the p-leader cumulants Cr(j). Scale invariance was observed for all groups over several octaves
corresponding to time scales form 5s to 170s, i.e., corresponding to LF and very low frequency
(VLF, 0.0033-0.04 Hz) of historical spectral analysis, consistent and corroborated those results.
Observed scale invariance also justified investigation of multifractality, whose existence in day-
time HRV had historically been postulated in the literature [IAG+99] but based on theoretically
less well-grounded formalisms. Fig. 2.29 (b) shows average results for state-of-the-art multifrac-
tal p-spectra estimated for all groups over these time scales and permitted us to confirm such
conjectures: our results provided clear evidence for the existence of short-term cascade-type
mechanisms underlying HRV for both healthy and CHF subjects for time scales below 3 min-
utes. Our results also suggested a clear difference between spectra for healthy subjects and CHF
patients, with a decrease in regularity and increase in multifractality for the latter, yet with more
subtle potential differences between the CHF-SV and CHF-NS groups. A quantification of these
differences using WRS p-values showed that while the differences in multifractal dynamics of HRV
were found to be extremely significant between the healthy and CHF groups, they were not for NS
vs. SV subjects, excluding their use as indicators of mortality risk in CHF. Similar results and con-
clusions were obtained for spectral and information theoretic analysis methods that are commonly
used in HRV analysis (LF & HF energy, LF/HF, αPSD, sampEN, apEN).

Cumulants Cr(s) for daytime HRV
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Figure 2.29: Subfigure (a): Cumulants Cr(s) as a function of scale s (in seconds; averages and 95%
error bars) for daytime HRV. Subfigure (b): Multifractal spectra D(h) (averages and 95% error bars)
for scales (5.3s, 170.7s) for daytime HRV. (Reproduced from [JI27])

Result: Circadian evolution of multifractality of HRV. In a second experiment, we studied the
evolution of HRV scale-free properties over a whole day made possible by the 24 hours long
recordings. Fig. 2.30 plots the results obtained for the multifractal properties across time, quan-
tified by log-cumulants cr for 2h long blocks with 1h overlap. Our results provided evidence for a
clear circadian evolution of the short-term cascade-type multifractal mechanisms underlying HRV
for the healthy group. In particular, we put to evidence a decrease in c1 and c2 that is caused
by the deactivation of sympathetic predominance during sleep [FGC+90]. We also observed a
significant increase of the magnitude of c4 during sleep, which had not been reported before and
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could be related to non Gaussian heavy tailed behavior caused by intermittent changes of sleep
stages [KSA+05]. a comparable circadian modulation of the multifractal properties of HRV can-
not be observed, suggesting that the sympathetic-parasympathetic balance does not follow the
circadian cycle of healthy subjects. In particular, it lacks a daily period with reduced or without
sympathetic activity.
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Figure 2.30: Circadian evolution for estimates for log-cumulants cr (left to right columns; median and
2.91 ·mad/

√
N ) obtained for 2h long windows with 1h overlap, plotted as a function of window central

time for HM & CHF (top row) and NS & SV (bottom row). (Reproduced from [JI27])

Conclusions. Our analysis of HRV for healthy subjects and CHF patients yielded several
important outcomes. It confirmed previously reported results on the scale invariance and multi-
fractal properties of daytime HRV, but relying on a theoretically better grounded tool with better
estimation performance than those used in previous studies. Our investigation of the 24h evolu-
tion of multifractality over short time windows indicated that HRV is characterized by short-term
cascade-type dynamics. Moreover, it indicated a clear difference between these dynamics be-
tween healthy subjects and patients. However, our investigation of the discriminative powers of
such differences quantified by the multifractal spectrum (log-cumulants) lead to mostly negative
results: The multifractal properties of daytime HRV were found to be discriminative between the
HM vs. CHF groups, but only weakly or not between the NS vs. SV groups.

Though also not found significant, the use of different higher-order cumulants Cr(s) at selected
time scales s lead to better results, pointing to the potential role of non-Gaussian statistics for CHF
risk stratification. This motivated us to propose a more refined analysis and study of the multiscale
statistical properties of HRV; this work is summarized in the following section.

2.5.1.4 Non-Gaussian multiscale expansions for mortality prediction in CHF patients

Non-Gaussian multiscale properties of HRV. In our works [JI27], a detailed analysis of the mul-
tiscale statistical properties of HRV for healthy subjects and CHF patients was conducted based
on the non Gaussian multiscale expansion we presented in Section 2.4.4. Our results showed
that they converge to a constant – thus, Gaussian statistics – for time scales beyond 3 minutes,
an inherent and key characteristic of multifractal cascades, thus further corroborated our conclu-
sions on the short term cascade-type multifractal nature of heart rate dynamics.
Figure 2.31 (a) reports our results for the four non Gaussian multiscale expansion coefficients we
exemplified in Section 2.4.4 (Figure 2.26) for short-term HRV. Overall, they showed that the statis-
tics of HRV display clear and pronounced departures from Gaussian with important differences
between all groups and times, thus pointed to the possibility of making the use of such properties.
A first analysis of the circadian evolution of the non Gaussian expansion coefficients indicated a
nighttime increase in non Gaussianity for healthy subjects caused by stronger departures from
log-Normal. These departures were found to be particularly strong at time scales ∼ 100s, for
which heavy tails in distributions had been previously reported [KSA+05]. A similar circadian evo-
lution is not present for CHF patients. This could be related to sympathetic-dominant autonomic
imbalance for this group.
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non Gaussian multiscale expansion coefficients L
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Figure 2.31: Subfigure (a): Non-Gaussian multiscale expansions coefficients L
(2)
q (s) and L

(4)
q (s) for

daytime HRV as a function of scale s (in seconds; averages and 95% error bars). Subfigure (b):
Wilcoxon rank sum test p-values for CHF vs. HM and NS vs. SV. (Reproduced from [JI27])

Result: Discriminative power of non Gaussian multiscale properties of HRV for CHF. As
a major outcome of our work, we found that non Gaussian multiscale expansion coefficients can
provide useful indices for mortality prediction for CHF patients. Figure 2.31 (b) reports the WRS
p-values corresponding to the Gaussian multiscale expansion coefficients shown in subfigure (a).
All four indices are found to be significant for the discrimination between the NS vs. SV groups for
certain time scales in the LF and VLF regime.
Figure 2.32 reproduces KMSC curves and MH log rank test results, quantifying mortality risk
prediction powers, for two selected non Gaussian indices (L(2)

q (85.3) and L
(4)
q (21.3)), and the

combined use thereof. It also provides a comparison with results obtained for the entropy based
sampEN and apEN indices and shows that the non Gaussian indices performed significantly bet-
ter. The specific index L

(2)
q (85.3), which is a wavelet based version of the increment-based non

Gaussianity index proposed in [KHW+08] discussed in Section 2.4.4, leads to similar performance
than those reported therein, as expected.
As a main outcome, our results showed that the combined use of non Gaussian indices can sig-
nificantly improved predictive power. Here, the use of the particular indices (L

(2)
q (85.3),L

(4)
q (21.3))

yielded state-of-the-art classification accuracy of 73%. These results confirmed that the precise
nature of non Gaussian multiscale statistics is an important factor for CHF HRV characterization,
and lead to the important conclusion that non Gaussian expansion indices are useful and effective
for its quantitative assessment and yield powerful indicators for mortality risk in CHF.

Mortality prediction results
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Figure 2.32: Kaplan-Meier Survival Curves and Mantel-Haenszel (MH) log rank test for (from left
to right): wavelet equivalent of non Gaussian index from [KHW+08]; combined use of our proposed
non-Gaussian multiscale expansion; sampEN and apEN. (Reproduced from [JI27])

Conclusions. We constructed several specific p-leaders based non Gaussian multiscale in-
dices and individually evidenced them to possess high discriminative abilities between NS and
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SV CHF patients for specific time scales, substantially improving upon spectral, entropy and mul-
tifractal based indices. The combined use of two different non Gaussian multiscale indices lead
to state-of-the-art results for mortality prediction in CHF patients. This combined use was made
possible by the versatile non Gaussian multiscale expansion coefficient framework we developed
in Section 2.4.4.
Perspectives. Our results clearly motivate the systematic study of different combinations of
higher order cumulants within this framework, and the precise assessment of the combined pre-
dictive power of non Gaussian indices for mortality risk in CHF patients. They also suggested the
investigation of the independent predictive power of the non Gaussian expansions in a combined
use with baseline clinical characteristics (blood urea nitrogen, brain natriuretic peptide) relevant
in CHF, and for classification or risk stratification in other cardiology related pathologies or clini-
cal contexts. Finally, prediction as based on simple linear discrimination (threshold) in our work
[JI27]; the combined use of several indices could be conducted more relevantly within a nonlinear
machine learning framework.

2.5.1.5 Multifractal Point-Process Modeling of Heartbeat Dynamics

Methodological contribution: point process model based multifractal analysis. We have
seen that multifractal analysis of human heart-beat dynamics provides promising markers of Con-
gestive Heart Failure (CHF). Yet, it crucially builds on the interpolation of RR interval series, which
has been generically performed with limited links to CHF pathophysiology (above, using cubic
splines). In our work [JI24], we proposed and investigated a novel approach for estimating multi-
fractal autonomic dynamics from heartbeat-derived series that are defined in the continuous time,
thus making uninformed interpolation obsolete. The key idea was to merge multifractal analy-
sis within a methodological framework based on a physiologically-plausible probabilistic model
of heartbeat generation. Specifically, p-leaders were computed over measures extracted from
instantaneous statistics of probability density functions characterizing and predicting the time un-
til the next heartbeat event occurs: The unevenly sampled RR interval series was described
with inverse-Gaussian pdfs - as it models the integrate-and-fire mechanism of the cardiac con-
traction [BMAB05] - with time-varying auto-regressive mean and shape parameters. All param-
eters were estimated with a Newton-Raphson procedure to compute local maximum-likelihood
estimates. Details on the model and fit procedure can be found in [BMAB05]. The framework
allowed for a quantitative characterization of autonomic features based on instantaneous time-
and frequency-domain estimations, in particular instantaneous estimates of the RR interval mean
(µRR) and standard deviation, time-varying RR interval autospectrum and frequency domain fea-
tures derived thereof. In Figure 2.33, we plot multiscale representations for three different models
for RR intervals: the raw RR sequence, cubic spline interpolation, and RR interval mean estimates
µRR. The results show that the representations are essentially equivalent for large time scales,
but that the proposed framework allowed to better recover fine time scales, in particular for the
higher order statistics (C3(j) and C4(j).
Results: Mortality prediction results for CHF. In our work [JI24], we studied the effective-
ness of multifractal markers estimated within this novel framework for the prediction of mor-
tality in severe CHF. To be able to specifically investigate the effect of the interpolation to in-
stantaneous quantities that the point-process model conducts, which affects finer scales more
than coarse scales, we studied two different scale-localized feature sets: the Hurst exponent H
and log-cumulants cr estimated over local slopes, and 2nd order structure functions S(j, 2) and
cumulants Cr(j), computed for all of the above point-process based time series. NS vs. SV
classification was performed with nonlinear support vector machines (ν-svm with sigmoid ker-
nel, LIBSVM package [CL11]), with leave-one-out parameter tuning and training and recursive
feature elimination. Our best classification results were obtained for the multiscale feature set
(S(j, 2), C1(j), C2(j), C3(j), C4(j)) for j corresponding to a time scale of 7s, where the interpola-
tion has significant impact. As an important outcome, our framework yielded high classification
performance, with accuracy of 79% (sensitivity 90%, specificity 68%), which was significantly
better than other results previously reported in the literature.
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Cumulants for 3 time series models for CHF HRV data
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Figure 2.33: Multiscale representations for the 3 different data modeling, for SV an NS subjects
(median values). (Reproduced from [JI24])

Conclusions. The transformation of RR interval sequences to time series requires interpola-
tion. We proposed to substitute this step by making use of a physiologically inspired point process
model and performed HRV characterization on the continuous-time features associated with this
model. Our results suggested that the approach might provide critical information in devising a
clinical tool for individualized prediction of survivor and non-survivor CHF patients. It also yielded
better prediction results than those we reported in [JI27] for non Gaussian multiscale expansions,
yet cannot be directly compared because those results were obtained without any feature selec-
tion procedure, and moreover with a simple linear classifier. The investigation of the combined
use of both approaches thus clearly constitutes a promising research direction.

2.5.1.6 Other applications involving the multifractal analysis of HRV

p-leader HRV analysis for Intrapartum Fetal Acidosis Detection. The interpretation and
analysis of intrapartum fetal heart rate helps clinicians to identify and extract fetuses at risk before
asphyxia and severe long term consequences. It is commonly performed using cardiotocogra-
phy, the simultaneous recording of fetal heart rate and uterine contractions. The early detection
of fetal acidosis from such signals remains a challenging signal processing task. In our works
[CI12,CI25,CI31], we proposed and studied the use of the p-leader multifractal formalism to ex-
tract relevant markers from fetal heart rate. The p-leader multifractal features yielded best perfor-
mance for small values of p and thus better performance than previous attempts based on wavelet
leaders. An additional original contribution of our work was the use of sparse support vector ma-
chines for classification from p-leader multifractal features, which jointly perform feature selection
and classifier optimization during training, with the aim to achieve a clinically relevant feature se-
lection. An interesting outcome was that the first selected feature was the Hurst parameter H,
a linear feature related with the spectral slope αPSD that has long been studied for classifying
pathological HRV, and then selects non-linear multifractal features (i.e., c2 and c3), which reduced
the false negatives by 26% and significantly improved detection accuracy.
Drowsiness detection from polysomnographic data. In recent works, we considered the
problem of detecting drowsiness, defined as an intermediate state between awake and sleep
[YPLJ18], from several light non-invasive modalities related to the cardiovascular, respiratory and
brain states. Drowsiness is a major factor in high rates of vehicle accidents. The use of non-
invasive biomedical signals for drowsiness detection is an important and open issue that has re-
cently received considerable interest, see, e.g., [ACC20] and references therein. Our work made
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use of 4-variate time series - HRV, blood pressure, respiration, EEG - extracted from the MIT-BIH
Polysomnographic database18. In our work [JI34], we proposed to study drowsiness detection
for the first time based on the multivariate multifractal formalism described in Section 2.4.2. The
parameters associated with the joint multifractal spectrum were estimated within a novel Bayesian
estimation framework I am currently developing with my PhD L. Leon in the context of my ANR
project MUTATION (see Sec. 1.3). Importantly, our work showed that the parameters c11 and
ρMF associated with joint multifractality are significant for drowsiness detection and, when used
jointly with univariate multifractal features c1 and c2, help to achieve detection performance similar
to the state of the art when using a basic random forest classifier. In our work [CI89], conducted
with my PhD C. Lucas, we studied the use of multivariate Hurst eigen-exponents19 for drowsiness
detection and obtained results that showed that, similarly, the use of quantities that characterize
the joint dynamics of these multivariate time series benefits detection performance. In our work
[CI84], we studied the problem from a deep learning perspective, with slightly better but compa-
rable performance; the difficulty and probable limiting factor encountered there was the limited
amount of available data. A more generic issue in all of these works is related to the definition
of drowsiness, which is a transitional state that was here substituted with binary classification
between awake and light sleep states. Overall, these preliminary works deserve to be further
developed, but showed the clear potential of multivariate self-similarity and multifractality param-
eters for real-world data problems. They opened interesting perspectives, pointing for instance
to the possibility of a hybrid approach in which self-similarity and multifractal features are used
jointly with learnt features in a lighter network design.
Functional brain-heart interplay analysis. In an international collaboration that I initiated
within my PICS project MATCHA (PI, 2016-2018, see Sec. 1.3), I studied the dynamic connec-
tions between the central nervous system and the autonomic nervous system, known as functional
brain-heart interplay, from joint EEG/ECG/HRV time series recordings under a cold pressure ex-
periment. Our work made use of the methodology I developed and described in the previous
Sections (non Gaussian multiscale expansions, p-leader multifractal analysis), and of multivari-
ate Hurst eigen-exponent estimation. The main outcome of our study was that our results showed
that significant bodily, sympathovagal changes affected the functional brain-heart interplay beyond
second-order statistics and extended to multifractal dynamics. This provides a platform and opens
the perspective for defining novel nervous-system-targeted biomarkers. The work was published
in [JI33,CI81] and conducted with the PhD student V. Catrambone of my collaborators.
Scattering transform for predicting Ischemic Stroke in patients with Atrial Fibrillation. Atrial
fibrillation is an identified risk factor for ischemic strokes, causing a loss in atrial contractile func-
tion that favors the formation of thrombi and thus increases stroke risk. It produces highly irregular
and complex temporal dynamics in ventricular response RR intervals, whose analysis is hypoth-
esized to provide predictors for ischemic stroke. In our work [JI23], we proposed to characterize
these complex and nonlinear dynamics using the scattering transform, a methodology that is more
geared towards learning and designed to mimic convolution neural networks in the wavelet do-
main, but was shown to be able to quantify multifractality [Mal12, BMBM15] and possibly also
bears links with multiscale non Gaussianity quantification yet to be explored. We analyzed the
heart rate of a cohort of 173 patients from Fujita Health University Hospital in Japan with the scat-
tering transform and made use of sparse support vector machines to yield predictions that were
also informative on the importance of the individual features for detection. The scattering coeffi-
cients were found to play a significant role in predicting ischemic stroke, notably for patients not
receiving antithrombotic treatment, and our proposed approach yielded state-of-the-art results.

2.5.1.7 Conclusions

The fluctuations of the Human heart rate are a significant and valuable source of information
related with the health of human beings, and HRV is being routinely analyzed and monitored

18https://physionet.org/content/slpdb/1.0.0/
19My works on multivariate Hurst eigen-exponent estimation are not described in detail in this manuscript. They are

briefly summarized in Section 2.7.

https://physionet.org/content/slpdb/1.0.0/
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in different contexts of clinical practice. Despite its widespread use and motivated by past suc-
cesses, the modeling, analysis and characterization of the temporal dynamics underlying HRV is
an important and difficult issue and an active academic research topic. The principal difficulty that
is encountered is that human heart rhythm is controlled by complex interactions between physi-
ological and neurological mechanisms that yield highly irregular temporal dynamics that cannot
be relevantly model and analyzed using standard linear signal processing technologies. In this
context, we proposed several important methodological contributions: We investigated the use of
the novel nonlinear multiscale markers offered by the p-leaders multifractal formalism developed
in Section 2.3, and by the non Gaussian multiscale expansions defined in 2.4.4, for character-
izing HRV in healthy subjects and patients. To address the significant issue of interpolating RR
sequences to HRV time series, we proposed an original solution merging multifractal character-
izations with a physiologically plausible statistical model for human heart rhythm. Our research
efforts mainly focussed on the in-depth study of one important clinical application, that of risk
stratification for CHF patients. As major outcomes, our methodological contributions allowed us to
achieve state-of-the-art results for this difficult prediction problem. Moreover, our results yielded
significant insights into the temporal dynamics of healthy and pathological human heart beat, sug-
gesting alterations between healthy subjects and patients not only to daytime HRV but also to the
circadian evolution of the short-term cascade-like dynamics that we evidenced. The proposed
methodologies were also studied in other applicative contexts involving HRV signals, including
fetal heart rate, drowsiness detection, ischemic stroke prediction, and functional brain-heart inter-
play analysis, yielding significant outcomes.

Our works open to a panel of important future research directions. On the methodological side,
systematic study of the benefits and versatility offered by our non Gaussian multiscale expan-
sion framework within a nonlinear classification framework with feature selection is an open issue
whose study could potentially lead to significant improvements for the identification of pathological
states from HRV data. Also, the potential benefits of involving analyses for several p-exponents,
or 2nd generating exponents, for classifications has not yet been fully explored. Our recent pre-
liminary works on drowsiness detection also deserve to be further developed. Another important
research track concerns the characterization of other illnesses and biorhythm signals. Indeed,
the sympathetic nervous system activity is thought to be an important factor in many health prob-
lems, not only in cardiovascular diseases but also in the development of a wide variety of chronic
illnesses [McE98]. Therefore, multiscale analysis characterizing the intermittent nature of HRV
may have widespread applications in various fields of health management. Finally, on a more
prospective level, our works point to the potential exploration of the ubiquitous, longitudinal but
potentially low quality heart rate and biorhythm recordings made available by the proliferation
portable personal devices such as smart watches in the perspective of personal fitness or health
monitoring.

2.5.2 Other applications
Our methodological developments have been used in a variety of other applicative contexts, and
have lead to a number of significant contributions therein. We made the choice of focussing on
one application - the study of HRV detailed in the previous section - because it illustrated the joint
use and interplay of different methodological developments we proposed towards an applicative
goal. Here we will only briefly outline these other works and contributions to the analysis of Art
works, human Brain dynamics, Network traffic, Remote sensing images and Ultrasound Imaging.

2.5.2.1 Investigation and Classification of Art works

Context and motivation. The development of image processing tools for assisting Art scholars
and Conservators with the investigation and classification of Art work arose recently as a research
topic and has attracted growing interest. In several interdisciplinary efforts, research teams and
museums have gathered to built research programs, datasets and challenges with the goal to
push forward the emerging field of computer assisted Art investigation.
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I have actively participated and contributed to two of these research programs. The Image Pro-
cessing for Art Investigation (IP4AI) program, which essentially focussed on tools for the classifi-
cation (dating, attribution, forgery detection) of paintings and drawings, for which several datasets
were made available: one consisting of paintings and forgeries thereof created by the same artist
under controlled conditions (Princeton experiment), a set of digitized versions of authentic Bruegel
drawings and several imitations (made available by the NY Metropolitan Museum of Art, USA)
and paintings by Van Gogh and contemporaries (from the Van Gogh and Kröller-Müller Muse-
ums, Netherlands). The Historic Photographic Paper Classification Challenge (HPPC), initiated in
2012 by the Museum of Modern Art (MoMA) in New York, had prepared a reference database of
120 scans of historic photographic paper with known brand, finish, fabricant and date of produc-
tion, for the development and assessment of statistical tools and markers for classification, as well
as a larger database of 2491 scans of historic photographic papers that also contained samples
with unknown or contested origin, or date for which similarities with labeled samples were to be
identified. These works were conducted in collaboration with P. Abry, N. Pustelnik, S. Roux and
R. Leonarduzzi (ENS Lyon) and S. Jaffard (UPEC, Paris).
Methodological contributions and results. Motivated by earlier work on the multifractal anal-
ysis for Jackson Pollock [RCEW08], we proposed to conduct the classification of paintings and
drawings within the IP4AI project based on the Art work’s textures, quantified by the fractal and
multifractal properties evidenced over length scales 0.5×0.5mm2 to 5×5mm2 using wavelet lead-
ers; an illustration is given in Figure 2.3. Among the methods proposed by the different research
teams participating to the challenge, our proposed approach yielded one of the top classification
scores for the IP4AI datasets. These works have been published in [JI7,CI14].

The classification of historic photographic paper into similar groups based on the regularity
of the texture required the development of a novel theoretical tool that could account for data
anisotropy, which is an important property in photographic papers. The methodological solution
we proposed consisted of the use of anisotropic self-similar models, whose scale invariance and
anisotropy coefficients can be relevantly quantified by a theoretical tool termed hyperbolic wavelet
transform. The similarity matrices between samples obtained by using multifractal attributes de-
rived from hyperbolic wavelet coefficients closely reproduced that attributed by experts and were
among the best performing approaches proposed within the HPPC project. These works have
been published in [JI11,CN6,CN11,CI16,CI26,CI35,CI63].
Outcomes and impact. Our works received considerable interest and public coverage. Our
works on the analysis of paintings of Van Gogh had been selected by CNRS to be exposed as
part of a giant fresco displayed to the public in the corridor of the Paris Montparnasse subway
station in fall 2015. It was also covered by a Press Communiqué of the Physics Institute of CNRS.
The works we conducted in the context of the HPPC project lead to an interview with the Scientific
Magazine “Paul Sabatier” (published 03/2015). The analysis of the larger database with unknown
samples permitted the identification of clusters that were interesting according to the art experts
involved in the study: on one hand, clusters were obtained that were a priori not surprising yet
reassuring to the experts, thus confirming the effectiveness of our proposed approach; on other
hand, a number of clusters were unexpected to the experts and stimulated novel interpretations
(e.g., a cluster of photographs of Stieglitz and Weston, which worked during different periods with
different techniques and materials; this motivated investigations that showed that these artists had
regular correspondence by mail and potential artistic influence on each other). These works lead
to a joint publication in one of the leading Journals on Art Conservation [JI9].

2.5.2.2 Study of human Brain dynamics

Context and motivation. Slow and infra-slow macroscopic brain dynamics has received con-
siderable interest in recent years. The scale-free paradigm is playing an increasingly crucial role
for the analysis of various modalities of neuroimaging data. It is nowadays commonly used to eval-
uate whether arrhythmic fluctuations in ongoing or evoked brain activity are related to pathologies
(e.g., Alzheimer, epilepsy), or task performance. However, the success of multifractal analysis
in neurosciences remained so far contrasted. Though considered relevant when applied to fMRI
data (see, e.g., our works [CAR+07, CARW09] conducted during my PhD thesis), the actual im-

http://www.papertextureid.org
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pact and interpretation of the obtained results is less clear and remains subject of debate. Indeed,
assessing the role of slow arrhythmic fluctuations requires the use of a large continuum of time
scales and thus of long time series, hence raising concerns regarding the use of scale-free tools
on fMRI data that typically consist of relatively few time samples. Further, scale-free analysis
remained so far mostly univariate, that is, voxels are analyzed independently, hence neglecting
their spatial organization.

In the context of magnetoencepholagraphic (MEG) recordings of Human brain activity, scale-
free dynamics are also postulated to play an important role in cognition and behavior, and ef-
fective sample size for assessing scale-free phenomena is less of an issue, cf., e.g., [VdVBM10,
HZSR10, GGL15]. To study such research questions under an experimental paradigm, the use
of functional connectivity analysis, usually entailing uncovering interactions between remote brain
regions, has been put forward. In MEG, specific indices (e.g., Imaginary coherence ICOH and
weighted Phase Lag Index wPLI) were developed to quantify phase synchronization between time
series reflecting activities of distant brain regions and applied to oscillatory regimes (e.g., α-band),
see, e.g., [SND07, VOVW+11], and [ADMV+12] for related work on brain functional networks for
fMRI. These are, however, in general not geared towards scale-free models and analyses, for
which a wavelet based alternative was proposed in, e.g., [ABMLB08].
Our works in this context were conducted within the ANR project MULTIFRACS (see Section 1.3).

Estimated multifractality parameter maps for fMRI data
resting state task

III. FMRI DATA: ACQUISITION & EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

Experimental design. In verbal n-back working memory
tasks, subjects were instructed to attend to visual sequences
of serially presented upper-case letters, displayed during 1s
with an inter-stimuls interval of 2s. All letters of the alphabet
were used. Each run consisted of an alternating sequence
of 8 blocks comprising 0-back and n-back tasks, with n
increasing over runs.

Subjects were instructed to determine whether each pre-
sented letter was the same as that presented n stimuli before
(n-back, with n = 1, 2, 3). In the control (0-back) task,
subjects had to identify the occurrence of the letter X . The
ratio of targets to distractors was about 30% within each
block. Participants were instructed to respond to targets by
pushing a button with their right thumb. Responses and
reaction times were recorded.
Data acquisition. fMRI data were acquired at 3 Tesla on
a Siemens Trio system (Erlangen, Germany). Resting-state
fMRI images were recorded while the participant was at
rest with eyes closed. Use was made of a multi-band GE-
EPI (TE=30 ms, TR=1 s, FA=61�, mb=2) sequence (CMRR,
Minneapolis, USA) with 3-mm isotropic resolution and a
FOV of 192⇥192⇥144 mm3. 543 scans were collected for
a total acquisition duration of 9min10s. Task-related (n-
back, n = 0 : 3) fMRI data were collected using the same
experimental setup except that only 512 images (8min39s)
were acquired per run, one run for a specific contrast
of interest (e.g., 1-back vs 0-back). 40 participants were
scanned.

IV. REGULARIZED MULTIVOXEL MULTIFRACTAL
ANALYSIS FOR FMRI DATA

Analysis parameter setting, comparison protocol. Wavelet
analysis of fMRI were performed using a Daubechies least
asymmetric mother wavelet with N = 2 vanishing mo-
ments. Scales 22  2j  25 were used, essentially corre-
sponding to frequencies ranging in 0.02  f  0.19.

For Bayesian inference, parameters are set to Nmc =
16000 for the number of iterations used in the MCMC
procedure. Ten integral scales (IS) were considered meaning
that the MF properties were estimated over 55s-lasting non-
overlapping windows and then averaged over IS.

For the spatially regularized estimation, the regularization
hyper-parameter was set to ⇢i = ⇢ = 1, 8i. It has been
checked that results and conclusions reported here do not
significantly differ with the tuning of these parameters.

Because the multifractality parameter c2 is by definition
negative, all plots below report �c2 read as a quantification
of the amount of multifractality. All plots were generated
using nilearn (nilearn.github.io). The classical linear
fit, univariate Bayesian and spatially regularized Bayesian
estimates are reported and compared. They are labelled
respectively as LF (for Linear Fit), as IG (for the use of
an Inverse Gamma prior in Bayesian inference) and GaMRF
(for the use of a GaMRF prior for spatial regularization).

Because the present work intends to be a proof-of-
principle contribution, and for the sake of clarity in com-

Left sagittal Coronal Right sagittal Axial

Fig. 1. Resting state (�c2)-maps estimated from the LF, IG and GaMRF
procedures (top to bottom).

menting the result, results are reported here for a single
individual arbitrarily chosen (subject-level analysis). Similar
findings were observed when analyzing other subjects.
Resting-state analysis. Fig. 1 compares estimates computed
from resting-state data. A first obvious outcome is related
to the fact that the range of estimated �c2 is very large
for the LF estimates. This is a direct consequence of the
fact that LF estimates show poor estimation performance
with notably very large variance for small sample size,
as is the case for fMRI signals (' 500 samples). Also
estimates are both positive and negative because the LF
procedure does not force a priori the estimate of c2 to
be non-positive. A positive c2, as observed in the occipi-
tal cortex (primary visual areas, blue areas in Fig. 1 top
row), hence actually indicates the absence of multifractality.
Conversely, the IG and GaMRF estimates of c2 naturally
vary in a much narrower and same range, validating the
theoretically documented significant decrease in estimation
variance [16]. These two estimators both clearly indicate
significant multifractality in the resting-state networks, and
specifically in the default mode network (posterior cingulate
cortex, bilateral angular gyri, clearly visible (dark red) in
axial view in Fig. 1[bottom]). Prominent scale-free dynamics
in the DMN was already reported from resting-state fMRI
data in [3] but this finding was only supported by large Hurst
exponent estimates (i.e. H ' 1). Here, we provide evidence
for richer, i.e. multifractal, resting-state brain dynamics in
the DMN, which is much more enhanced using the GaMRF
estimate for c2. This clearly illustrates the direct benefit
of the GaMRF spatial regularization procedure, which can
be regarded as a first attempt to multivariate multifractal
analysis, as opposed to the LF or IG based analyses that
remain univariate. Also, the values retrieved by the Bayesian
estimators are lower in magnitude due to the involved priors
which tend to shrink c2 to zero when the likelihood is less
informative.

Left sagittal Coronal Right sagittal Axial

Fig. 2. Task (3-back run) (�c2)-maps estimated from the LF, IG and
GMRF estimators (from top to bottom).

the 3-back run that provides the most salient differences
between estimators. The 1-back and 2-back runs lead to
similar conclusions but with less pronounced amplitude.

A global comparison of all estimates in Fig. 2 (task)
versus those of Fig. 1 (rest) shows an overall increase of
multifractality during task, an interesting result per se, which
confirms earlier findings [8], [9]. Fig. 2 further confirms
that the LF estimator yields estimates spread in a much
larger range, hence having a large variance, a consequence
being that it is difficult to assess variations of multifractality
across the brain. Conversely, the IG and GaMRF show much
better contrast and indicate clear differences between regions
showing multifractality (large �c2) and others with little or
no multifractality (c2 ' 0). Notably, the GaMRF procedure
shows significant multifractality in the bilateral parietal re-
gions (cf. sagittal and axial views in Fig. 2[bottom]) which
belong to the working memory network (WMN), and are
hence obviously involved into the designed task. Large
multifractality is also reported in the occipital cortex due
to the delivery of visual stimuli and in the cerebellum due
to its connections with sensory systems.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

The present contribution showed the benefits and relevance
of performing a multivoxel regularization for the estimation
of multifractal attributes for the characterization of scale-
free temporal dynamics in fMRI data, as opposed to the
classical and so far state-of-the-art approach that consists
in performing multifractal analysis independently on each
voxel and hence not exploiting voxel geometrical proximity.
Interestingly, this multivoxel-based regularization of multi-
fractal analysis shows an increase of multifractality during
task in brain regions (Working Memory Network) involved
in performing the task. This is a confirmation of earlier
findings showing their temporal dynamics to appear more
irregular and more bursty (more multifractality, larger |c2|)

often accompanied with less global structure, or correlation
(lower c1) (cf. e.g., [8], [9]). At rest, larger multifractality
is also reported in the Default Mode Network confirming
the predominance of scale-free dynamics in this circuit, as
already reported in the literature. For the proof-of-principle
and ease of exposition, results were reported here at the
subject-level only. Group-level statistical analysis are being
performed, and the analysis of the whole cohort should
hopefully confirm that multifractal properties, well assessed
by the spatially regularized approach proposed here, could
be considered as a viable metrics for brain analysis purposes.
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Figure 2.34: Resting state (left) and Learning task (right) maps for the multifractality parameter (−c2)
estimated with linear fit (LF), Bayesian estimation with inversa Gamma (IG) and joint GaMRF prior
distributions (top to bottom). Richer multifractal resting state dynamics in the default mode network
and task-related multifractality in the bilateral parietal regions of the working memory network appear
clearly with the Bayesian joint GaMRF prior based estimates. (Reproduced from [CI54])

Contributions. To take advantage of the large amount of voxels recorded jointly in fMRI, we
conducted the analysis within the novel Bayesian estimation framework described in Section 2.2.
In our work [CI55], spatially regularized estimates for the the self-similarity parameter c1 permitted
to quantify the modulations of the scale-free dynamics from rest to a working memory task from
fMRI data collected for 21 healthy volunteers. In our work [CI54], the benefits of the regularized
estimation of the multifractality parameter c2 using GaMRF priors to favor positive correlation
between information for a given voxel and neighbor voxels were illustrated by comparison against
classical multifractal analysis on fMRI data collected on one subject, again at rest and during
a working memory task. In both cases, the Bayesian multifractal analysis framework lead to
significantly improved results. For the self-similarity parameter, significant modulations could be
identified in the default mode network and in some regions involved in task performance such as
primary visual regions or the supplementary motor area. For the multifractality parameter, though
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not yet statistically significant because based on a single-subject study, increased multifractality
is observed in task-negative and task-positive networks, respectively; Figure 2.34 provides an
illustration.

In our works [JI32,CI61], we addressed the open issue of defining a phase-based connectivity
index that is compatible with scale-free brain dynamics. Specifically, we proposed new indices
based on complex wavelet analysis, dedicated to assess functional connectivity in the scale-free
regime. Using synthetic multivariate scale-free data, we demonstrated the potential and efficiency
of these new indices to assess phase coupling in the scale-free dynamics range and showed that
it is significantly more robust than Fourier transform based alternatives. From MEG data for a
cohort of 36 individuals, we demonstrate that they constitute highly sensitive indices to capture
significant and meaningful group-level changes of phase couplings in the scale-free (0.1, 1.5)
Hz regime between rest and task conditions. Moreover, our results showed that only our new
coupling indices are able to capture brain plasticity in the infraslow scale-free regime.

2.5.2.3 Network traffic analysis

Context and motivation. In the mid-90’s, it was shown that the statistics of aggregated time
series from Internet traffic departed from those of traditional short range dependent models, and
were instead characterized by asymptotic self-similarity. Following this seminal contribution, over
the years, many studies have investigated the existence and form of scaling in Internet traffic. The
topic has since ceded to be among those that are “hot”, and the Internet has at the same time
evolved in an amazing way, in terms of technological capacity increase (bandwidth, volumes,. . . ),
number of users, diversity and number of services, applications, behaviors, and so on. In our
works [JI19,CI27] we revisited scaling in Internet traffic from today’s perspective, using modern
state-of-the-art analysis tools the development of which we contributed to, and now available
longitudinal data records. The works were conducted in collaboration with R. Fontugne (NII/IIJ,
Tokyo, Japan), D. Veitch (UT Sydney, Australia) and P. Abry (ENS Lyon).

Multifractal parameter estimates for longitudinal Internet traffic data
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Fig. 5. Long term Evolution along the 14 years. For the 1176 15-min traces, Median-LDs (top) and comparisons between Global (black) versus Median
(red)-based estimated scaling exponents at CS (middle) and FS (bottom).

remainder of the regular background traffic, thus significantly
affecting traffic statistics and scaling properties at all scales.
Global-LDs are hence polluted by this anomalous traffic,
both at CS and FS, and their use would lead one to conclude
that traffic undergoes a periodic modulation of its statistics
and scaling properties, while this is actually due to the
intermittent occurrence of the anomaly. Conversely, Median-
LDs provide practitioners with a robust characterization of
the background traffic, not altered by the trinocular anomaly.
Median-LDs (and corresponding estimated parameters)
display a remarkable constancy over time along the 3 days,
thus showing the stationarity of intra-day statistical properties
of Internet traffic, with minimal impact of the diurnal cycle.

Interestingly, a careful inspection of the Median-LDs for
C2(j), Fig. 4 (top right), still shows a residual 24-h modulation
(C2(j) computed during 6-h day-time blocks differ from
those computed during 6-h night-time blocks). The Source
IP Address has been chosen here as flow (hashing) key for
sketching traffic. This allows trinocular (produced from a
same IP Address) traffic to be concentrated into a single sketch
output. However, this generates a response traffic, far lower in
volume yet anomalous, which is not similarly concentrated.
Robustness to that response traffic is indeed not achieved by
hashing on Source IP Address, but would instead be obtained
using Destination IP Address as the hashing key. In practice,
one should thus ideally perform hashing on both Source
and Destination Addresses. This indicates that LD C2(j)
corresponding to a refined and detailed analysis of statistical
properties at all statistical orders, i.e., beyond correlation, may

thus be more impacted by remaining anomalous traffic than
are LDs C1(j) and log2 Sd(j), which essentially quantifies the
2nd order statistics.

B. 15-Min Traces

Fig. 5 reports, for the 15-min traces, the Median-LDs (top)
and compares the scaling exponents, as a function of trace
collection time, estimated from Median-LDs to those of
Global-LDs, for CS (middle) and FS (bottom). Global-LD
estimates show a very large daily variability, far too large to
be consistent with statistical estimation fluctuations. Common
practice would trust such estimates, and lead to the (incorrect)
conclusion that traffic scaling is not a robust property, as
estimates keep changing. However, automated inspection of
MAWI traces shows that there is almost no single day with-
out significant anomalies [27], [59], [66], [67]. Global-LDs
are thus essentially shaped by anomalous traffic. Conversely,
Sketch-LDs (top row) and the corresponding estimated scaling
parameters display a significantly reduced variability from one
day to the next. Such variability is consistent with bootstrap-
estimated statistical fluctuations, following procedures well-
assessed in [50]. These observations constitute a significant
indication for constancy of CS scaling over the 14 years.

Further, inspection of Fig. 5 shows an actual (mild yet
clear) change in scaling exponents and scaling ranges,
separating two roughly piecewise constant periods, from
Jan. 2001 to June 2006 and from Oct. 2006 to Dec. 2014,
respectively. Interestingly, summer 2006 corresponds to the
link update, mentioned in Section II. This shows that a network

Figure 2.35: 14 year evolution of fine-scale multifractality estimates for 15 min traces of MAWI back-
bone data. The anomaly-robustified median-sketch estimates (in red) are remarkably constant over
time. A slight shift in Hurst parameter h and c1 in 2006 that can be related to a link update, and varia-
tions around years 2004-05 correspond to the period of intense Sasser virus traffic. (Reproduced from
[JI19])

Contributions and outcomes. To deal with and robustify against anomalous traffic, a mainstay
and major difficulty in modern internet traffic that fatally distorts its statistical analysis, we made
use of random projections or sketches (random sets of flow-preserving sub-traces) that was pre-
viously developed by some of my collaborators. Our main contribution in this work consisted in
the precise assessment of scaling properties, the empirical measurement of multifractality using
wavelet leaders and the detailed analysis for a dataset spanning an unusually long period: 14
years, from the MAWI traffic archive, thereby allowing an in-depth longitudinal analysis of the
form, nature and evolutions of scaling in Internet traffic, as well as of network mechanisms pro-
ducing them. Our results showed that a biscaling (two ranges of independent scaling phenomena)
regime is systematically observed: long-range dependence over the large scales, and multifractal-
like scaling over the fine scales. This biscaling regime is a property that has remained remarkably
stable both in terms of the qualitative shape of log-diagrams and in the values of the scaling ex-
ponents across the 14 years, thus showing that the unprecedented evolution of the Internet has
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not caused any significant changes in the temporal dynamics of Internet traffic time series. An
illustration for fine scale multifractality is provided in Figure 2.35. Moreover, our study provided
as another significant outcome numerical evidence for a mechanism that relates fine scale multi-
fractal scaling, for which previously no model had been proposed, to typical IP packet inter-arrival
and to round-trip time distributions.

2.5.2.4 Multifractal analysis of Hyperspectral images

Context and motivation. As already pointed out in Section 2.2.4.1, the increasing spatial
resolution of hyperspectral (HS) remote sensors requires the development of new processing
methods capable of combining both spectral and spatial information. To that end, several authors
attempted the use of textural models based on fractal and multifractal concepts, yet limited by the
use of fractal dimension only or the use of numerically unreliable algorithms.
Contributions. Our works [JI12,JI25] conducted with our Bayesian estimation framework for
multifractal parameters are already described in detailed in Section 2.2.4.1. In addition, in our
work [CI29], we conducted a detailed analysis of the multifractal properties of hyperspectral im-
ages using the wavelet leader multifractal formalism, both in space and along the spectral dimen-
sion. These experiments suggested that multifractal analysis can provide relevant spatial/textural
attributes that encode information that is complementary to that provided by the spectral informa-
tion contained in the image pixels, and could in turn be employed in tasks such as classification
or segmentation.

2.5.2.5 Multifractal analysis of Ultrasound images

Context and motivation. Tumor tissue classification and segmentation from ultrasound (US)
imaging constitutes one important example of application in which scale invariant models are
increasingly considered relevant. Several mathematical models explain tumor growth in space
and time with monofractal features, and ultrasound speckle scaling and fractal dimension have
been shown to be determinant parameters for classification and have been used to segment
abnormal regions, see, e.g., [LB09, LCH03, ANV14, S+19]. However, all of these results are
based on the empirical analysis and classification for real-world images, and whether scaling and
multifractality observed in ultrasound images are potentially correlated with those of tissue – and,
more generally, how the US imaging operators influence the analysis – remained largely unclear.

Estimated multifractal spectra for ultrasound images of thyroid

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 5. (a) B-mode image representing a thyroid with a malignant tumor, with blue (healthy tissue) and red (tumor) rectangles
highlighting the analysed patches. (b-d) Multifractal spectra estimated from the respective RF, envelope and B-mode images.

below correspond to averages and standard deviations of esti-
mates computed over independent realizations.

Fig. 3 plots average estimates for the self-similar pa-
rameter c1 (top) and the multifractal parameter c2 (bottom)
obtained for MRW, TRF, RF, envelope and B-mode images,
respectively, as a function of the values for (c1, c2) prescribed
for MRW. Estimations for MRW perfectly match the pre-
scribed values, confirming the accuracy of the wavelet leader
multifractal formalism [8]. As far as the simulated TRF and
US images are concerned, Fig. 3 yields the following con-
clusions: For the B-mode image, neither c1 nor c2 estimates
reveal changes in the multifractal properties of the MRW
tissue model. For the TRF, RF and envelope images, the val-
ues estimated for the parameter c1 capturing self-similarity
is also insensitive to changes in the value that is prescribed
for MRW. However, the estimated values for the parameter
c2 that measures multifractality strongly correlate with those
prescribed for MRW.

Fig. 4 proposes a more quantitative analysis and plots the
average and standard deviation values for c1 (with constant
c2 = �0.06) and for c2 (with constant c1 = 0.5). The results
confirm that the estimates for the multifractality parameter c2

for the simulated TRF, RF and envelope images strongly cor-
relate with the values prescribed for c2. In other words, these
images enable us to measure the multifractality of the syn-
thetic tissue. This is not the case for the B-mode image, for
which c2 ⇡ 0. The results also show that the estimates for c1

for any (TRF, RF, envelope and B-mode) simulated image are
not coherent with the values for c1 prescribed for the MRW
underlying the simulation. One potential explanation for this
observation could be that the independent random amplitudes
of the scatterers in the TRF generation process bury the self-
similarity c1 of MRW.

4.2. Illustration for experimental data

We complement the simulation study with a result on an in
vivo image acquired from a patient with a malignant thyroid
tumor. Multifractal spectra were estimated for two image
patches extracted from the tumor and the healthy thyroid tis-
sue, respectively. To match the simulation, the patches were

interpolated to images of size 512 ⇥ 512, with isotropic ax-
ial and lateral resolution of ⇡ 6.5µm. The B-mode image
and these two patches are shown in Fig. 5(a). In this ex-
periment, only the US modes (RF, envelope and B-mode)
were available. Thus, three pairs (healthy vs. tumor) of mul-
tifractal spectra were estimated and are plotted in Fig. 5(c-
d). We observe that the spectra estimated from the B-mode
image are not highlighting any difference between the two
tissues. However, the spectra estimated on RF and envelope
images have different shapes for the healthy and pathologi-
cal tissues. These different shapes are reflected by different
values c2 < 0, which is precisely the parameter that was ob-
served to correlate with the multifractal properties of tissues
in the above simulations. These differences could hence indi-
cate a change in multifractality for the tissues. The position of
the modes of the spectra, quantified by c1, are observed to co-
incide - hence to be not discriminative - for the US images for
both tissues, in coherency with the above simulation results.

5. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

Multifractal analysis for US images aims at providing addi-
tional, quantitative information about the human tissues and
has proven useful in classification or tissue characterization
tasks. This work studied the relevance and interpretability
of the estimated multifractal properties with respect to those
of the tissues themselves through a simulation case. Its main
originality comes from the simulation of US data from images
with available multifractal ground truth, enabling the compar-
ison of multifractal parameters estimated for US image with
those of the multifractal ground truth, and assessing their cor-
relation. In this model we observed that (i) while self-similar
properties can be buried, the truly multifractal behavior is pre-
served in US images compared to the simulated tissues and
(ii) B-mode images bear no multifractal ressemblance with
simulated tissues. Results on real-world US images of tissue
lead to similar conclusions. Our study opens several perspec-
tives including a theoretical analysis of the simulation results,
evaluation of the impact of deconvolution algorithms giving
access to the TRF, and the analysis of in vivo data sets.

Figure 2.36: (a) B-mode image representing a thyroid with a malignant tumor, with blue (healthy tissue)
and red (tumor) rectangles highlighting the analysed patches. (b-d) Multifractal spectra estimated from
the respective RF, envelope and B-mode images. (Reproduced from [CI65])

Contributions. Our works in this context have been developed within my ANR JCJC project
”MUTATION” (see Section 1.3), geared towards devising quantitative US imaging based indices
for cancer follow-up, and were the topic of a local collaboration with members of the MINDS-
IRIT team. In [CI65], we proposed a simulation pipeline that models ultrasound images when
the tissue reflectivity is assumed to be a multifractal function. Through simulation, this permitted
us to show that multifractal parameters characterizing the tissue are not altered by the imaging
process as long as the images are not log-compressed (B-mode). This promising result empir-
ically grounded the use of multifractal models for characterizing tissue in ultrasound. Moreover,
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our results showed that multifractal parameters were correlated with human thyroid tissue types
(healthy, malignant), thus potentially point to their usefulness in classification of tissue types; an
illustration is provided in Figure 2.36. Using a similar simulation pipeline, in our work [CI78], we
studied for the first time the precise impact of the point spread function and deconvolution oper-
ators on estimated multifractality in controlled conditions. The results showed that deconvolution
can help in recovering fine scale information and thus improve multifractality quantification accu-
racy, and point to the interesting open issue of defining image priors that help preserve or restore
local regularity fluctuations, or scale invariance.
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2.6 Conclusions and perspectives

In this manuscript, I presented a significant part of the main contributions I obtained during the
10 year period as a CNRS researcher following my PhD and PostDoc. These presented contri-
butions are situated in the overarching context of scale invariance and multifractal models and
analysis. My work as a PostDoc, and most of my other main contributions, are briefly summa-
rized in Section 2.7. The contributions and insights I proposed in this manuscript are the fruit of
several co-directions of PhD students, of master students and of interns, all of which are detailed
at the beginning of this document, and of numerous collaborations with colleagues from IRIT (A.
Basarab, L. Chaari, N. Dobigeon, D. Kouamé, J.-Y. Tourneret), from other French laboratories (P.
Abry, P. Ciuciu, S. Jaffard, R. Leonarduzzi, C. Melot, S. Roux, S. Seuret), from other European
laboratories (Y. Altmann, R. Barbieri, G. Valenza, S. McLaughlin) and from other continents (K.
Kiyono, P. Messier, M.E. Torres, H. Touchette, Y. Yamamoto).

I have presented several contributions to modeling via the generalization of singularity char-
acterizations to a new family of versatile regularity exponents with extended range of definition,
the p-exponents, the definition of new 2nd generation exponents for characterizing the precise
nature of pointwise singularities, and the formulation of a non Gaussian multiscale expansion
methodology for the study of multiscale statistics.

I have proposed several contributions to multifractal analysis and formalisms that were moti-
vated and guided by needs in applications caused by conceptual limitations of previous formula-
tions. In this manuscript, I have presented new multiresolution quantities, the p-leaders, that gen-
eralize classical wavelet leaders and make it possible to quantify p-exponent regularity and define
a multifractal formalism for the estimation of the p-multifractal spectrum from data with potentially
negative regularity. I have presented a theoretically guided solution to correct for finite-size effects
that would otherwise severely corrupt this new formalism. I have also presented theoretical con-
tributions to the joint multifractal analysis of multivariate data or of several regularity exponents,
have shown that the naı̈ve extension of the multifractal formalism to the multivariate case does
not in general provide an upper bound estimate for the multivariate multifractal spectrum, estab-
lished theoretical conditions for its validity, and characterized the properties that the multivariate
Legendre spectrum captures in a stochastic setting. Moreover, I have proposed a generalized
multifractal formalism that makes it possible to compute an estimate for non-concave multifractal
spectra with a robust, Legendre transform based algorithm.

For its use of multifractal analysis in practice for data modeling, analysis, classification and in-
terpretation crucially relies on accurate estimates for the multifractal spectrum. I have presented
several contributions geared towards the statistical estimation of the leading-order (mode and
width) parameters characterizing the multifractal spectrum. I proposed a novel and generic model
for the multivariate statistics of log-wavelet leaders that can serve as a likelihood for different pa-
rameter estimation approaches or as the basis for other statistical modeling and inference tasks.
I presented an equivalent Fourier domain model that requires the use of collections of latent vari-
ables but is computationally much more convenient. Finally, I have proposed several different
Bayesian models and estimators for multifractality parameters that made use of conjugate uni-
variate and Markov random field based joint priors and can be computed efficiently.

Finally, I have presented several applications within which we used parts of the proposed
methodological tool, and for some of which I proposed additional, dedicated contributions. I have
in particular presented the applications I studied that involved the analysis of Human heart rate
variability, specifically for the prediction of mortality in congestive Heart failure patients, which also
lead to physiologically relevant insights, for Intrapartum Fetal Acidosis Detection, for Ischemic
stroke prediction, for drowsiness detection and for the study of functional brain in-heart interplay.
But I also briefly presented my other contributions to applications that build on some of the pro-
posed tools, situated in the context of Art Investigation, the study of Human Brain dynamics, the
study and modeling of Internet traffic, remote sensing images and quantitative ultrasound imaging.

The works I presented here lead to a number of open questions, most of which I already
mentioned in the respective sections. Here, I will focus on the research topics that I plan to work
on in the next years.
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Bayesian estimation for multifractal analysis. The Bayesian estimation framework that we
presented in Section 2.2 is a major step forward for empirical multifractal analysis and its use
has been largely documented and validated numerically for synthetic and real-world (1D and 2D)
data. Nevertheless, it would be of interest to study the theoretical performance of the models (for
instance, using frequentist and Bayesian bounds in the spirit of [BBT08]). This is also of great im-
portance to practitioners to guide experimental designs or hyperparameter selection, or to assess
confidence in estimation results.
An important issue is the study of a statistical model for the multivariate multifractal formalism
and the estimation of the multivariate multifractal spectrum whose definitions and properties were
discussed in Section 2.4.2. The multifractality parameters for multivariate data are naturally ma-
trix valued and more difficult to estimate than for the scalar-valued case considered in Section
2.2, thus making the design of a statistical estimation methodology crucial. In the context of the
PhD of L. Leon, we have already started investigating a generalization of the statistical model
presented in Section 2.2.2 to Gaussian random vectors and inverse Wishart prior distributions for
the parameters. A key difficulty here is the design of efficient algorithms, since the model can
no longer be fully diagonalized in the Fourier domain. Another question concerns the definition of
joint prior distributions for collections of multivariate data (e.g., multitemporal collections of images
comprising several spectral bands), for instance with matrix-valued MRFs yet to be defined, in the
spirit of the works presented in Section 2.2.3.
Another open question concerns the design of robust estimators for multifractal parameters. The
theoretical and practical effects of additive noise on multifractal analysis have been studied else-
where and can practically be controlled by proper selection of the analysis scales [LTA14a]. The
impact of outliers (in the data or wavelet leader domain) is more intricate to model and han-
dle in practice due to averaging in the estimation. The statistical model we proposed in Sec-
tion 2.2 offers the opportunity to study such issues and define strategies to counter their im-
pact on estimation performance, for instance in the spirit of works on robust (co)variance estima-
tion [ZKOM18,OPP20] our Bayesian models designed for outlier detection.
Finally, our work has so far been limited to the study of a second order model for the multifractal
spectrum. While this permitted us to derive simple informative models and highly efficient algo-
rithms for the estimation of its mode and width, it cannot quantify higher-order information on data
intermittency. Moreover, it has been studied only for the special case p = ∞ (classical wavelet
leaders) within the rich and versatile novel p-leaders regularity characterization we presented in
Section 2.3. Both issues will require the study of more general, non-Gaussian statistical models.
As a starting point for the first issue, we will consider (scale) mixtures of Gaussians; as an entry
point for defining generic models for p-leaders, we will theoretically investigate the statistics of
local `p norms of wavelet coefficients for reference model processes. In any case, the use of a
non-Gaussian likelihood will then make it necessary to find new strategies for arriving at a model
that leads to efficient parameter estimation algorithms.

Multifractal analysis for non-homogeneous data. So far, the contributions we presented in
this manuscript relied on the critical assumption that the multifractal spectrum is constant for the
data domain over which it is computed. However, in many situations, this a priori assumption is not
realistic. Instead, time series can be subject to changes, and data in multiple dimensions are in
general composed of multiple regions with distinct homogeneous textures at unknown locations,
thus preventing practical estimation by simple averaging. Since the localized estimation of (by
nature non-local) scale invariance is challenging, a first approach to address this crucial problem
will be to study the use of patch-based estimation as proposed in Section 2.2.3 with different joint
prior distributions (e.g., Potts models [RVF+11]).
We will also investigate the issue from an inverse problem perspective and study instead joint
estimation-segmentation strategies, formulated as hierarchical Bayesian models and operating
directly on (p-)leader coefficients. Such an approach has the key advantage of not being limited
to fixed (patch) geometry and (spatial/temporal) resolution, yet is significantly more difficult to
model and will require exploring the possibly combined use of different strategies (e.g., using
data augmentation [DM01], circulant embedding [GF17], approximate message passing [YC07])
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to arrive at a formulation that leads to efficient parameter inference algorithms; the derivation
of expectation-maximization or variational Bayes type algorithms will also be explored. Another
possibility that will be studied is to change modeling paradigm to a frequentist (maximum likelihood
estimation) or deterministic approach [PWAD16].
More generally, an “inverse problems” approach will also allow us to consider other degradation
operators. In particular, we will address the study of the joint estimation of multifractal parameters
and possibly spatially varying blur operators. We found that deconvolution is crucial to the use of
multifractal models in ultrasound imaging [CI78] and many other applications, and we will study
the estimation of blur operators in hierarchical Bayesian models. As an important ingredient,
we will investigate new types of image priors that preserve pointwise regularity properties, for
instance based on cascade-type models. Finally, we would like to investigate the detection of
changes to multifractality, building for instance on methodologies for covariance-based change
detection [MGO+21] or hierarchical Bayesian models for change detection.

Modeling and analysis of fractal boundaries. A complex boundary - i.e., the interface sepa-
rating two distinct regions in an image, such as a coastline - may be the most emblematic example
of a fractal object. It may therefore appear surprising that the state-of-the-art tool for studying
collections of objects that convey information not only in their different textures, but also in the
heterogeneity and irregularity of the boundaries separating them, currently remains limited to cal-
culating its fractal dimension. This constitutes a significant deadlock in view of the paramount
importance of characterizing boundary irregularity in a variety of applications in, e.g., material
sciences, quantitative urbanism, perceptional psychology and Art, medical and tumor imaging.
We already mentioned that this important issue motivated the first mathematical definition and
study of p-leaders [JM05], yet their practical use for this purpose remained unsuccessful so far.
We believe that the broader understanding of the properties of p-exponents and p-leaders that we
have now, also concerning their numerical properties and finite size behavior, will make it possible
to give a new birth to this original and important research topic.
In particular, the exploratory theoretical analyses [JM05] lead to conjecture that the variation with
p of the decay rate of p-leaders is related to the degree of boundary irregularity at a given posi-
tion in a subtle way, with the major difficulty of extremely fast decay rates; this points to exploring
modifications to the thermodynamical arguments leading to the multifractal formalism to establish
a theoretical link between these variations and the boundary multifractal spectrum. Moreover, the
fact that the decay rates of p-leaders theoretically quantify regularity exponents for texture when
varying the order of moments q, but boundary regularity for indicator functions when varying p,
points us to study the intriguing, never explored theoretical perspective for the multifractal analy-
sis of textured objects that jointly tuning p and q could permit to assess a theoretical continuum
of singularity properties, from textures to boundaries. As a starting point, we will investigate the
formal mechanisms that balance between the texture and boundary singularities’ control over the
multiscale statistics of p-leaders.
We plan to guide the theoretical studies by empirical conjectures from simulations on multifractal
textures with boundaries, to be defined, in particular for the difficult and practically relevant case
when boundaries cannot be unfolded by projection (since they would be multivalued functions).
We will also explore generalizing classical deterministic objects (e.g. Von Koch curve, Sierpinsky
carpets) and plan to theoretically study stochastic models defined by level sets (more generally,
non-linear transformations that could model continuous co-occurrences of textures and bound-
aries) of multifractal textures. Finally, the alteration of the multifractal spectrum when clustering
to compact objects is favored or prevented by introducing dependence between mass locations
(e.g., with techniques from determinantal point process theory) will be considered.

Multivariate multifractal analysis in large dimensions. The theoretical results we have ob-
tained so far for the multivariate multifractal spectrum in Section 2.4.2 provided first insights in the
mathematical richness offered by this object, but also led to the surprising outcome that a mul-
tivariate multifractal formalism built solely from arguments known from univariate analysis yields
a valid upper bound estimate only under certain conditions, but not in general. We have started
investigating a theoretical solution to this crucial problem and defined a novel cross-scale formal-
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ism that remained on the conceptual level so far. We plan to broaden this study with the goal to
determine possible modifications and alternatives that would lead to a robust practical algorithm.
Another important, as of now totally unexplored research direction in the context of multivariate
models concerns the possibility that the data components are actually not registered in cardinal
coordinates, but that sensors yield observations that are mixtures of possibly correlated multi-
fractal sources jointly driving the dynamics of a system under study. Such situations are actually
highly likely to be encountered in applications, and related works on multivariate self-similarity
have shown that they break down power law scaling and scaling exponent estimation [AD18]. In-
spired by such works on multivariate self-similarity, but made significantly more difficult because
of non-Gaussian marginals and strong dependence, we will theoretically and practically explore
the use of joint diagonalization of higher-order wavelet leader spectra. A related, equally impor-
tant topic that we plan to study concerns the detection of low-dimensional multivariate multifractal
sources in high-dimensional sensor space in the presence of noise.
Finally, when used for studying systems in large dimensions, a multivariate multifractal analysis
delivers an overwhelming amount of information that must be summarized in a relevant way in
order to be of actual use. A possible research direction that will be investigated is to study the
(limit) distributions of pair-wise multifractality parameters. Prospectively, this could also lead to
exploring connections with random matrix theory for non Gaussian systems under dependence.

Applications. I plan to continue and deepen my existing national and international collabo-
rations with focus on the study of biorhythms and to gear them more towards the use of multi-
channel recordings. At the same time, I would like to further develop my works and ideas on
quantitative ultrasound imaging in a recently initiated collaboration with Soleakhena Ken (Centre
de Recherche en Cancerologie de Toulouse) targeting the early detection and tumor follow-up for
pancreatic cancer. Moreover, I will strengthen my activity towards remote sensing applications
and in particular environmental monitoring within ongoing collaborations at MINDS-IRIT. In this
applicative context, I also plan to develop new projects and interactions with the Centre National
des Etudes Spatiales (CNES, Toulouse) arising from previous collaborations during contractual
activities; one concrete perspective is within the co-direction of the PhD thesis of J. El Haouari
(2022-2025) funded by the CNES and TAS related to a new mission involving a high-resolution
spectrometer for atmospheric monitoring. The common, overarching thread of these applications
is that they all involve the multiscale modeling and statistical analysis of complex, multivariate,
heterogeneous data.
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2.7 Appendix: Other research topics and contributions

In the above Sections, I have chosen to describe in more or lesser detail the parts of my research
activity and contributions that make up the larger interconnected part of the scientific universe I
have been exploring since my PhD thesis. But there are a number of other topics and research
tracks that I have been actively developing and for which I have achieved significant contributions
and outcomes. Some of these topics are directly related to the above described main thread of
my activity, others have prospective connections with it that have been left unexplored so far, and
there are yet another few important topics that have gotten interested in without any existing or
envisioned connection to those works, that emerged out of independent ideas, were nourished by
scientific curiosity and applicative needs and flourished independently into a number of novel and
original methodological developments. These works and contributions shall not go completely
unmentioned in this manuscript and are therefore briefly sketched in the following paragraphs.

2.7.1 Multiscale approximation of Fourier Integral operators
Context. My work as a PostDoc at the Mathematics Department of Purdue University (USA,
11/2008 - 12/2011, with M.V. de Hoop) was dedicated to the computation of Fourier integral op-
erators (FIOs) whose canonical relations are graphs. Kernels of FIOs are oscillatory integrals
that are frequently encountered in scientific computation, for instance in problems involving hy-
perbolic equations, in a wide range of problems, notably in optics, radar and seismology (wave
propagation, imaging, inverse scattering). While the calculus of FIOs has proven to be a powerful
concept in harmonic analysis [Hör09], the main challenge resided in the development of a discrete
counterpart that can actually be computed in applications20.
Contributions and outcome. In a first main contribution, I proposed a multi-scale expan-
sion and approximation within controlled accuracy of such operators that builds on the dyadic
parabolic decomposition of phase space to localize the action of FIOs in space and wave number
using wave packets [Smi98]. The key technical difficulty resided in the development of a theoreti-
cal concept and practical procedure for further separating the phase-space parametrized complex
exponential functions appearing in the decomposition into spatial and wave number constituents.
Our proposed solution relied on prolate spheroidal wave functions and formed the core for the
discretization and the efficient numerical evaluation of the canonical relation of the operators. Our
second contribution addressed an important methodological limitation of FIOs that is caused by
the fact that the operators are parametrized by a subset (projection) of phase-space variables
only, leading to an efficient representation but also to singularities and infinite amplitudes when
this projection is not invertible. Our solution constituted a major theoretical contribution and re-
lied on the use of locally constructed diffeomorphisms covering the set of singularities with open
neighborhoods and leading to a universal representation for FIOs to which the discretization and
computation we had developed can be applied. Our third main contribution resided in the develop-
ment of an FIO representation of reverse time migration (RTM), a wide-spread imaging approach
that relies on the retro-propagation of source and diffracted waves. Based on this representation,
we proposed a multi-scale and structured (in space and wave number) RTM imaging algorithm
that used the above discretization and computation of FIOs for the actual migration of wave pack-
ets. All developments were implemented using embarrassing parallelization, and validated in 2
dimensions for synthetic data. The work was published in three Journal papers [JI6,JI8,JI13] and
four international conference proceedings.
Conclusions and perspectives. This work pointed to many interesting theoretical and ap-
plied research directions, but has not been pursued by me after my PostDoc. One important and
exciting open issue concerns the characterization of the propagation of singularities along the
canonical relations of FIOs, which could potentially be addressed using wave packets and would
provide a principled way to relate pointwise regularity initial conditions to those under an imaging
operator or under its adjoint. Another very interesting question is in how far the canonical rela-

20The data in the above problems are typically 3D or, for phase-space extended imaging, 5D, so that a naı̈ve brute-force
approach has prohibitive cost.
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tions - thus, the geometry - for certain problems can be learnt. My proposed discretization and
computation, as well as my insights that I shared in informal discussions, formed the basis for first
answers to this question that got recently presented at NeurIPS [KdHD20].

2.7.2 Multivariate self-similarity
Context. Motivated by the need to understand the mechanisms jointly governing the data gen-
eration process from the ever increasing number of simultaneously registered measurements in
modern applications, the joint modeling of scale-free dynamics observed on several data com-
ponents is receiving considerable attention. Multivariate multifractal analysis described in Sec-
tion 2.4.2 presents one approach, an alternative consists in the use of multivariate models for
self-similarity, which in the univariate case assume that a single Hurst parameter H (instead of
a spectrum D(h)) controls the scale-free dynamics of the data and ηf (q) = qH in (2.3). Ex-
tending upon univariate fBm, several multivariate self-similar models have been proposed and
studied in the literature [AC11, LX11]. Among them, operator fractional Brownian motion (ofBm)
is a flexible and versatile model that encompasses the modeling of self-similarity for observa-
tions from mixed correlated self-similar sources [MM94]. In its simplest version, M -variate ofBm
{BP,H,Σ(t)}t∈R can be defined by linear combination, using a real-valued invertible M×M mixing
matrix P , of M possibly correlated fBm components, with point covariance matrix Σ and individ-
ual self-similarity exponents H = (H1, . . . ,HM ). It satisfies, ∀a > 0, the self-similarity relation
{BP,H,Σ(t)}t∈R fdd

= {aHBP,H,Σ(t/a))}t∈R, with Hurst matrix exponent H = Pdiag(H)P−1, show-
ing that under mixing (non-diagonal P ), univariate-like analyses (2.3) are ineffective and must be
replaced with wavelet covariance log-eigenvalue analysis [AD18].
Contributions. Assuming no mixing, a first important question that arises in applications is
how the self-similar temporal dynamics of the components are related. This had been previously
addressed with a concept termed fractal connectivity that essentially inspects the relations among
(cross-)spectral slopes [ABMLB08,WSAA09]. Building on a specific instance of the ofBm model,
in our work [JI22], we proposed and theoretically studied a fully data driven wavelet domain pro-
cedure that allows to test fractal connectivity from one single observation of data. Admitting the
possibility of mixing, another fundamental question is how many self-similar sources are actu-
ally driving the spatio-temporal dynamics of a system monitored by M sensors. In a series of
works, we proposed several statistical test formulations that formally addressed this issue. Three
main difficulties needed to be overcome. First, the sample test statistics are unknown and must
be estimated; our proposed solution consisted in a novel multivariate block-bootstrap resampling
approach in the wavelet domain. Second, the so-called eigenvalue repulsion effect leads to es-
timation bias that also drastically reduces the test’s effectiveness; this critical issue was tackled
via a novel de-biased Hurst eigen-exponent estimator that made use of several covariance matrix
snapshots with identical number of coefficients at each scale, without compromising estimation
variance. While our initial strategy considered pair-wise tests of equality, assessing M(M − 1)/2
pairs becomes inefficient and may lead to inconsistencies in the decisions for large number of
components M . We explored different solutions to this issue. One test formulation built on sorted
exponents, reducing the number of pair-wise tests to M − 1, yet required the use of test statistics
that were significantly more difficult to model. In a different approach, we used pairwise bootstrap
p-values to form a similarity graph and count the number of different eigen-exponents by per-
forming spectral clustering. Though yielding interesting results, a drawback was that the number
of clusters needed to be predefined. Finally, we explored an approach for testing the equality of
eigen-exponents in high dimensions (M large) and changed paradigm to testing properties of the
distribution of all exponents. Our solution was formulated via a Hartigan’s dip test for unimodality,
required studying theoretical predictions for the (asymptotic) eigen-exponent distributions and a
simulation strategy to numerically determine the test threshold. All our solutions can be readily
applied to single observations of multivariate data, and codes are publicly available.
Conclusions and perspectives. These works form the backbone of my collaboration with
Gustavo Didier (Math Dept., U. Tulane), lead to 3 journal publications [JI22,JI30,JI35] and 11 in-
ternational conference proceedings, and to many interesting novel research questions. These
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include the theoretical study of the detailed performance of the de-biased Hurst eigen-exponent
estimator, of the properties of the multivariate wavelet block-bootstrap procedure, of the use of
different graph-based clustering strategies, of wavelet random matrix based tests in high dimen-
sions, to name but a few.

2.7.3 Dynamic Graph Embedding and Representation Learning
Context and motivation. Graph neural networks (GNN) have emerged as a deep learning
framework able to operate on graph domains to perform inference tasks (classification, predic-
tion, clustering) in an end-to-end fashion. GNN approaches assume that the graph structure is
given or can be defined in a reasonable way based on the nature of the application, and their
outstanding performance is then essentially due to the fact that they jointly learn features/the data
representation and the classifier [BBL+17,WPC+20]. However, in a variety of domains, including
but not limited to point clouds and untrimmed video, the graph structure underlying the data is
unknown, and must be assumed or inferred by relying on additional assumptions or prior informa-
tion, which represents a severe limitation. In a collaboration I recently initiated with M. Dimiccoli
(UPF, Barcelona, Spain), I investigated the development of a generic methodology involving joint
representation and graph learning that could be applied to a variety of problems and builds on
the main hypothesis that the non-Euclidean domain on which the data are represented can be
learned, in addition to features and classifiers, in a data-driven fashion from single observations.
Contributions and outcome. As a first testbed, we chose temporal video and image se-
quence segmentation, which is a very suitable model for validating these ideas since the problem
is non-structural (the graph structure is given by the unknown events), and recent experimental
findings in Neuroscience show that neural representations of events in the human hippocampus
arise from temporal community structures in a graph that encodes temporal statistics. Motivated
by this, our first contribution consisted in proposing to model events in image sequences as com-
munity structures in a graph, understood as sets of nodes that are interconnected by edges with
large similarity weights, on an unknown underlying graph. We technically achieved this by a pre-
processing step to obtain a first coarse estimate of the graph, followed by a loop over two core
alternating steps that update the graph structure encoded by weights reflecting temporal and se-
mantic similarity as a function of the current data representation, and the data representation as
a function of the current graph in a low-dimensional embedding space. Our approach, termed
dynamic graph embedding (DGE), achieved state-of-the-art results on two challenging reference
benchmark datasets, without relying on any training set for learning the representation, and gen-
eralized to other problems. As a second major contribution, we generalized this solution to a graph
constrained representation learning methodology with unknown data graph that can be coupled
with generic state-of-the-art clustering models to let them act on learnt representations instead
of the original data, thus lending the clustering models extra flexibility while preserving the local
geometrical structure of the original data in high-dimensional space. We studied this approach for
the important human motion segmentation problem in untrimmed videos and derived an ADMM
algorithm to solve a graph constrained temporal subspace clustering problem. As a major out-
come, our approach achieves significant performance improvements of up to 20% (accuracy) and
5% (NMI) over the state-of-the-art methods on four public benchmarks. Our third contribution ad-
dressed the problem of learning representations of word meaning in word vector spaces that are
grounded in both language and vision, whose importance stems from semantic representations
of, e.g, nouns being tied to sensory experiences, thus cannot be derived from text corpora only.
Our proposed solution consisted in a hierarchy of modality-specific but communicating DGEs fol-
lowed by another higher level DGE that puts these representations together on a single graph
to learn a single representation jointly from both modalities. At each level, the graph topology
models similarity relations among words and was estimated jointly with the graph embedding.
The approach achieved state-of-the-art performance with respect to several baselines for simu-
lating human behavior in the tasks of similarity rating and categorization. Our contributions were
published in IEEE Trans. Image Process. [JI31], Proc. ICCV and EMNLP [CI86,CI87].
Conclusions and perspectives. This work has opened a number of interesting future research
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tracks, including the theoretical study of this new geometric regularization as a general penalty
term, addressing the generically inherent computational bottleneck of similarity graph based meth-
ods, and new DGE type models in which the embedding can be expressed as a function with
learnable weights instead of the implicit embedding found by the current DGE formulation.

2.7.4 Hankel operators for frequency and DOA estimation
Context. Spectral estimation is a classical problem that appears in an immense variety of prob-
lems encountered in signal and image processing applications, including astronomy, radar, com-
munications, economics, diffusion MRI, spectroscopy, fluorescence (lifetime) microscopy, direc-
tion of arrival (DOA) estimation, to name but a few. Often, it requires the use of unequally spaced
samples, or of several sets of data samples with different sampling grids. One important class of
spectral estimation problems arises for signals that can be modeled as (sparse) sums of complex
exponentials in noise, admitting the parametric model f(x) =

∑P
p=1 ape

ζpx + e(x), ap, ζp ∈ C,
where ζp = 2π(γp + iνp) is a complex frequency mode with frequency parameter νp and damping
parameter γp, ap is a complex amplitude and e(x) is an additive noise term; this includes the
case of exponentially damped signals defined by γp < 0. The associated estimation problem has
been studied extensively, see, e.g., [SM05] for an overview. One popular and prominent class of
estimation techniques is given by subspace methods, including MUSIC and ESPRIT, yet is statis-
tically suboptimal and cannot be applied to unequally spaced data samples. Among the methods
that can easily deal with unequally spaced data samples, maximum likelihood estimation (ML) has
also received considerable attention, yet has the major practical shortcoming that it is extremely
difficult to find the global minimizer of the cost function. Other, greedy type strategies must rely
on the use of a discrete (finite resolution) parameter grids and are hence suboptimal.
Contributions and outcome. In our works, we developed novel high-resolution methods for
the estimation of ζ which seek to minimize the ML-cost function for a fixed choice of P . The
originality of our method was that it directly builds on Kronecker’s theorem for Hankel matrices,
which essentially states that if a function f is uniformly sampled, then the Hankel matrix that
is generated by f has rank P if and only if f coincides at the sample points with a function
that is a linear combination of P exponential functions. A main contribution of our work was
to show that the Kronecker theorem can be combined with the alternating direction method of
multipliers (ADMM) to solve the spectral estimation problem. A key step is that the model is
imposed implicitly by constraining the rank of the Hankel matrix generated by an approximation
to the data to equal P . Moreover, this allowed us to accommodate for the unequally spaced
sampling through the use of appropriate interpolation matrices. As a consequence, the minimum
of the ML criterion is not resolved directly in the parameter space. Due to the rank constraint on the
Hankel matrices, the problem is nonconvex and thus there is no convergence guarantee, but our
numerical experiments indicated that our Hankel ADMM formulation yields excellent parameter
estimates without requiring specific initialization and finds the global minimum and hence the ML
solution to the problem at reasonably high signal to noise ratio. The approach has been extended
to the conceptually related but more difficult problem of 3D DOA estimation allowing for general
grid geometries and several frequencies. We also studied the estimation of half-life parameters
and proposed an original fixed-point algorithm for the problem. Our works have been published in
1 Journal paper [JI10] and 4 international conference proceedings.
Conclusions and perspectives. This work has been realized in an ongoing collaboration with
Lund University (Sweden, F. Andersson and M. Carlsson) and points to a number of important
research questions, including the design of efficient extensions to high dimensions, considering
the practically important special cases of purely real-valued or complex-valued parameters that
require novel theoretical developments for Hankel and Toeplitz operators, and exploring the use
of novel convex sparsity inducing penalties on the rank [OGC21].
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